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Abstract
In this thesis we study scheduling problems that occur in the client server setting.
In this setting there are a set of jobs that are sent by clients over time to a
sever. There is a scheduler at the sever that determines how the jobs should be
processed. The goal of the scheduler is to process the jobs in a way that optimizes
the quality of service given to the clients. The quality of service is determined
by some metric, which is designed for the specific needs of the system. Several
systems in the real world motivate the study of client server scheduling such as
web servers, operating systems, and load balancing in distributed computing.
This thesis is on designing online scheduling algorithms and focuses mainly
on broadcast scheduling, but also considers traditional scheduling on single and
multiple machines. In the broadcast setting, clients send requests for pages of
information. When the sever broadcasts a page, all clients requesting the page that
was broadcasted are satisfied at the same time. The broadcast setting differs from
standard models because multiple requests can be satisfied by a single broadcast.
We analyze our algorithms in a worst case analysis framework. One of the main
contributions of this thesis is the design of algorithms for the online broadcast set-
ting. We develop key algorithmic ideas and analysis techniques for broadcasting.
We study the algorithm Longest-Wait-First (LWF) and its variants. We show
that LWF and its extensions are O(1)-speed O(1)-competitive for average flow
time and the `k norms of flow time for fixed k in the broadcast setting. We then
extend and generalize the techniques developed in the analysis of LWF to show
a (1 + )-speed O(poly(1/))-competitive algorithm for minimizing average flow
time in the broadcast setting.
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We also consider the minimizing the maximum weighted flow time problem
and show that a natural extension of LWF to this problem does not perform
well. We introduce new algorithmic ideas for this problem. To better understand
minimizing the maximum weighted flow time in the broadcast model, we first
consider the problem in the standard single machine and multiple identical ma-
chines settings. Here we give (1 + )-speed O(poly(1/))-competitive algorithms.
Building on these algorithms we give a new algorithm for minimizing the maxi-
mum weighted flow time in the broadcast setting and show that it is (1 + )-speed
O(poly(1/))-competitive. We then consider improving the speed-up required to
give an O(1)-competitive algorithm for the `k norms of flow time in the broadcast
setting. Here we consider an extension of the Latest-Arrival-Processor-Sharing
(LAPS) algorithm and show that it is (1 + )-speed O(poly(1/))-competitive for
all k.
It is typical in scheduling theory for algorithms and analysis to be tailored for
specific objective functions. However, it is valuable to ask whether or not algo-
rithms and analysis can be unified into a single algorithm or analysis framework.
Motivated by this, we introduce the general-cost-function objective. In the gen-
eral cost function, the objective is to minimize
∑
i∈[n] wig(Ci − ri) where wi is
the weight of the job, Ci is the completion time, ri is the release time and g is
some non-decreasing function of a job’s flow time. The function g can be fixed to
specific objectives and, hence, this framework captures most reasonable objective
functions. For the general cost function, we give an algorithm that is (2+)-speed
O(1/)-competitive in the standard single machine setting. The algorithm con-
sidered is oblivious to the function g. Thus, this shows that on a single machine,
in the standard setting, there is indeed a single algorithm that performs well for
most objectives. Further, since the algorithm is oblivious to g, it follows that the
algorithm is (2 + )-speed O(1/)-competitive for all objectives that fit into this
framework simultaneously.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis considers online algorithms for scheduling (resource allocation) opti-
mization problems. Succinctly, scheduling theory studies the allocation of a set
of resources to a set of jobs. In an optimization problem, one would like to find
an optimal solution for a given objective function over the set of all feasible solu-
tions of the given problem instance. Generally, the goal is to design an efficient
algorithm to find such a solution for any instance of the problem. An example
optimization problem is: given a set of tasks, decide how to process them by a
computer so that as many tasks as possible are completed by their deadline.
When considering an optimization problem in the online setting, a portion of
the input is revealed over time to the algorithm. The online algorithm must make
decisions at each time without the knowledge of the portion of the input that is
yet to be revealed. This is in contrast to oﬄine algorithms, which are assumed
to know all of the properties of the entire input sequence in advance. Online
algorithms have proven to be extremely useful because in many practical settings
one may not know the entire problem instance in advance.
Unfortunately, for many problems it is known that no online algorithm can be
optimal when compared to an oﬄine algorithm that knows the input sequence in
advance. The study of online algorithms focuses on determining the quality of
the solutions that can be feasibly obtained in the online setting. For problems
where there exists no online algorithm that produces an optimal solution on every
input sequence, one popular form of analysis used is competitive analysis. This
thesis focuses on using competitive analysis to bound the performance of online
algorithms for scheduling optimization problems.
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1.1 Introduction to Scheduling Theory
Scheduling theory is subject that is of interest in several areas of computer science
and arises in many other fields. Employee tasks at a business, programs to be
executed by a computer and communication in a network can all be seen as ‘jobs’
that need to be scheduled. In particular, any computer operating system includes
a scheduler to determine when programs are executed. Due to the numerous
applications of scheduling theory, it is an area with a significant amount of interest
in both academia and industry. For more information on scheduling algorithms
see [57, 60].
The motivation behind the work in this thesis is to determine ‘good’ scheduling
algorithms in the client-sever scheduling setting. In the client sever setting, there
is a set of clients and a server or job scheduler. The clients send jobs to the system
over time. The sever decides how to process these jobs in the system. The client-
sever scheduling setting has been extensively studied over the last few decades.
The popularity of the client sever setting comes from the extensive applications of
the model. The model captures jobs scheduling environments seen in web servers,
operating systems, server farms, and load balancing in distributed computing
settings.
In the client-server scheduling setting, n jobs or requests need to be processed.
Each of these jobs requires some amount of processing from the system. The jobs
arrive over time and can be processed after their arrival. In the oﬄine setting the
scheduler has complete knowledge of all the jobs in advance, including when they
will arrive. This contrasts to the online setting where the scheduler learns of a
job at the time it arrives. In this case, the scheduler makes its decisions with only
partial knowledge of the job sequence. The goal of the scheduler is to optimize the
quality of service which the jobs receive. Naturally, the definition of the quality
of service depends on the needs of the specific system.
In the simplest setting, each of the jobs are to be scheduled on a single ma-
chine. In this case, the scheduler determines the jobs to be processed at each
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time. There is a considerable amount of literature on this fundamental model.
When scheduling on a single machine there are a variety of well-known scheduling
algorithms with strong performance guarantees. For example:
• FIFO: It is known that the algorithm First-In-First-Out (FIFO) is an op-
timal algorithm for minimizing the maximum time any job has to wait to
be satisfied. FIFO at each time schedules the job that has been unsatisfied
the longest.
• SRPT: If one desires to minimize the average time that jobs have to wait to
be satisfied, the algorithm Shortest-Remaining-Processing-Time (SRPT) is
an optimal online algorithm. The algorithm SRPT at each time preemp-
tively schedules the job with the least remaining processing time.
• EDF: If jobs have deadlines and all jobs can feasibly be scheduled by their
deadline then the online algorithm Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF) will guar-
antee a schedule where all jobs get scheduled by their deadline. The algo-
rithm EDF at each time preemptively schedules the job with the earliest
deadline.
Now consider the case where jobs can be distributed on m machines or pro-
cessors. In this situation, at any time, the scheduler must make the decision of
which jobs to assign to which machines along with the decision of which jobs are
to be processed. Scheduling on multiple machines has been studied extensively in
scheduling theory. See, [58, 5, 15, 44, 4, 56, 45, 24, 49]. Designing algorithms to
create good schedules in a multiple machine scheduling setting is typically much
more challenging than scheduling in the single machine scheduling setting. This is
because the scheduler not only needs to prioritize jobs, but it also must efficiently
load balance the jobs on the machines.
The simplest multiple machines setting is where all machines are identical. That
is, each job has the same processing time on all machines and any job can be
scheduled on any machine. Several previous works have focused on the identical
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machine model. For instance, [5, 58, 15, 4, 56]. See the survey [60] for other
relevant work. However, in practice, machines may not be identical. Machines
may have different speed processors. One model that captures this situation is the
related machines model. Here, each machine x has some speed sx. Job Ji requires
li/sx time to complete if it is assigned to machine x. Here li is the processing time
of job Ji.
Interestingly, the related machines model is not general enough to capture the
scope of today’s systems. Consider the situation where some jobs require lots
of memory, but each machine does not have the same amount of memory. Or,
perhaps a job can only be scheduled on machines which are attached to a specific
input/output device. In this situation the relation between machines cannot be
easily correlated. To capture this more general scenario, the unrelated machines
model has been considered. In the unrelated machines model each job Ji has
processing time lix when assigned to machine x. In fact, the processing times
may be infinite on some machines, which captures the case where a job cannot be
assigned to a specific machine. The unrelated model, is perhaps, the most general
machine model in the client server setting.
Algorithmic scheduling challenges may not only be related to having multiple
machines. Indeed, many challenges arise in a model known as broadcasting. This
model naturally arises in wireless and LAN networks. Here there is a single
server where pages of information are stored. Clients send requests to the server
for a page of information. In most situations, it is assumed that the sever must
satisfy all of the requests. More than one client may send a request for the
same page. The server can satisfy multiple requests by a single broadcast since
the clients are assumed to be listening in on a multicast channel. Along with
practical interest, this scheduling model has received a considerable amount of
attention over the last decade in both the oﬄine and online settings in scheduling
theory [11, 2, 1, 13, 47, 6, 8, 27]. In the broadcast setting, a scheduler can
satisfy multiple requests for the same page by a single broadcast. Notice that
this implies that two different schedules can do a different amount of work to
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satisfy the same set of requests. Not having conservation of work between two
schedules makes scheduling problems considerably more challenging in worst
case analysis, especially in the online setting. The difficulty is that it is hard
design algorithms that balance saving work by grouping requests together and
optimizing an objective.
1.1.1 Quality of Service Objectives
As mentioned, the goal of the scheduler is to optimize the quality of service the
jobs receive. Generally, the client submitting a job would like the job completed as
soon as possible. The flow time of a job is the amount of time that the scheduler
takes to satisfy the job. A well known scheduling metric is minimizing the total
flow time. The total flow time of a schedule is total amount of time that all of the
jobs must wait to be satisfied in the system. By minimizing the total flow time
the scheduler focuses on optimizing the average quality of service given to the
jobs. Optimizing the total flow time is the most popular and well studied online
scheduling metric.
Minimizing the total flow time is quite natural and useful, but this objective has
the following disadvantage. A scheduler that optimizes the total flow time may
focus on giving the majority of the jobs very good quality of service while giving
a small number of jobs poor quality of service. This maybe unacceptable in some
systems. A quality of service metric that is used to give worst case guarantees at
the individual job level is maximum flow time. This objective focuses on reducing
the maximum time any job has to wait to be satisfied. This more stringent
objective ensures that no job can be ignored by the system. Hence, the objective
enforces fairness between the jobs. Optimizing the fairness of a schedule is one of
the highest priorities in several systems [63].
A popular objective that is used to balance the average quality of service and the
fairness of the schedule that is not as rigid as the maximum flow time objective
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is the `k norms of flow time. The `k norms of flow time objective was first
studied in the influential paper of Bansal and Pruhs [9]. Let ri denote the release
time (arrival time) of job Ji and let Ci denote the time the request is completed
under some schedule. The `k-norms of flow time is defined to be
k
√∑
i(Ci − ri)k.
Notice that the `1 norm is equivalent to the total flow time and the `∞ norm
is equivalent to the maximum flow time objective. For the `k norm objective,
k is usually assumed to be small, i.e. 2 or 3. In the `k norm objective, the
algorithm is severely penalized when a job waits a substantial amount of time to
be satisfied. This is because the flow time of the job to the kth power is considered.
This forces the algorithm to minimize the variance of flow time between the jobs
and, thereby, ensures the predictability of the system at the individual job level.
Further, in the `k-norm, the flow time is still being considered and the algorithm
must also focus on average quality of service. By optimizing the `k norm of flow
time, the algorithm balances average quality of service and fairness. This makes
online algorithms that perform well for the `k-norm of flow time highly desirable
in practice. To see the difference between average flow time and the `k norms,
consider the following well known example.
Average Flow Vs. the `k-Norms: Consider a single-machine instance where
two jobs are released at time 0, and one job is released at each integer time
1, 2, . . . , n. All jobs are identical, and the system takes one unit of time to finish
each job. When the objective is to minimize the `1 norm of the flowtime, one can
see that every non-idling schedule is optimal. In particular, the schedule that has
flow time 1 for all jobs except for one of the jobs released at time 0 (which will
have flow time n) is also optimal. This however is not optimal for the `2 norm.
Scheduling jobs in order of their release time results in the optimal schedule where
all jobs have flow time at most 2. Thus a schedule that is good under the `2 norm
reduces the variance of the job flow times relative to an optimal schedule for the
`1 norm.
In some systems jobs have deadlines. In this case, many system designers
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focus on maximizing the number of jobs satisfied by their deadline. For instance,
this maybe the case in real time systems [55]. This assumes that once a job’s
deadline has passed there is no longer a need to complete the job. Strict
deadlines are necessary in several situations, however some systems may require
that a job be completed even after the deadline has passed. This is known
as a soft deadline. When jobs have soft deadlines, a metric that was recently
suggested is called the delay factor [26]. Let di denote the deadline of job
Ji. If a job is satisfied by its deadline then the delay factor of the job is 1.
Otherwise the delay factor is Ci−ri
di−ri . Notice that the delay factor of a job is larger
if the original amount of time the scheduler had to satisfy the job before the
deadline was smaller. In the delay factor objective, it is assumed that the priority
of a job is proportional to the time between the job’s deadline and its arrival time.
1.1.2 Worst Case Competitive Analysis and Resource
Augmentation
As mentioned, in this thesis our attention is focused on worst case analysis and
the online setting. In the online setting, an algorithm is only given partial infor-
mation about the set of jobs while it is making scheduling decisions. Due to this
restriction, for most problems, the online algorithm cannot be optimal for every
job sequence. For many online problems, instead of designing algorithms that are
optimal, worst case analysis focuses on designing algorithms that are comparable
with the optimal algorithm. A natural way to make this comparison is to bound
the relative performance of the algorithm to that of the optimal solution for any
possible job sequence. For an algorithm and a fixed objective function let AI
denote the algorithm’s objective on an input sequence I. Let OPTI denote the
value of the objective for an optimal solution on the input I. We say that an
algorithm is c-competitive if AI ≤ c ·OPTI for any input I [22]. In worst case
online analysis, our goal is to find an algorithm that minimizes the competitive
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ratio.
Unfortunately, for several online scheduling problems, strong lower bounds exist
on the competitive ratio. When there exists a super-constant lower bound on a
problem, a popular form of analysis is a resource augmentation analysis [52, 59].
This form of analysis focuses on giving the algorithm extra resources over the
optimal solution. This may come in the form of being able to process the jobs at
a faster rate or by giving the algorithm more machines. The most well studied
model is when the jobs are processed at a faster rate. We say that an algorithm
is s-speed c-competitive if the competitive ratio of the algorithm is at most c and
the algorithm can processes jobs s times faster than the optimal solution. An
ideal resource augmentation result is to find an algorithm that is (1 + )-speed
O(f())-competitive, where  is any constant in (0, 1] and f is some function of .
That is, to find an algorithm that is constant competitive while using the minimum
amount of extra resources over the adversary. We call all such algorithms scalable.
When strong lower bounds exist on the competitive ratio, most previous work in
the worst case analysis setting focuses on finding scalable algorithms.
Resource augmentation analysis has several motivations. For example, one
could consider scheduling as a provisioning problem. A system designer may
design a system such that it is possible for the system to give good performance.
This could be determined by analyzing expected job sequences the system may
incur. However, it could be the case that no online algorithm can have a small
competitive ratio for the scheduling setting faced in the system. Now, if it is
known that a scalable algorithm exists then by buying machines with slightly
faster speeds, the designer will know that using the scalable algorithm will result
in good performance.
1.2 Scheduling Models
This thesis will consider both the traditional scheduling model where requests
(or jobs) are independent and the broadcast model where different requests can
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be satisfied simultaneously. We will refer to the traditional scheduling model as
the ‘standard’ scheduling model. In this setting we will refer to requests as jobs
as this is more appropriate terminology. In the broadcast model, we will keep
the terminology of requests, instead of jobs, to distinguish the model from the
standard model. We will use this terminology throughout this thesis unless stated
otherwise. In either the broadcast or standard setting, As will denote an algorithm
A given speed s. We say that an algorithm is non-clairvoyant if the algorithm
does not use the processing time of a job to make scheduling decision. This is in
contrast to clairvoyant schedulers that are assume to know the processing time of
a job when the job arrives. Throughout the thesis it is assumed that preemption
is allowed. That is, a job can be stopped during processing and can be resumed
from where it was left off later.
1.2.1 Standard Scheduling
Each job Ji has a processing time or length li which the scheduler must devote
to the job to satisfy the job. The job is said to be released or arrive at time ri.
In the online setting, this is the first time that the scheduler is aware of the job.
When the job is completed in some schedule A, we will say that it is completed
at time CAi . In some cases, the job may have a deadline di and/or a weight wi
which is know to the scheduler when the job arrives.
In the traditional model, this thesis will be concerned with both the single ma-
chine and multiple machine settings. It is assumed that each job can be assigned
to at most one machine at each moment in time; however, a job can possibly be
migrated between machines over time. In the multiple machine setting, we will
primarily consider the identical machine model where the processing time of a job
is the same on all machines.
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1.2.2 Broadcast Scheduling
There are n requests that arrive over time. Each request is for a page and there are
at most n distinct pages or pieces of data that are available in the system. Multiple
outstanding requests for the same page p are satisfied by a single transmission of
the p. We use Jp,i to denote i’th request for a page p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. We let
rp,i denote the arrival time of the request Jp,i. Requests may also have deadlines,
denoted dp,i and non-negative weights wp,i. The finish time or completion time
CAp,i of a request Jp,i in a given schedule A is defined to be the earliest time after
rp,i when the page p is transmitted by the schedule A. Multiple requests for the
same page can have the same finish time.
A significant portion of the broadcast scheduling literature focused on the case
where all page sizes are the same which can be assumed to be one without loss
of generality. We call this the uniform or the unit page size setting. We also
consider the non-uniform or varying page size setting where pages have potentially
different sizes. We will let lp denote the time it takes to transfer page p. When
page sizes are different, one has to carefully define when a request for a page
is satisfied if it arrives midway through the transmission of that page. In this
thesis we consider the sequential model [38], the most restrictive one, in which the
server broadcasts each page sequentially and a client receives the page sequentially
without buffering; see [61] on the relationship between different models. When
pages have non-uniform sizes, each page p is divided into an ordered list of uniform
sized pieces (1, p), (2, p), . . . , (`p, p) where `p is the size of page p. In the sequential
setting, a client must receive the pieces in sequential order.
1.2.3 Objective Functions
The following table in figure 1.1 shows the formal definition of most of the
objectives considered in this thesis. The objectives are shown for the standard
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Objective Standard Broadcast
Max Flow Time maxiCi − ri maxp,iCp,i − rp,i
Max Weighted Flow Time maxiwi(Ci − ri) maxp,iwp,i(Cp,i − rp,i)
Max Delay Factor maxi{1, Ci−ridi−ri } maxp,i{1,
Cp,i−rp,i
dp,i−rp,i }
Max Weighted Delay Factor maxi{wi, wi(Ci−ri)di−ri } maxp,i{wp,i,
wp,i(Cp,i−rp,i)
dp,i−rp,i }
Average Flow Time
∑
iCi − ri
∑
p,iCp,i − rp,i
Average Weighted Flow Time
∑
iwi(Ci − ri)
∑
p,iwp,i(Cp,i − rp,i)
`k-norms of Flow Time
k
√∑
i(Ci − ri)k k
√∑
p,i(Cp,i − rp,i)k
Figure 1.1: Different objective functions discussed in this thesis. The goal is to
minimize the objective.
model and broadcast model along with their weighted variants.
1.2.4 Organization
We begin in Chapter 2 by giving an overview of the results in this thesis. Here
we also summarize the history of the broadcast model in the online client server
setting. In Chapter 3 we consider the problem of minimizing the maximum delay
factor and weighted flow time in both the standard single machine and multiple
machine settings as well as the broadcast model. In Chapter 4 we study the
algorithm Longest-Wait-First and its variants in the broadcast setting. In Chapter
5 a scalable algorithm for average flow time in the broadcast model is introduced.
Chapter 6 focuses on designing a scalable algorithm for the `k-norms of flow time
in the broadcast setting. One chapter of this thesis will focus on the standard
single machine setting with the objective of minimizing the general cost function.
Chapter 7 is devoted to this problem and related work can also be found in
Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Problems, Results, and Related Work
We now given an overview of the results covered in this thesis. As stated, most of
this thesis will concentrate on broadcast scheduling. We consider several popular
online scheduling objectives and show scalable algorithms for them. Although
we consider several objective functions and different algorithms, many of the key
underlying algorithmic ideas are similar. We now give an overview of the area of
broadcast scheduling as well as the contributions of this thesis. Then we discuss
the work on the general cost function presented in the thesis.
2.1 Broadcast Scheduling
The broadcast model is motivated by several applications such as multicast sys-
tems and wireless and LAN networks [66, 1, 2, 47]. Besides the practical inter-
est in the model, broadcast scheduling has seen growing interest in algorithmic
scheduling literature both in the oﬄine and online settings [11, 2, 1, 13, 47]. Work
has also been done in stochastic and queueing theory literature on related mod-
els [35, 34, 64, 65]. Algorithmic scheduling work was initiated by Bartal and
Muthukrishanan [13]; see [53]. In addition to the applications, broadcast schedul-
ing has sustained interest due to the significant technical challenges that basic
problems in this setting have posed for algorithm design and analysis.
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2.1.1 Minimizing the Maximum Flow Time and Delay Factor
In chapter 3 we consider the objectives of minimizing the maximum flow time and
delay factor. Interestingly, the maximum response time metric was studied in the
(short) paper of Bartal and Muthukrishnan [13] where they claimed that the online
algorithm FIFO (for First In First Out) is 2-competitive for broadcast scheduling,
and moreover that no deterministic online algorithm is (2 − )-competitive. (As
mentioned previously FIFO is optimal in the standard single machine setting).
Despite the claim, no proof was published. Almost a decade later, Chang et al. [26]
gave formal proofs for these claims for unit-sizes pages. The upper bound proof
for FIFO in [26] is short but delicate. In fact, [13] claimed 2-competitiveness for
FIFO even when pages have different sizes. As stated, in this thesis we consider the
sequential model [38], the most restrictive one, in which the server broadcasts each
page sequentially and a client receives the page sequentially without buffering.
The claim in [13] regarding FIFO for different pages is in a less restrictive model
in which clients can buffer and take advantage of partial transmissions and the
server is allowed to preempt. The FIFO analysis in [26] for unit-sized pages does
not appear to generalize for different page sizes. Our contribution to the maximum
flow time problem is the following.
• FIFO is 2-competitive for minimizing maximum response time in broadcast
scheduling even with different page sizes.
A competitive ratio of 2 is the best positive result that can be achieved; for
any fixed  > 0 there is a lower bound of (2 − ) on the competitive ratio for
minimizing the maximum flow time, even if randomization is allowed [28]. Note
that FIFO, whenever the server is free, picks the page p with the earliest request
and non-preemptively broadcasts it. Our bound matches the lower bound shown
even for unit-sized pages, thus closing one aspect of the problem. Our proof differs
from that of Chang et al.; it does not explicitly use the unit-size assumption and
this is what enables the generalization to different page sizes. The analysis is
inspired by work on the maximum delay factor [32] which we discuss next.
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The delay factor of a schedule is a metric recently introduced in [26] (and
implicitly in [18]) when requests have deadlines. Delay factor is motivated by a
variety of applications, in particular real-time systems, where requests naturally
have deadlines associated with them. In real-time systems, a hard deadline implies
that it cannot be missed, while a soft deadline implies some flexibility in violating
it. In online settings it is difficult to respect hard deadlines. Previous work has
addressed hard deadlines by either considering periodic tasks or other restrictions
[23], or by focusing on maximizing throughput (the number of requests completed
by their deadline) [54, 25, 67].
We are interested in online algorithms that minimize the maximum delay factor.
We also consider a related metric, namely minimizing the maximum weighted
response time. Delay factor and weighted response time have syntactic similarity
if we ignore the 1 term in the definition of delay factor — one can think of the
weight as the inverse of the slack. Although the metrics are somewhat similar we
note that there is no direct way to reduce one to the other. On the other hand,
we observe that upper bounds for one appear to translate to the other.
Surprisingly, the maximum weighted response time metric appears to not have
been studied formally even in standard scheduling; however a special case, namely
maximum stretch has received attention. The stretch of a job is its response time
divided by its processing time; essentially the weight of a job is the inverse of its
processing time. Bender et al. [17, 19], motivated by applications to web-server
scheduling, studied maximum stretch and showed very strong lower bounds in the
online setting.
To understand the complexity of the delay faction problem we first consider
the problem in the standard scheduling setting. Before the work presented in this
thesis, no non-trivial positive results were known about this objective in any online
scheduling model. We first consider algorithms for optimizing this objective in
the standard scheduling setting. Here we showed that strong lower bounds exist
on the competitive ratio of any online algorithm even if all jobs are unit sized.
We say that the slack of job Ji is di − ri.
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• For standard setting on a single machine no online algorithm is ∆0.4/2-
competitive where ∆ is the ratio between the maximum and minimum
slacks.
Due to this strong lower bound, we focus on using a resource augmentation
analysis. We give the following positive results in the single machine and multiple
machine models.
• For standard setting, for any  ∈ (0, 1], there are (1 + )-speed O(1/)-
competitive algorithms in both single and multiple machine cases.
Next we consider this objective in the broadcast setting. The broadcast model
poses several different challenges over the standard scheduling setting. The al-
gorithms that we give for the standard scheduling setting do not extend to the
broadcast setting. Exemplifying the challenge of the broadcast setting, we show
the following strengthened lower bound on the competitive ratio of any online
algorithm.
• For broadcast scheduling with n unit-sized pages there is no n/4-competitive
algorithm.
We then introduce new algorithms for the broadcast model and show the fol-
lowing positive results.
• For broadcast setting, for any  ∈ (0, 1], there is a (1 + )-speed O(1/2)-
competitive algorithm for unit-sized pages. For non-uniform sized pages and
any  ∈ (0, 1], there is a (1 + )-speed O(1/3)-competitive algorithm.
We then show how these results can be extended to weighted versions of the
maximum flow time and maximum delay factor problems.
We complement our upper bound result above with a lower bound. Recall that
FIFO is 2-competitive for maximum response time in broadcast scheduling and
is optimal for job scheduling. A natural algorithm that extends FIFO for delay
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factor or weighted response time is to schedule the request in the queue that
has the largest current delay factor (or weighted flow time). This natural greedy
algorithm was labeled LF (longest first) since it can be seen as an extension of
the well-studied LWF (longest-wait-first) for average flow time. LWF is known
to be O(1)-competitive with O(1)-speed for average flow time, it was suggested
in [31] that LF may be O(1)-speed O(1)-competitive for maximum delay factor.
LWF and LF will be discussed further in the next section. We show that this is
not the case even for standard scheduling in chapter 4.
• For any constants s, c > 1, LF is not c-competitive with s-speed for minimiz-
ing maximum delay factor (or weighted response time) in unicast scheduling
of unit-time jobs.
2.1.2 Minimizing Average Flow Time
In chapters 4 and 5 we study the problem of minimizing average flow time. When
considering average flow time, we will focus on the unit page time case. It was
shown that without resource augmentation any online deterministic algorithm
is Ω(n)-competitive [53]. Further, any randomized online algorithm has a lower
bound of Ω(
√
n) on the competitive ratio [6].
A major difficultly of algorithmic development for average flow time is that
previous work has shown that the existence of a O(1)-speed O(1)-competitive
online algorithm cannot be proved using standard techniques. An algorithm A is
said to be locally competitive if the number of requests in A’s queue is comparable
to the number of requests in the adversary’s queue at each time. In [53] it was
shown that no online algorithm can be locally competitive with an adversary.
Local competitiveness has been one of the most popular methods of analysis in
standard scheduling [52, 16, 53].
Average flow time in broadcast scheduling has been studied extensively over
the last decade. In the oﬄine setting, minimizing average flow time was first
studied using non-trivial linear programming techniques coupled with resource
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augmentation [53, 42, 43]. It was not until later that a complex reduction showed
that this problem was in fact NP-Hard [41]. Recently, a simpler proof of this fact
was found [26]. Following this line of work, a (1 + )-speed O(1)-approximation
algorithm was eventually given in [6]. Here, resource augmentation was used
even though it is still open if the problem admits an O(1)-approximation. The
problem is substantially more difficult without resource augmentation. No non-
trivial analysis was shown without resource augmentation until Bansal et al. gave a
O(
√
n)-approximation in [6]. More recently, a O(log2 n/ log log(n))-approximation
was shown in [7]. We note that this result relies on highly non-trivial algorithmic
techniques.
In the online setting, the strong lowerbound without resource augmentation has
led previous work to focus on finding O(1)-speed O(1)-competitive algorithms.
The ultimate goal of this line of work is to find a scalable algorithm. Previously,
there have been two main approaches used to avoid a local argument. The first
was given by Edmonds and Pruhs in [38]. They showed a non-trivial reduction
from the problem of minimizing average flow time in broadcast scheduling to a
non-clairvoyant scheduling problem. Their reduction takes an algorithm A that is
s-speed c-competitive for the non-clairvoyant scheduling problem and creates an
algorithm B that is 2s-speed c-competitive for the broadcast scheduling problem.
Using this reduction, they were able to show an algorithm which is (4 + )-speed
O(1)-competitive for minimizing the average flow time in broadcast scheduling
[36, 38]. More recently, the same authors used this reduction to show another
algorithm is (2 + )-speed O(1)-competitive [40]. Both of these algorithms can be
extended to the case where pages have varying sizes.
The algorithm Longest-Wait-First (LWF) was first introduced in [53]. LWF
uses a natural scheduling policy which always schedules the page with the highest
flow time. Edmonds and Pruhs showed that LWF is 6-speed O(1)-competitive
using a direct analysis that avoided the use of the reduction [39]. In this work,
new novel techniques were introduced to avoid a local argument. The techniques
presented in the paper were quite complex. In joint work with Chekuri, we were
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able to simplify these techniques to make the key ideas more transparent. Using
this, we were able to show LWF is (3.4+)-speed O(1)-competitive [30]. However,
LWF was shown to be nΩ(1)-competitive when given speed less than 1.618 [39].
In this thesis, we first discuss an improved analysis of LWF. We study LWF
because it is a simple and easily implementable algorithm that has been shown to
work well in practice and outperforms other policies in experiments [2]. We will
show the following in chapter 4,
• LWF is 5-speed O(1)-competitive
Although there is a proof showing that LWF is (3.4+)-speed O(1)-competitive,
we present the 5 speed proof to emphasize the analysis techniques. We emphasize
the techniques because they will be used for the following result shown in chapter
5.
• There is a scalable algorithm for average flow time in broadcast scheduling.
This was previously one of the main open question concerning scheduling in the
broadcast model. This algorithm, like LWF, is a simple greedy algorithm. The
algorithm itself keeps the main spirit of LWF, while overcoming the disadvantages
of the LWF algorithm. To bound the performance of the algorithm, we build on
the analysis techniques that we introduced in our analysis of LWF. Rather than
using the reduction given in [38] we use a direct global charging scheme.
2.1.3 Minimizing the `k-norms of Flow Time
As mentioned in the previous section, average flow time in the broadcast setting
has received a significant amount of attention recently. Minimizing the total flow
time is a natural objective; unfortunately, in practice algorithms which optimize
the flow time are not implemented due to a lack of fairness. Indeed, one can easily
construct examples where an optimal algorithm for minimizing the total flow time
may starve individual jobs of processing power for an arbitrary amount of time.
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Implementing a fair algorithm is one of the highest priorities in most systems [63].
As stated previously, a popular and practical method to enforce the fairness of a
schedule is to optimize the `k-norm of flow time for some fixed k > 1. In practice,
it is usually the case that k ∈ [2, 3]. Notice that average flow time is equivalent to
the `1 norm of flow time. By optimizing the `k norm of flow time, the algorithm
minimizes the variance of the jobs, thus ensuring fairness while reducing the flow
time. Although a schedule that optimizes the `k norm of flow time for k > 1 may
have a larger average flowtime over a schedule that optimizes the `1 norm, the
variance of flow time will be reduced. This will make the system more predictable
on average for the individual jobs, which is generally more desirable [63, 62].
The algorithmic study of the `k-norms of flow time was initiated by Bansal and
Pruhs. They showed that any online deterministic algorithm is nΩ(1)-competitive
for the `k norms of flow time without resource augmentation in the standard single
machine scheduling setting where k > 1 [9]. This contrasts with the fact that the
algorithm SRPT is optimal in the `1 norm in this setting. The same authors
showed that SRPT is a scalable algorithm for the `k norms of flow time on a
single machine in the standard scheduling setting [9]. For the broadcast model
we present the following in chapter 4,
• The algorithm LF, a variation of LWF, is O(k)-speed O(k)-competitive for
the `k-norms of flow time
This was the first positive result for the `k-norms of flow time in the broadcast
model. To show this result, we extend the analysis showing that LWF is 5-speed
O(1)-competitive for average flow time, which is also presented in chapter 4.
Later, Gupta et al. , introduced the algorithm Broadcast-Weighted-Latest-
Arrival-Processor-Sharing (BWLAPS) and showed that the algorithm is (k + )-
speed O(k)-competitive for any fixed  > 0 [46]. This result was shown by using
a potential function analysis to bound the competitiveness of BWLAPS. In this
thesis we will show the following in chapter 6 ,
• BWLAPS is scalable for the `k norms of flow time in the broadcast setting.
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This result was originally given in joint with Edmonds and Im [37]. To show
this result, we give an improved potential function analysis that better captures
the performance of BWLAPS over the potential function given in [46]. Further,
this is the first potential function based analysis used to show an algorithm is
scalable for the objective of the `k-norms of flow time in any scheduling setting.
Beyond showing that BWLAPS is scalable, this work also shows how one can use
potential functions to analyze a scalable algorithm for the `k-norms of flow time.
In chapter 6 the analysis of BWLAPS showing that the algorithm is scalable given
in [37] is presented.
2.2 General Cost Function
A challenge faced in systems today is to determine the appropriate scheduling
objective function, which can be difficult to define. For instance, it could be
the case that fairness is important, but so is average performance. Fairness and
average performance are two objective functions that inherently are competing.
Due to this, it is not clear how to define one global objective.
To address this and related questions, we study the problem of optimizing the
following general objective function on a single machine in the standard model.
Let Fi denote the flow time of job Ji. The goal of the scheduler is to optimize∑
i∈[n]wig(Fi) where g is an arbitrary non-decreasing function and wi is the weight
of job Ji. Here one can think of g(Fi) as being the penalty for making job Ji wait Fi
time units. The function g is assumed to be non-decreasing because there should
be no incentive for making a job wait longer to be satisfied. This framework
captures most reasonable scheduling objectives such as total flow time and `k
norms of the delay factor. Chapter 7 will be devoted to the general cost function
problem.
For this objective function, we present the following result from [51],
• The algorithm Highest-Density-First (HDF) is (2 + )-speed O(1/)-
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competitive for any fixed  > 0
This result is fairly surprising because the algorithm HDF is oblivious to the
objective function g. Further, since HDF is oblivious to g, HDF will optimize
any objective that this framework captures simultaneously. We will also show a
scalable algorithm for the special case of the problem where all jobs have uniform
processing times and uniform weights. We also show a scalable algorithm when
the function g is concave.
Further we complement these upper bounds by showing lower bounds on any
randomized online algorithm for several variants of the problem. We show that
HDF is essentially the best algorithm that one can consider for the problem by
showing that no algorithm that is oblivious to the cost function g can be (2− )-
speed O(1)-competitive for any constant  > 0. Also we show that there exists
a function g such that no algorithm can be scalable for this function even if it
knows the function g. Further, if the problem is extended to the case where each
job Ji has its own cost function gi and the goal is to minimize
∑
i∈[n] gi(Fi) we
show that no algorithm can be O(1)-speed O(1)-competitive.
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Chapter 3
Minimizing the Maximum Flow Time and Delay
Factor
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we consider two related performance metrics, namely flow time
(also referred to as response time) and a recently suggested performance metric
called delay factor [26]. We also address their weighted versions. See chapter 2
for motivation and related work. In particular, we are interested in scheduling
to minimize the maximum (weighted) flow time (over all requests1) or to mini-
mize the maximum delay factor. We consider both the standard setting and the
broadcast setting.
We give the first non-trivial results for online scheduling to minimize the max-
imum delay factor and weighted flow time in both the standard and broadcast
settings. We remark that weighted flow time and delay factor, though formally
not equivalent, behave similarly in terms of algorithmic development. At a heuris-
tic level, one can interpret the term 1
di−ri in the delay factor metric as the weight
wi. For this reason, we mainly discuss results for delay factor below and point
out how they generalize to weighted flow time.
We first prove strong lower bounds on online competitiveness for delay factor.
• For standard setting no online algorithm is ∆0.4/2-competitive where ∆ is
the ratio between the maximum and minimum slacks.
• For broadcast scheduling with n uniform sized pages there is no n/4 -
competitive algorithm.
1In this chapter we use requests instead of jobs since we address both the broadcast and
standard scheduling models.
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We resort to resource augmentation analysis to overcome the above lower bounds.
• For standard setting, for any  ∈ (0, 1], there are (1 + )-speed O(1/)-
competitive algorithms in both single and multiple machine cases. More-
over, the algorithm for the multiple machine case immediately dispatches
an arriving request to a machine, and is non-migratory. An algorithm is
non-migratory if it processes each request on a single machine to which it is
first assigned.
• For broadcast setting, for any  ∈ (0, 1], there is a (1 + )-speed O(1/2)-
competitive algorithm for uniform pages. For non-uniform sized pages, for
any  ∈ (0, 1], there is a (1 + )-speed O(1/3)-competitive algorithm.
Our results for minimizing maximum delay factor can be easily extended to
the problems of minimizing maximum weighted flow time and minimizing max-
imum weighted delay factor. We also address the problem of minimizing the
maximum flow time in broadcast scheduling. We already mentioned that FIFO
is 2-competitive when pages have uniform sizes [26]. In this chapter we show the
following.
• FIFO is 2-competitive for minimizing the maximum flow time for non-
uniform sized pages in the broadcast model.
Our results for the standard setting are related to, and borrow ideas from,
previous work on minimizing `k norms of flow time and stretch [9] in the single
machine and parallel machine settings [3, 29]. Our main results are for broadcast
scheduling. Our algorithm and analysis are direct and explicitly demonstrate the
value of making requests wait for some duration to take advantage of potential
future requests for the same page. We mention that prior to our work, even in the
oﬄine setting, the only algorithm known for minimizing the maximum delay factor
was a 2-speed optimal algorithm that was based on rounding a linear-programming
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relaxation [26]. Our algorithm, when viewed as an oﬄine algorithm, gives a (1+)-
speed O(1/2)-approximation for uniform page sizes (and O(1/3)-approximation
for non-uniform page sizes) and is quite simple.
Additional Notation: We let Si = di− ri denote the slack of Ji in the standard
setting. We assume without loss of generality that Si ≥ li. We assume that the
requests for a page are ordered by arrival time and hence rp,i ≤ rp,j for i < j.
We use ∆ to denote the ratio of maximum slack to the minimum slack in a given
request sequence. For an interval I = [a, b] on the real line we use |I| for the
length of the interval (b− a). We say a request is alive at t if has arrived by t but
has not yet finished.
3.2 Standard Scheduling
In this section we address the standard setting where requests are independent and
consider the delay factor metric. For a request Ji, recall that ri, di, li, Ci denote
the arrival time, deadline, processing time/size, and finish time, respectively. An
instance with all li = 1 (or more generally the processing times are uniform) is
referred to as a uniform processing time instance. It is easy to see that preemption
does not help much for uniform processing time instances when the maximum
delay factor metric is considered. Assuming that the processing times are integer
valued, in the single machine setting one can reduce an instance with non-uniform
processing times to an instance with uniform processing times as follows: replace
Ji, with processing time li by li uniform sized requests with the same arrival time
and deadline as that of Ji.
We remarked earlier that scheduling to minimize the maximum stretch is a
special case of scheduling to minimize the maximum delay factor. In [17] a lower
bound of P 1/3 is shown for minimizing the maximum stretch where P is the
ratio of the maximum processing time to the minimum processing time. They
show that this lower bound holds even when P is known to the algorithm. This
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implies a lower bound of ∆1/3 for minimizing the maximum delay factor. Here
we improve the lower bound for minimizing maximum stretch to P 0.4/2 when the
online algorithm is not aware of P . The lower bound example is similar to that
given in [17].
Theorem 1. Any 1-speed deterministic algorithm has competitive ratio at least
P 0.4
2
for minimizing the maximum stretch when P is not known in advance to the
algorithm.
Proof. P will denote the ratio of the maximum to minimum processing time. For
the example created, P will depend on the decisions the online algorithm makes.
For the sake of contradiction, assume that some online algorithm A achieves a
competitive ratio better than P
0.4
2
. Now consider the following example, where L
is chosen so that the parameters in the following example are integral.
Type 1: At time 0 a request with processing time L arrives.
Type 2: At times L−L0.6 +L0.6 · i for integral i ∈ [0, L0.56−L0.4], let
a request with processing time L0.6 arrive.
Consider time L1.16. If this is the entire sequence of requests, then the optimal
schedule can be described as follows. It schedules these requests in a first-in-
first-out fashion. The optimal schedule finishes the request of type 1 by time L,
and hence the stretch of this request is 1. The requests of type 2 finish 2L0.6 time
units after their arrival. Thus, the maximum stretch of any request in the optimal
schedule is 2L0.6/L0.6 = 2.
The ratio of maximum to minimum processing time of the requests seen so
far is P = L
L0.6
= L0.4. Thus, the maximum stretch algorithm A can have is
(L0.4)0.4/2 = L0.16/2, by assumption. Suppose A does not finish the request of
type 1 by time L1.16. In this case, the stretch of this request in the algorithm’s
schedule will be at least L
1.16
L
= L0.16. Thus, the algorithm has a competitive ratio
at least L
0.16
2
= P
0.4
2
, a contradiction. Therefore, by time L1.16 the algorithm A
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must have finished the request of type 1. Immediately after this time, requests of
type 3 arrive.
Type 3: Starting at time L1.16 a set of L1.2−L0.6 unit processing time
requests arrive as follows. These requests arrive one after another;
one such request arrives at each integer time step during [L1.16, L1.16 +
L1.2 − L0.6].
This is the entire request sequence. We now analyze the behaviour of an opti-
mum schedule for this sequence and compare it to that of A. An optimal schedule
for this sequence schedules the request of type 1 from time 0 until time L− L0.6.
At time L− L0.6, the type 1 request has L0.6 remaining processing time left; the
optimal solution schedules requests of type 2 and type 3 requests as they arrive.
It is easy to verify that the stretch of requests of type 2 and 3 is 1 in this schedule.
At time L1.16 + L1.2 − L0.6 the optimum schedule finishes the request of type 1.
Thus the maximum stretch of this schedule is for the type 1 request and is equal
to L
1.16+L1.2
L
≤ 2L0.2.
As we argued earlier, A must have completely scheduled the request of type 1
by time L1.16. Thus the last request it finishes is either of type 2 or type 3. A has
a volume of at least L0.6 of type 2 requests left to complete at time L1.16. If the
last request completed by A is of type 2 then this request must have waited for all
requests of type 3 to finish. Since the arrival time of a type 2 request is at most
L1.16−L0.6 and the request is completed by time L1.16 +L1.2−L0.6 at the earliest
(this time is the latest arrival of a type 3 request), the total time this request
waits to be satisfied is L1.16 +L1.2−L0.6− (L1.16−L0.6) = L1.2. Thus the stretch
of this request is at least L
1.2
L0.6
= L0.6. If the last request satisfied by the algorithm
is of type 3, then this request must have waited for L0.6 time since a L0.6 volume
of processing time of type 2 requests remained in the algorithm’s queue when
type 3 requests began arriving. The stretch of this request is therefore at least
L0.6. Notice that the ratio of maximum to minimum processing time is P = L. In
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either case, the competitive ratio of the algorithm is at least L
0.6
2L0.2
= L
0.4
2
= P
0.4
2
,
a contradiction.
Recall that ∆ is the ratio of the maximum slack to the minimum slack in a
given sequence of requests. From the above we have the following corollary for
delay factor.
Corollary 2. Any deterministic online algorithm has competitive ratio at least
∆0.4
2
for minimizing the maximum delay factor when requests have uniform sizes
and ∆ is not known in advance to the algorithm.
In the next two subsections we show that with (1 + ) resource augmentation
simple algorithms achieve an O(1/) competitive ratio.
3.2.1 Single Machine Scheduling
In this section we consider a simple greedy algorithm for minimizing the maximum
delay factor on a single machine when requests have non-uniform sizes. We analyze
the simple shortest-slack-first (SSF) algorithm which at any time t schedules the
request with the shortest slack. Recall that the slack of a request Ji is di− ri and
that we have assumed without loss of generality that all requests have uniform
sizes.
Algorithm: SSF
• Let Q(t) be the set of alive requests at t.
• Let Ji be the request with the minimum slack among requests in
Q(t), ties broken by arrival time.
• Preempt the current request and schedule Ji if it is not being pro-
cessed.
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Theorem 3. The algorithm SSF is an (1+)-speed 1

-competitive online algorithm
for minimizing the maximum delay factor in the standard setting.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary request sequence σ and let αSSF be the maximum
delay factor achieved by SSF on σ. If αSSF = 1 there is nothing to prove, so
assume that αSSF > 1. Let Ji be the request that witnesses α
SSF, that is αSSF =
(Ci − ri)/Si. Note that SSF does not process any request with slack more than
Si in the interval [ri, Ci]. Let t be the minimum value less than or equal to ri
such that SSF was busy processing only requests with slack at most Si in the
interval [t, Ci]. It follows that SSF had no requests with slack ≤ Si just before
t. The total work that SSF processed in [t, Ci] on requests with slack less than
equal to Si is (1+ )(Ci− t) and all these requests arrive in the interval [t, Ci]. An
optimal oﬄine algorithm with 1-speed can do total work of at most (Ci− t) in the
interval [t, Ci] and hence the earliest time by which it can finish these requests is
Ci + (Ci− t) ≥ Ci + (Ci− ri). Since all these requests have slack at most Si and
have arrived before Ci, it follows that α
∗ ≥ (Ci−ri)/Si where α∗ is the maximum
delay factor of the optimal oﬄine algorithm with 1-speed machine. Therefore, we
have that αSSF/α∗ ≤ 1/.
Remark 1. For uniform processing time requests, the algorithm that non-
preemptively schedules requests with the shortest slack is a (1 + )-speed 2

-
competitive online algorithm for minimizing the maximum delay factor.
3.2.2 Multiple Machine Scheduling
We now consider minimizing the maximum delay factor when there are m ma-
chines. In the multiple machine setting, at any time a machine can choose to
process at most one request and a request can be processed by at most one ma-
chine at a given time. A request is allowed to migrate and be processed by
different machines at different times; as we remarked earlier, a schedule or algo-
rithm is non-migratory if it does not migrate any request. To adapt SSF to this
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setting we take intuition from previous work on minimizing `k norms of flow time
and stretch [9, 3, 29]. We develop an algorithm that immediately dispatches an
arriving request to a machine, and further does not migrate an assigned request
to a different machine once it is assigned. Each machine essentially runs the sin-
gle machine SSF algorithm and thus the only remaining ingredient to describe is
the dispatching rule. For this purpose the algorithm groups requests into classes
based on their slack. A request Ji is said to be in class k if Si ∈ [2k, 2k+1). The
algorithm maintains the total processing time of requests (referred to as volume)
that have been assigned to machine x in each class k. Let Ux=k(t) denote the total
processing time of requests assigned to machine x by time t of class k. With
this notation, the algorithm SSF-ID (for SSF with immediate dispatch) can be
described.
Algorithm: SSF-ID
• When a new request Ji of class k arrives at time t, assign it to a
machine x where Ux=k(t) = miny U
y
=k(t).
• Use SSF on each machine separately.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 4. SSF-ID is a (1 + )-speed O(1

)-competitive online algorithm for
minimizing the maximum delay factor on m identical machines.
We need a fair amount of notation. For each time t, machine x, and class k
we define several quantities. For example Ux=k(t) is the total volume assigned to
machine x in class k by time t. We use the predicate “≤ k” to indicate classes 1
to k. Thus Ux≤k(t) is the total volume assigned to machine x in classes 1 to k. We
let Rx=k(t) to denote the remaining processing time on machine x at time t and let
P x=k(t) denote the total volume that x has finished on requests in class k by time
t. Note that P x=k(t) = U
x
=k(t)−Rx=k(t). All these quantities refer to the algorithm
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SSF-ID. We use V ∗=k(t) and V=k(t) to denote the remaining volume of requests
in class k in an optimal oﬄine algorithm with speed 1 and SSF-ID with speed
(1 + ), respectively. Observe that V=k(t) =
∑
xR
x
=k(t). The quantities V
∗
≤k(t)
and V≤k(t) are defined analogously.
The algorithm SSF-ID balances the amount of processing time for requests with
similar slack. Note that the assignment of requests is not based on the current
volume of unfinished requests on the machines, rather the assignment is based on
the volume of requests that were assigned in the past to different machines. We
begin our proof by showing that for any k the total volume of requests of class at
most k that is assigned is balanced across the machines. This easily follows from
the dispatching policy of the algorithm. Several of the lemmas below and their
proofs follow from the work in [3, 29].
Proposition 5. For any time t and two machines x and y, |Ux=k(t) − Uy=k(t)| ≤
2k+1. This also implies that |Ux≤k(t)− Uy≤k(t)| ≤ 2k+2.
Proof. The first inequality holds since all of the requests of class k are of size
≤ 2k+1. The second inequality follows easily from the first.
Lemma 6. Consider any two machines x and y. At any time t, the difference
in volume of requests that already have been processed is bounded as |P x≤k(t) −
P y≤k(t)| ≤ 2k+2.
Proof. Suppose the lemma is false. Then there is the first time t0 when P
x
≤k(t0)−
P y≤k(t0) = 2
k+2 and small constant δt > 0 such that P x≤k(t0 + δt)− P y≤k(t0 + δt) >
2k+2. Let t′ = t0 + δt. For this to occur, x processes a request of class ≤ k during
the interval I = [t0, t
′] while y processes a request of class > k. Since each machine
uses SSF, it must be that y had no requests in classes ≤ k during I which implies
that Uy≤k(t
′) = P y≤k(t
′). Therefore,
Uy≤k(t
′) = P y≤k(t
′) < P x≤k(t
′)− 2k+2 ≤ Ux≤k(t′)− 2k+2,
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since P x≤k(t
′) ≤ Ux≤k(t′). However, this implies that
Uy≤k(t
′) < Ux≤k(t
′)− 2k+2,
a contradiction to Proposition 5.
Lemma 7. At any time t the difference between the residual volume of requests
that needs to be processed, on any two different machines x and y, is bounded as
|Rx≤k(t)−Ry≤k(t)| ≤ 2k+3.
Proof. Combining Proposition 5, Lemma 6, and the fact that Rx≤k(t) = U
x
≤k(t)−
P x≤k(t) for any x and k by definition then,
|Rx≤k(t)−Ry≤k(t)| ≤ |Ux≤k(t)− Uy≤k(t)|+ |P x≤k(t)− P y≤k(t)| ≤ 2k+3.
Corollary 8. At any time t, V ∗≤k(t) ≥ V≤k(t)−m2k+3.
We are now ready to upper bound the competitiveness of SSF-ID when given
(1+)-speed in a similar fashion to the single machine case. Consider an arbitrary
request sequence σ and let Ji be the request that witnesses the maximum delay
factor αSSF-ID of SSF-ID. Let k be the class of Ji and let x be the machine Ji
was processed on by SSF-ID. We know that αSSF-ID = (Ci − ri)/Si by definition
of Ji. We use α
∗ to denote the delay factor of some fixed optimal algorithm that
uses m machines of speed 1.
Let t be the last time before ri when machine x processed a request of class
> k under SSF-ID’s schedule. Note that t ≤ ri since x does not process any
request of class > k in the interval [ri, Ci]. At time t we know by 8 that V
∗
≤k(t) ≥
V≤k(t)−m2k+3. If Ci ≤ ri + 2k+4 then SSF-ID achieves a competitive ratio of 16
since Ji is in class k. Thus we will assume from now on that Ci > ri + 2
k+4.
During the interval I = [t, Ci), SSF-ID completes a total volume of (1+)(Ci−
t) work on machine x. Using 6, any other machine y also processes a volume of
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(1 + )(Ci − t) − 2k+3 work during I of requests in classes at most k . Thus the
total volume processed by SSF-ID during I of requests in classes at most k is
at least m(1 + )(Ci − t)−m2k+3. During I, the optimal algorithm schedules at
most a m(Ci − t) volume of work for requests in classes at most k. Combining
this with 8, we see that
V ∗≤k(Ci) ≥ V≤k(t)−m2k+3 +m(1 + )(Ci − t)−m2k+3
≥ V≤k(t) +m(1 + )(Ci − t)−m2k+4 ≥ m(Ci − t).
In the last inequality we use the fact that Ci − t ≥ Ci − ri ≥ 2k+4. Without loss
of generality assume that no requests arrives exactly at Ci. Therefore V
∗
≤k(Ci) is
the total volume of requests in classes 1 to k that the optimal algorithm has left
to finish at time Ci and all these requests have arrived before Ci. The earliest
time that the optimal algorithm can finish all these requests is Ci + (Ci− t) and
therefore it follows that α∗ ≥ (Ci − t)/2k+1. Since αSSF-ID ≤ (Ci − ri)/2k and
t ≤ ri, it follows that αSSF-ID ≤ 2α∗/.
Thus αSSF-ID ≤ max{16, 2α∗/} which completes the proof of Theorem 4.
3.3 Broadcast Scheduling
We now move our attention to the broadcast model where multiple requests can be
satisfied by the transmission of a single page. Most of the literature in broadcast
scheduling is concerned with the case where all pages have uniform sizes which is
assumed to be unit. Here we consider both the case where pages have uniform
and non-uniform sizes. We start by focusing on minimizing the maximum flow
time of a schedule and then shift our focus to minimizing the maximum delay
factor.
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3.3.1 Minimizing the Maximum Flow Time
In this section we analyze FIFO for minimizing maximum response time when
page sizes are non-uniform. As mentioned previously, it is known that FIFO is
2-competitive when pages have uniform sizes [26]. We first describe the algorithm
FIFO. FIFO broadcasts pages non-preemptively; the optimal solution is allowed
to use preemption. Consider a time t when FIFO finished broadcasting a page
or a request arrives when FIFO has no unsatisfied requests just before time t.
Let Jp,i be the request in FIFO’s queue with earliest arrival time breaking ties
arbitrarily. FIFO begins broadcasting page p at time t. At any time during this
broadcast, we will say that Jp,i forced FIFO to broadcast page p at this time.
When broadcasting a page p all requests for page p that arrived before or at the
start of the broadcast are simultaneously satisfied when the broadcast completes.
Any request for page p that arrives during the broadcast are not satisfied until
the next full transmission of p. Recall that we are assuming the sequential model
where the client does not buffer. The rest of this section will be devoted to proving
the following theorem.
Theorem 9. FIFO is a 2-competitive online algorithm for minimizing the maxi-
mum flow time in broadcast scheduling when pages have non-uniform sizes.
We do not assume speed augmentation when analyzing FIFO. Let σ be an
arbitrary sequence of requests. Let OPT denote some fixed optimum schedule
and let ρ∗ denote the optimum maximum flow time and ρFIFO denote FIFO’s
maximum flow time. We will show that ρFIFO ≤ 2ρ∗. For the sake of contradiction,
assume that FIFO witnesses a flow time cρ∗ by some request Jq,k for some c > 2.
Let t∗ be the time Jq,k is satisfied, that is t∗ = Cq,k. Let t1 be the smallest time
less than t∗ such that at any time t during the interval [t1, t∗] the request which
forces FIFO to broadcast a page at time t has flow time at least ρ∗ when satisfied.
Note that t1 ≤ t∗− lq where lq is the length of page q. We let I denote the interval
[t1, t
∗]. Let JI denote the requests which forced FIFO to broadcast during I.
Notice that during the interval I, all requests in JI are completely satisfied during
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this interval. In other words, any request in JI starts being satisfied during I and
is finished during I.
We say that OPT merges two distinct requests for a page p if they are satisfied
by the same broadcast.
Lemma 10. OPT cannot merge any two requests in JI into a single broadcast.
Proof. Let Jp,i, Jp,j ∈ JI such that i < j. Note that Jp,i is satisfied before Jp,j.
Let t′ be the time that FIFO starts satisfying request Jp,i. By the definition of I,
request Jp,i has flow time at least ρ
∗. The request Jp,j must arrive after time t′,
that is rp,j > t
′, otherwise request Jp,j is satisfied by the same broadcast of page p
that satisfied Jp,i. Therefore, it follows that if OPT merges Jp,i and Jp,j then the
finish time of Jp,i in OPT is strictly greater than its finish time in FIFO which
is already at least ρ∗; this is a contradiction to the definition of ρ∗.
Lemma 11. All requests in JI arrived no earlier than time t1 − ρ∗.
Proof. For the sake of contradiction, suppose some request Jp,i ∈ JI arrived at
time rp,i < t1 − ρ∗. During the interval [rp,i + ρ∗, t1] the request Jp,i must have
wait time at least ρ∗. However, then any request which forces FIFO to broadcast
during [rp,i+ρ
∗, t1] must have response time at least ρ∗, contradicting the definition
of t1.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 9, stating that FIFO is 2-competitive.
Proof. Recall that all requests in JI are completely satisfied during I. Thus we
have that the total size of requests in JI is |I|. By definition Jq,k witnesses a
flow time greater than 2ρ∗ and therefore t∗ − rq,k > 2ρ∗. Since Jq,k ∈ JI is
the last request done by FIFO during I, all requests in JI must arrive no later
than rq,k. Therefore, these requests must be finished by time rq,k + ρ
∗ by the
optimal solution. From Lemma 11, all the requests JI arrived no earlier than
t1 − ρ∗. Thus OPT must finish all requests in JI , whose total volume is |I|,
during Iopt = [t1 − ρ∗, rq,k + ρ∗]. Thus it follows that |I| ≤ |[t1 − ρ∗, rq,k + ρ∗]|,
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which simplifies to t∗ ≤ rq,k + 2ρ∗. This is a contradiction to the assumption that
t∗ − rq,k > 2ρ∗.
Figure 3.1: Broadcasts by FIFO satisfying requests in JI are shown in blue.
Note that rq,k and rq,k + ρ
∗ are not necessarily contained in I.
We now discuss the differences between our proof of FIFO for non-uniform
sized pages and the proof given by Chang et al. in [26] showing that FIFO is
2-competitive for uniform sized pages. In [26] it is shown that at anytime t,
F (t), the set of unique pages in FIFO’s queue satisfies the following property:
|F (t)\O(t)| ≤ |O(t)| where O(t) is the set of unique pages in OPT’s queue. This
easily implies the desired bound. To establish this, they use a slot model in which
uniform sized pages arrive only during integer times which allows one to define
unique pages. This may appear to be a technicality, however when considering
non-uniform sized pages, it is not clear how one defines unique pages since this
number varies during the transmission of p as requests accumulate. Our approach
avoids this issue in a clean manner by not assuming a slot model or uniform sized
pages.
3.3.2 Minimizing the Maximum Delay Factor
In this section we consider minimizing the maximum delay factor in the broadcast
setting. We start by showing that no 1-speed online algorithm can be (n/4)-
competitive for minimizing the maximum delay factor where n is the number of
pages. We then prove the following theorem
Theorem 12. There is an online algorithm that is (1 + )-speed O(1/2)-
competitive for minimizing the maximum weighted delay factor in the broadcast
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setting where pages have uniform size. For non-uniform sized pages there is a
(1 + )-speed O(1/3)-competitive online algorithm.
In Section 3.3.2 we show a (1+)-speed O(1/2)-competitive online algorithm for
uniform sized pages and uniform weight requests. Finally, we extend our algorithm
and analysis to the case of non-uniform page sizes and uniform weight requests to
obtain a (1 + )-speed O(1/3)-competitive online algorithm in Section 3.3.2. In
Section 3.4 we show how to extend these results to the case where requests have
non-uniform weights.
Theorem 13. Every 1-speed online deterministic algorithm for broadcast schedul-
ing to minimize the maximum delay factor has a competitive ratio of at least n/4
where n is the number of pages even when pages have uniform sizes.
Proof. The lower bound instance we construct is inspired by a lower bound given
in [26]. Let A be any online 1-speed algorithm and let n be a multiple of 4.
We consider the following adversary. At time 0, the adversary requests pages
1, . . . , n
2
, all which have a deadline of n
2
. Between time 1 and n
4
the adversary
requests whatever page the online algorithm A broadcasts immediately after that
request is broadcast; this new request also has a deadline of n
2
. It follows that at
time t = n
2
the online algorithm A has n
4
requests for distinct pages in its queue.
However, the adversary can finish all these requests by time n
2
. Then starting at
time n
2
the adversary requests n
2
new pages, say n
2
+1, . . . , n. These new pages are
requested, one at each time step, in a cyclic fashion for n2 cycles. More formally,
for i = 1, . . . , n/2, page n
2
+ i is requested at times j · (n
2
) + i− 1 for j = 1, . . . , n.
Each of these requests has a slack of one which means that their deadline is one
unit after their arrival. The adversary can satisfy these requests with delay since
it has no queue at any time; thus its maximum delay factor is 1. However, the
online algorithm A has n
4
requests in its queue at time n
2
; each of these has a slack
of n
2
. We now argue that the delay factor of A is at least n/4. If the algorithm
satisfies two slack 1 requests for the same page by a single transmission, then its
delay factor is n/2; this follows since the requests for the same page are n/2 time
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units apart. Otherwise, the algorithm does not merge any requests for the same
page and hence finishes the the last request by time n/2 + n2/2 + n/4. If the last
request to be finished is a slack 1 request, then its delay factor is at least n/4
since the last slack 1 requests is released at time n/2 +n2/2. If the last request to
be finished is one of the requests with slack n/2, then its delay factor is at least
(n2/2)/(n/2) = n.
Uniform Sized Pages
In this section we develop an online algorithm, for uniform sized pages, that is
competitive given extra speed. Simple examples show that natural generalizations
of the algorithm SSF to the broadcast setting fail to be constant competitive with
any constant resource augmentation. The reason for this is that an algorithm that
focuses on requests with the smallest slack can be made to do an arbitrary amount
of “extra” work over the optimal schedule by repeatedly requesting the same page
and giving the page small slack. The algorithm will repeatedly broadcast the
same page while the adversary waits and satisfies multiple requests for this page
with a single transmission. Further, we will show in Section 4.4 that another
greedy algorithm modeled after the well-studied algorithm Longest-Wait-First is
not constant competitive with any fixed constant resource augmentation.
We begin by developing a variant of SSF that adaptively introduces a waiting
time for requests. The algorithm uses a single real-valued parameter c < 1 to
control the waiting period. The algorithm SSF-W (SSF with waiting) is formally
defined below. We note that the algorithm is non-preemptive in that a request
once scheduled is not preempted. As we mentioned earlier, for uniform sized
requests, preemption is not very helpful. At each time, the algorithm computes
the delay factor of all requests in the algorithm’s queue, and considers requests
for scheduling only when their delay factor is comparable to the request with
maximum delay factor among the unsatisfied requests. Since our algorithm SSF
schedules only the requests that have waited sufficiently long, the adversary cannot
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delay those requests to satisfy them with a less number of transmissions. We
formalize this intuition in Lemma 14.
Algorithm: SSF-W
• The algorithm is non-preemptive. Let t be a time that the machine
is free (either because a request has just finished or there are no
requests to process).
• Let Q(t) be the set of alive requests at time t and let αt =
maxJp,i∈Q(t) max{1, t−rp,iSp,i } be the maximum current delay factor of
requests in Q(t).
• Let Q′(t) = {Jp,i ∈ Q(t) | t−rp,iSp,i ≥ 1cαt} be the set of requests in
Q(t) with current delay factor at least 1
c
αt.
• Let Jp,i be the request in Q′(t) with the smallest slack. Broadcast
page p non-preemptively.
We analyze SSF-W when it is given a (1 + )-speed machine. Let c > 1 + 2

be the constant which parameterizes SSF-W. Let σ be an arbitrary sequence
of requests. We let OPT denote some fixed oﬄine optimum schedule and let α∗
and αSSF-W denote the maximum delay factor achieved by OPT and SSF-W,
respectively. We will show that αSSF-W ≤ c2α∗. For the sake of contradiction,
suppose that SSF-W witnesses a delay factor greater than c2α∗. We consider the
first time t∗ when SSF-W has some request in its queue with delay factor c2α∗.
Let the request Jq,k be a request which achieves the delay factor c
2α∗ at time t∗.
Let t1 be the smallest time less than t
∗ such that at each time t during the interval
(t1, t
∗] if SSF-W is forced to broadcast by request Jp,i at time t it is the case that
t−rp,i
Sp,i
> α∗ and Sp,i ≤ Sq,k. We let I = [t1, t∗]2.
2The algorithm SSF-W was proposed in [32] and was shown to be (2 + )-speed O(1/2)-
competitive. The improved analysis of the same algorithm that we present here first appeared in
[31]. The weaker analysis in [32] was based on defining t1 (implicitly) to be rq,k + c(Cq,k− rq,k).
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We let JI denote the requests which forced SSF-W to broadcast during the
interval [t1, t
∗]. We now show that any two requests in JI cannot be satisfied with
a single broadcast by the optimal solution. Intuitively, the most effective way the
adversary performs better than SSF-W is to merge requests of the same page
into a single broadcast. Here we will show this is not possible for the requests in
JI .
Lemma 14. OPT cannot merge any two requests in JI into a single broadcast.
Proof. Let Jx,i, Jx,j ∈ JI such that i < j. Let t′ be the time that SSF-W starts
satisfying request Jx,i. By the definition of I, request Jx,i must have delay factor
greater than α∗ at time Cx,i. We also know that the request Jx,j must arrive after
time t′, otherwise request Jx,j must also be satisfied at time t′. If the optimal
solution combines these requests into a single broadcast then the request Jx,i must
wait until the request Jx,j arrives to be satisfied. However, this means that the
request Jx,i must achieve a delay factor greater than α
∗ by OPT, a contradiction
to the definition of α∗.
To fully exploit the advantage of speed augmentation, we need to ensure that
the length of the interval I is sufficiently long.
Lemma 15. |I| = |[t1, t∗]| ≥ (c2 − c)Sq,kα∗.
Proof. The request Jq,k has delay factor greater than cα
∗ at any time during
I ′ = [t′, t∗], where t′ = t∗− (c2− c)Sq,kα∗. Let τ ∈ I ′. The largest delay factor any
request can have at time τ is less than c2α∗ by definition of t∗ being the first time
SSF-W witnesses delay factor c2α∗. Hence, ατ ≤ c2α∗. Thus, the request Jq,k
is in the queue Q(τ) because cα∗ ≥ 1
c
ατ . Moreover, this means that any request
that forced SSF-W to broadcast during I ′, must have delay factor greater than
α∗ and since Jq,k ∈ Q(τ) for any τ ∈ I ′, the requests scheduled during I ′ must
have slack at most Sq,k.
We now explain a high level view of how a contradiction is found. From
Lemma 14, we know any two requests in JI cannot be merged by OPT. Thus if
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we show that OPT must finish all these requests during an interval which is not
long enough to include all of them, we will have a contradiction. More precisely,
we will show that all requests in JI must be finished during Iopt by OPT, where
Iopt = [t1−2Sq,kα∗c, t∗]. It is easy to see that all these requests already have delay
factor α∗ by time t∗, thus the optimal solution must finish them by time t∗. We
first lower bound the arrival times of the requests in JI .
Lemma 16. Any request in JI must have arrived no earlier than t1 − 2Sq,kα∗c.
Proof. For the sake of contradiction, suppose that some request Jp,i ∈ JI arrived
at time t′ < t1 − 2Sq,kα∗c. Recall that Jp,i has a slack no bigger than Sq,k by the
definition of I. Therefore at time t1−Sq,kα∗c, Jp,i has a delay factor greater than
cα∗. Thus any request scheduled during the interval I ′ = [t1 − Sq,kα∗c, t1] has a
delay factor greater than α∗. We observe that Jp,i is in Q(τ) for τ ∈ I ′; otherwise
there must be a request with a delay factor bigger than c2α∗ at time τ and this is
a contradiction to the assumption that t∗ is the first time that SSF-W witnessed
a delay factor of c2α∗. Therefore any request scheduled during I ′ has a slack no
bigger than Sp,i. Also we know that Sp,i ≤ Sq,k. In sum, we showed that any
request done during I ′ had slack no bigger than Sq,k and a delay factor greater
than α∗, which is a contradiction to the definition of t1.
Now we are ready to prove the competitiveness of SSF-W.
Lemma 17. Suppose c is a constant s.t. c > 1+2/. If SSF-W has (1+ )-speed
then αSSF-W ≤ c2α∗.
Proof. For the sake of contradiction, suppose that αSSF-W > c2α∗. During the
interval I, the number of broadcasts which SSF-W transmits is (1 + )|I|. From
Lemma 16, all the requests processed during I have arrived no earlier than
t1 − 2cα∗Sq,k. We know that the optimal solution must process these requests
before time t∗ because these requests have delay factor greater than α∗ by t∗. By
Lemma 14 the optimal solution must make a unique broadcast for each of these re-
quests. Thus, the optimal solution must finish all of these requests in 2cα∗Sq,k+|I|
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time steps. Thus, it must hold that (1 + )|I| ≤ 2cα∗Sq,k + |I|. Using Lemma 15,
this simplifies to c ≤ 1 + 2/, which is a contradiction to c > 1 + 2/.
The previous lemmas proves that SSF-W is a (1 + )-speed O( 1
2
)-competitive
algorithm for minimizing the maximum delay factor in broadcast scheduling with
uniform sized pages when c = 1 + 3/.
Non-Uniform Sized Pages
Here we extend our ideas to the case where pages can have non-uniform sizes for
the objective of minimizing the maximum delay factor. For this problem, in [32]
we developed a generalization of SSF-W and showed that it is a (4 + )-speed
O(1/2)-competitive algorithm. Later, we gave a (2+)-speed O(1/2)-competitive
algorithm using a similar proof technique as used in the uniform page size setting
given in the paper [31]. In this chapter we show a (1+ )-speed O( 1
3
)-competitive
online algorithm by improving our analyses based on the technique developed by
Bansal, Krishnaswamy and Nagarajan [8] which considers fractional schedules.
We elaborate on the model for non-uniform page sizes. Each page p has size
lp, which we assume for simplicity is an integer. Page p consists of uniform
sized pieces (1, p), (2, p), . . . (lp, p). In a time slot one piece of a unique page can
be broadcast by the server. A request Jp,i is satisfied if it receives each of the
pieces of page p in sequential order; in other words, we assume that the clients
do not buffer the pieces if they are sent out of order. We assume preemption
is allowed, and pieces of different pages can be interspersed. We call this model
the integral broadcast setting. We now describe a relaxed notion of a schedule
that we call a fractional schedule. In a fractional schedule the pieces of a page p
are indistinguishable and the only relevant information are the time slots during
which p is transmitted. Now a request Jp,i is satisfied once lp pieces of page p have
been broadcast. That is, Jp,i is satisfied once the server devotes lp time slots to
page p after rp,i. A reduction in [8] gives a scheme that translates an algorithm
with 1 speed for the fractional broadcast setting into a (1 + ′)-speed integer
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schedule where the flow time, Ci − ri, of each request increases by a factor of at
most 8
′ for any fixed 
′ > 0. Using this technique, any schedule that is s-speed
c-competitive for the fractional setting can be converted online into a schedule
that is s(1 + ′)-speed O( c
′ )-competitive for the integral setting. The algorithm
used in [8] simulates the fractional schedule. The algorithm gives priorities to
pages based on the unsatisfied requests for the page. The priority of a request is
based on the flow time of the request in the fractional schedule; a smaller flow
time corresponds to higher priority. Generally, the algorithm broadcasts the page
with the highest priority unsatisfied request. We now restrict our attention to the
fractional model.
We outline the details of modifications to SSF-W. As before, at any time t, the
algorithm considers the alive requests Q(t) and a subset Q′(t) of requests that have
waited sufficiently long; that is those with current delay factor at least 1
c
αt where
αt is the maximum current delay factor for requests in Q(t). Among all requests
in Q′(t) the algorithm picks the one with the smallest slack and broadcasts a
unit amount of the page for that request; ties are broken arbitrarily. Recall that
since the fractional setting is considered, the algorithm only needs to specify the
page being broadcast and not the piece of the page. The algorithm may preempt
the broadcast of p that is forced by request Jp,i if another request Jp′,j becomes
available for scheduling such that Sp′,j < Sp,i. A key issue that differentiates the
algorithms in [32, 31] from the one here is that those algorithms directly generate
an integral schedule; therefore they have to not only specify the page but also
the piece of the page. In particular the algorithms in [32, 31] could preempt the
transmission of a page p for a request Jp,i and transmit p again from the start if a
new request Jp,i′ for p arrives and has much smaller slack than that of Jp,i. In the
sequential model this means that the work done for Jp,i is “wasted” and it would
be satisfied at the same time as Jp,i′ . In the fractional setting and the algorithm
considered here Jp,i would continue to be satisfied as if Jp,i′ did not arrive and
prior transmission would not be wasted.
We now analyze the algorithm assuming that it has a (1 + )-speed advantage
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over the optimal oﬄine algorithm. As before, let σ be an arbitrary sequence
of requests. We let OPT denote some fixed oﬄine optimum schedule and let α∗
denote the optimum delay factor. Let c > 1+ 3

be the constant that parameterizes
SSF-W. We will show that αSSF-W ≤ c2α∗. For the sake of contradiction, suppose
that SSF-W witnesses a delay factor greater than c2α∗. We consider the first time
t∗ when SSF-W has some request in its queue with delay factor c2α∗. Let the
request Jq,k be a request which achieves the delay factor c
2α∗ at time t∗. Let
t1 be the smallest time less than t
∗ such that at each time t during the interval
(t1, t
∗] if SSF-W is forced to broadcast by request Jp,i at time t it is the case that
t−rp,i
Sp,i
> α∗ and Sp,i ≤ Sq,k. Again, let I = [t1, t∗]. Notice that some requests that
force SSF-W to broadcast during I could have started being satisfied before t1.
We now show a lemma analogous to Lemma 14. We say that two requests for the
same page p are satisfied simultaneously at time t if both requests are unsatisfied
prior to t, p is broadcast at time t, and both requests receive lp units of p after
their arrival.
Lemma 18. Consider any two distinct requests Jx,j and Jx,i for some page x. If
Jx,j forces SSF-W to broadcast during I before rx,i, then OPT cannot satisfy Jx,j
and Jx,i simultaneously at any time.
Proof. Let t′ be the time that SSF-W is forced to broadcast page x by Jx,j where
t′ < rx,i. By the definition of I, request Jx,j must have delay factor greater than
α∗ at time t′. Hence, if OPT satisfies Jx,i and Jx,j simultaneously then Jx,j will
have delay factor strictly larger than α∗ in OPT, a contradiction.
The following Lemma 19, 20 can be proved in the same way Lemma 15, 16 are
proved. This is because the algorithm SSF-W is designed to be oblivious to page
sizes. Indeed, the key definitions in the proofs including the first time t∗ that
SSF-W witnesses delay factor c2α∗, the request Jq,k that has delay factor c2α∗
at t∗, and t′ = t∗ − (c2 − c)Sq,kα∗ stay the same regardless of whether pages have
a uniform size or not. The advantage of thinking about a fractional schedule is
that the work conservation argument can be applied once we have Lemma 18.
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Lemma 19. |I| = |[t1, t∗]| ≥ (c2 − c)Sq,kα∗.
Lemma 20. Any request which forced SSF-W to schedule a page during I must
have arrived after time t1 − 2Sq,kα∗c.
Using the previous lemmas we can bound the competitiveness of SSF-W.
Lemma 21. Suppose c is a constant s.t. c > 1+2/. If SSF-W has (1+ )-speed
then αSSF-W ≤ c2α∗.
Proof. For the sake of contradiction, suppose that αSSF-W > c2α∗. During the
interval I, the number of broadcasts which SSF-W transmits is (1 + )|I|. From
Lemma 20, all the requests that forced SSF-W to broadcast during I have arrived
no earlier than t1 − 2cα∗Sq,k. We know that the optimal solution must process
these requests before time t∗ because these requests have delay factor greater than
α∗ by t∗. By Lemma 18 the optimal solution cannot simultaneously satisfy two
requests Jx,i and Jx,j that forced SSF-W to broadcast during I if rx,i is later than
when Jx,i forced SSF-W to broadcast. This implies the optimal solution must
broadcast at least (1 + )|I| units in 2cα∗Sq,k + |I| time steps. Thus, it must hold
that (1 + )|I| ≤ 2cα∗Sq,k + |I|. Using Lemma 19, this simplifies to c ≤ 1 + 2/,
which is a contradiction to c > 1 + 2/.
By setting c = 1 + 3/ we have the following theorem.
Theorem 22. The algorithm SSF-W is (1 + )-speed O( 1
2
)-competitive for min-
imizing the maximum delay factor in a fractional schedule when pages have non-
uniform sizes.
Using the reduction of [8] previously discussed, we have shown the second part
of Theorem 12.
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3.4 Minimizing the Maximum Weighted Flow Time and
Weighted Delay Factor
We show the connection of our analysis of SSF and SSF-W to the problem of
minimizing the maximum weighted flow time. In the standard setting for the
problem of minimizing the maximum weighted flow time, requests do not have
deadlines, but have weights. Each request Ji has a positive weight wi. The
goal is to minimize maxiwi(Ci − ri). Similar to the algorithm SSF, we give the
following algorithm called BWF (Biggest-Weight-First). The algorithm BWF
always schedules the request with the largest weight.
Algorithm: BWF
• Let Q(t) be the set of alive requests at t.
• Let Ji be the request with the largest weight among requests in
Q(t), ties broken by arrival time.
• Preempt the current request and schedule Ji if it is not being pro-
cessed.
Similarly we can think of the problem of minimizing the maximum weighted
delay factor. Here a request Ji has a deadline di and a weight wi. The objective
now is to minimize maxiwi max{1, Ci−riSi }. Let the modified weight of a request
Ji be defined as w
′
i = wi/Si. The algorithm BWF above when implemented with
modified weights is the algorithm SRF (Smallest Ratio First). It is not difficult
to adapt the analysis for SSF in Section 3.2 to show that BWF is (1 + )-speed
O(1

)-competitive for the problem of minimizing the maximum weighted flow time,
and that SRF is (1 + )-speed O(1

)-competitive for the problem of minimizing
the maximum weighted delay factor.
Now consider the problem of minimizing the maximum weighted response time
in broadcast scheduling when pages have uniform sizes. A request Jp,i has a weight
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wp,i. The goal is to minimize the maximum weighted flow time maxp,iwp,i(Cp,i −
rp,i). We extend the algorithm BWF to get an algorithm called BWF-W for
Biggest-Wait-First with Waiting. The algorithm is parameterized by a constant
c > 1. At any time t before broadcasting a page, BWF-W determines the largest
weighted wait time of any request which has yet to be satisfied. Let this value be
ρt. The algorithm then chooses to broadcast a page corresponding to the request
with largest weight amongst the requests whose current weighted wait time at
time t is larger than 1
c
ρt.
Algorithm: BWF-W
• The algorithm is non-preemptive. Let t be a time that the machine
is free (either because a request has just finished or there are no
requests to process).
• Let Q(t) be the set of alive requests at time t and let ρt =
maxJp,i∈Q(t) wp,i(t− rp,i).
• Let Q′(t) = {Jp,i ∈ Q(t) | wp,i(t− rp,i) ≥ 1cρt}.
• Let Jp,i be the request in Q′(t) with the largest weight. Broadcast
page p non-preemptively.
Although minimizing the maximum delay factor and minimizing the maximum
weighted flow time are very similar metrics, the problems are not equivalent.
It may also be of interest to minimize the maximum weighted delay factor. In
this setting each request has a deadline and a weight. The goal is to minimize
maxp,iwp,i max{1, Cp,i−rp,iSp,i }. For this setting we can simply alter BWF-W where
we use modified weights for requests: w′p,i for request Jp,i is defined as wp,i/Sp,i.
We call the resulting algorithm SRF-W (Smallest-Ratio-First with Waiting).
For the problems of minimizing the maximum weighted flow time and weighted
delay factor, the upper bounds shown for SSF-W in this chapter also hold for
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BWF and SRF-W, respectively. The analysis of BWF and SRF-W is very
similar to that of SSF-W. To illustrate how the proofs extend, we prove that
SRF-W is (1+)-speed O( 1
2
)-competitive for minimizing the maximum weighted
delay factor in broadcast scheduling where all pages are uniform sized and there
is a single machine. This is the most general problem discussed as it is a gener-
alization of weighted flow time and the delay factor. We analyze SRF-W when
it is given a (1 + )-speed machine. Let c > 1 + 2

be the constant which parame-
terizes SRF-W. Let σ be an arbitrary sequence of requests. We let OPT denote
some fixed oﬄine optimum schedule and let α∗ and αSRF-W denote the maximum
weighted delay factor achieved by OPT and SRF-W, respectively. We will show
that αSRF-W ≤ c2α∗. For the sake of contradiction, suppose that SRF-W wit-
nesses a weighted delay factor greater than c2α∗. We consider the first time t∗
when SRF-W has some request in its queue with weighted delay factor c2α∗. Let
the request Jq,k be a request which achieves the weighed delay factor c
2α∗ at time
t∗. Let t1 be the smallest time less than t∗ such that at each time t during the
interval (t1, t
∗] if SRF-W is forced to broadcast by request Jp,i at time t it is
the case that
wp,i(Cp,i−rp,i)
Sp,i
> α∗ and Sp,i
wp,i
≤ Sq,k
wq,k
. Throughout this section we let
I = [t1, t
∗].
We let JI denote the requests which forced SRF-W to schedule broadcasts
during the interval [t1, t
∗]. We now show that any two request in JI cannot be
satisfied with a single broadcast by the optimal solution.
Lemma 23. OPT cannot merge any two requests in JI into a single broadcast.
Proof. Let Jx,i, Jx,j ∈ JI such that i < j. Let t′ be the time that SRF-W satisfies
request Jx,i. By the definition of I, request Jx,i must have weighted delay factor
greater than α∗ at this time. We also know that the request Jx,j must arrive after
time t′, otherwise request Jx,j must also be satisfied at time t′. If the optimal
solution combines these requests into a single broadcast then the request Jx,i
must wait until the request Jx,j arrives to be satisfied. However, this means that
the request Jx,i must achieve a weighted delay factor greater than α
∗ by OPT, a
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contradiction.
As in the analysis of SSF-W we show that interval I is sufficiently long.
Lemma 24. |I| = |[t1, t∗]| ≥ (c2 − c) Sq,kwq,kα∗.
Proof. The request Jq,k has weighted delay factor cα
∗ at time t′ = t∗ − (c2 −
c)
Sq,k
wq,k
α∗. The largest weighted delay factor any request can have at time t′ is less
than c2α∗ by definition of t∗ being the first time SRF-W witnesses weighted delay
factor c2α∗. Hence, αt′ ≤ c2α∗. Thus, the request Jq,k is in Q(t′) because cα∗ ≥
1
c
αt′ . Moreover, this means that any request that forced SRF-W to broadcast
during [t′, t∗], must have weighted delay factor greater than α∗ and since Jq,k ∈
Q(t′), the requests scheduled during [t′, t∗] must have a ratio of slack over weight
of at most
Sq,k
wq,k
.
Lemma 25. Any request in JI must have arrived after time t1 − 2 Sq,kwq,kα∗c.
Proof. For the sake of contradiction, suppose that some request Jp,i ∈ JI arrived
at time t′ < t1−2 Sq,kwq,kα∗c. Recall that
Sp,i
wp,i
≤ Sq,k
wq,k
by the definition of I. Therefore
at time t1 − Sq,kwq,kα∗c, Jp,i has a weighted delay factor greater than cα∗. Thus any
request scheduled during the interval I ′ = [t1 − Sq,kwq,kα∗c, t1] has a weighted delay
factor greater than α∗. We observe that Jp,i is in Q(τ) for τ ∈ I ′; otherwise there
must be a request with weighted delay factor bigger than c2α∗ at time τ and this is
a contradiction to the assumption that t∗ is the first time that SRF-W witnessed
a weighted delay factor of c2α∗. Therefore any request scheduled during I ′ has a
slack over weight no bigger than
Sp,i
wp,i
. Also we know that
Sp,i
wp,i
≤ Sq,k
wq,k
. In sum, we
showed that any request done during I ′ had slack over weight no bigger than Sq,k
wq,k
and a delay factor greater than α∗, which is a contradiction to the definition of
t1.
Now we are ready to prove the competitiveness of SRF-W.
Lemma 26. Suppose c is a constant s.t. c > 1+2/. If SRF-W has (1+)-speed
then αSRF-W ≤ c2α∗.
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Proof. For the sake of contradiction, suppose that αSRF-W > c2α∗. During the
interval I, the number of broadcasts which SRF-W transmits is (1 + )|I|. From
Lemma 25, all the requests processed during I have arrived no earlier than t1 −
2cα∗ Sq,k
wq,k
. We know that the optimal solution must process these requests before
time t∗ because these requests have weighted delay factor greater than α∗ by t∗.
By Lemma 23 the optimal solution must make a unique broadcast for each of
these requests. Thus, the optimal solution must finish all of these requests in
2cα∗ Sq,k
wq,k
+ |I| time steps. Thus it must hold that (1+ )|I| ≤ 2cα∗ Sq,k
wq,k
+ |I|. Using
Lemma 24, this simplifies to c ≤ 1+2/, which is a contradiction to c > 1+2/.
3.5 Conclusions
We considered online scheduling to minimize maximum (weighted) flow time and
to minimize maximum (weighted) delay factor. Delay factor and the weighted
flow time metrics have not been previously considered. We developed scalable
algorithms for these metrics in both the standard and broadcast scheduling mod-
els. Our algorithms demonstrate an interesting trade off on whether to prioritize
requests with larger weight or those that have waited longer in the system. Under-
standing this trade off has led to the first online scalable algorithm for minimizing
average flow time in broadcast scheduling [48] which has been an open problem
for several years.
We close with the following open problems. Our algorithm for the maximum
delay factor with uniform sized pages uses a parameter that explicitly depends
on the speed given to the algorithm. Is there an algorithm that is scalable with-
out needing this information? FIFO is 2-competitive for minimizing maximum
flow time in broadcast scheduling. In the oﬄine setting can the 2-approximation
implied by FIFO be improved? For the more general problem of minimizing max-
imum delay factor, no non-trivial oﬄine approximation is known that does not
use resource augmentation.
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Chapter 4
Longest Wait First and its Variants in the
Broadcast Model
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we focus on the LWF algorithm in the broadcast setting of unit-
sized pages. See chapter 2 for motivation and related work. In addition to being a
natural greedy policy, LWF has been shown to outperform other natural policies
[2]; moreover, related variants are known to be work well in certain stochastic
settings. It is, therefore, of interest to better understand its performance. Our
results on LWF in this chapter are for unit-size pages. We make the following
contributions.
• We give a simple and intuitive analysis of LWF that already improves
the speed bound in [39]; the analysis shows that LWF is 5-speed O(1)-
competitive for average flow time. Here we present this similar analysis. In
[30] we show using a more complex analysis that LWF is (3.4 + )-speed
O(1/3)-competitive.
• We show that a natural generalization of LWF that we call LF is O(k)-speed
O(k)-competitive for minimizing the `k norm of flow time — these bounds
extend to average delay factor and `k norms of delay factor. These are the
first non-trivial results for `k norms in broadcast scheduling for k > 1.
Our results show that LWF-like algorithms have reasonable theoretical perfor-
mance even for these more difficult metrics. We derive these additional results in
a unified fashion via a general framework that is made possible by our analysis
for LWF. We go on to show the following,
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• For any constants s, c > 1, LF is not c-competitive with s-speed for minimiz-
ing maximum delay factor (or weighted response time) in standard schedul-
ing of uniform sized requests.
This lower bound suggests that LF may require a speed that increases with k
to obtain O(1)-competitiveness for `k norms.
Our analysis of LWF borrows several key ideas from [39], however, we make
some crucial simplifications. We outline the main differences in Section 4.1.1
where we give a brief overview of our approach. The analysis techniques from the
work presented in this chapter helped to lead to the first scalable algorithm for
average flow time in the broadcast setting. As mentioned, this scalable algorithm
and its analysis are presented in the next chapter. This work also shows the first
algorithm with non-trivial worst case performance guarantees for the `k-norms of
flow time. Later in this thesis, a scalable algorithm is presented for the `k-norms
of flow time.
In this chapter we assume, for simplicity, the discrete time model. In this
model, at each integer time t, the following things happen exactly in the following
order; the scheduler make a decision of which page p to broadcast; the page p is
broadcast and all outstanding requests of page p are immediately satisfied, thus
having finish time t; new requests arrive. Note that new pages which arrive at
t are not satisfied by the broadcasting at the time t. It is important to keep it
in mind that all these things happen only at integer times. See [39] for more
discussion on discrete time versus continuous time models.
4.1.1 Overview of the Analysis of LWF
We give a high level overview of our analysis of LWF. Let OPT denote some
fixed optimal 1-speed oﬄine solution; we overload notation and use OPT also to
denote the value of the optimal schedule. Recall that for simplicity of analysis,
we assume the discrete-time model in which requests arrive at integer times. For
the same reason we analyze LWF with an integer speed s > 1. We can assume
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that LWF is never idle. Thus, in each time step LWF broadcasts s pages and
the optimal solution broadcasts 1 page. We also assume that requests arrive at
integer times. At time t, a request is in the set U(t) if it is unsatisfied by the
scheduler at time t. In the broadcast setting LWF with speed s is defined as the
following.
Algorithm: LWFs
• At any integer time t, broadcast the s pages with the largest waiting
times, where the waiting time of page p is
∑
Jp,i∈U(t)(t− rp,i).
Our analysis of LWF is inspired by that in [39]. Here we summarize our ap-
proach and indicate the main differences from the analysis in [39]. Given the
schedule of LWFs on a request sequence σ, the requests are partitioned into two
disjoint sets S (self-chargeable requests) and N (non-self-chargeable requests).
Let the total flow time accumulated by LWFs for requests in S and N be de-
noted by LWFSs and LWF
N
s respectively. Likewise, let OPT
S and OPTN be the
flow-time OPT accumulates for requests in S and N , respectively. S is the set of
requests whose flow-time is comparable to their flow-time in OPT. Hence one im-
mediately obtains that LWFSs ≤ ρOPTS for some constant ρ. For requests in N ,
instead of charging them only to the optimal solution, these requests are charged
to the total flow time accumulated by LWF and OPT. It will be shown that
LWFNs ≤ δLWFs + ρOPTN for some δ < 1; this is crux of the proof. It follows
that LWFs = LWF
S
s +LWF
N
s ≤ ρOPTS +ρOPTN +δLWF ≤ ρOPT+δLWF.
This shows that LWFs ≤ ρ1−δOPT, which will complete our analysis. Perhaps the
key idea in [39] is the idea of charging LWFNs to LWFs with a δ < 1; as shown in
[53], no algorithm for any constant speed can be locally competitive with respect
to all adversaries and hence previous approaches in the non-broadcast scheduling
context that establish local competitiveness with respect to OPT cannot work.
In [39], the authors do not charge LWFNs directly to LWFs. Instead, they
further split N into two types and do a much more involved analysis to bound the
flow-time of the type 2 requests via the flow-time of type 1 requests. Moreover,
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they first transform the given instance to canonical instance in a complex way and
prove the correctness of the transformation. Our simple proof shows that these
complex arguments can be done away with. We also improve the speed bounds
and generalize the proof to other objective functions.
4.1.2 Preliminaries
To show that LWFNs ≤ δLWFs+ρOPTN , we will map the requests in N to other
requests scheduled by LWFs which have comparable flow time. An issue that can
occur when using a charging scheme is that one has to be careful not to overcharge.
In this setting, this means for a single request Jp,i we must bound of the number
of requests in N which are charged to Jp,i. To overcome the overcharging issue,
we will appeal to a generalization of Hall’s theorem. Here we will have a bipartite
graph G = (X ∪ Y ) where the vertices in X will correspond to requests in N .
The vertices in Y will correspond to all requests scheduled by LWFs. A vertex
u ∈ X will be adjacent to a vertex v ∈ Y if u and v have comparable flow time
and v was satisfied while u was in our queue and unsatisfied; that is, u can be
charged to v. We then use a simple generalization of Hall’s theorem, which we
call Fractional Hall’s Theorem. Here a vertex of u ∈ X is matched to a vertex
of v ∈ Y with weight γu,v where γu,v is not necessarily an integer. Note that a
vertex can be matched to multiple vertices.
Definition 27 (c-covering). Let G = (X ∪ Y,E) be a bipartite graph whose two
parts are X and Y , and let ` : E → [0, 1] be an edge-weight function. We say
that ` is a c-covering if for each u ∈ X, ∑(u,v)∈E γu,v = 1 and for each v ∈ Y ,∑
(u,v)∈E γu,v ≤ c.
The following lemma follows easily from either Hall’s Theorem or the Max-Flow
Min-Cut Theorem.
Lemma 28 (Fractional Hall’s theorem). Let G = (V = X ∪ Y,E) be a bipartite
graph whose two parts are X and Y , respectively. For a subset S of X, let NG(S) =
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{v ∈ Y |uv ∈ E, u ∈ S}, be the neighborhood of S. For every S ⊆ X, if |NG(S)| ≥
1
c
|S|, then there exists a c-covering for X.
Throughout this chapter we will discuss time intervals and unless explicitly
mentioned we will assume that they are closed intervals with integer end points.
When considering some contiguous time interval I = [s, t] we will say that |I| =
t−s+1 is the length of interval I; in other words it is the number of integers in I.
For simplicity, we abuse this notation; when X is a set of closed intervals, we let
|X| denote the number of distinct integers in some interval of X. Note that |X|
also can be seen as the sum of the lengths of maximal contiguous sub-intervals if
X is composed of non-overlapping intervals.
To be able to apply Lemma 28, we show another lemma which will be used
throughout this chapter. Lemma 29 says that the union of some fraction of time
intervals is comparable to that of the whole time interval.
Lemma 29. Let X = {[s1, t1], . . . , [sk, tk]} be a finite set of closed intervals and let
X ′ = {[s′1, t1], . . . , [s′k, tk]} be an associated set of intervals such that for 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
s′i ∈ [si, ti] and |[s′i, ti]| ≥ λ|[si, ti]|. Then |X ′| ≥ λ|X|.
Proof. Let I be the union of all intervals in X. I ′ is similarly defined for X ′. We
prove the lemma when I ′ is a contiguous interval; otherwise we can simply sum
over all maximal intervals in I ′. WLOG, we can set I = [s1, t′] and I ′ = [s′, t′].
This is because I must start with one interval in X, say [s1, t1] and both I and
I ′ must have the same ending point t′ by construction. Since s ≤ s′1, it is enough
to show that
t−s′1+1
t−s1+1 ≥ λ and it follows from the given condition that |[s′1, t1]| ≥
λ|[s1, t1]|, (i.e. t1 − s′1 + 1 ≥ λ(t1 − s1 + 1)) and t ≥ t1.
4.2 Minimizing Average Flow Time
We focus our attention on minimizing average flow time. A fair amount of notation
is needed to clearly illustrate our ideas. Following [39], for each page, we will
partition time into intervals via events. Events for page p are defined by LWFs’s
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broadcasts of page p. When LWFs broadcasts page p a new event occurs. An
event x for page p will be defined as Ep,x = 〈bp,x, ep,x〉 where bp,x is the beginning
of the event and ep,x is the end. Here LWFs broadcast page p at time bp,x and this
is the xth broadcast of page p. Then LWFs broadcast page p at time ep,x and this
is the (x + 1)st broadcast of page p. This starts a new event Ep,x+1. Therefore,
the algorithm LWFs does not broadcast p on the time interval [bp,x + 1, ep,x − 1].
Thus, it can be seen that for page p, ep,x−1 = bp,x. It is important to note that
the optimal oﬄine solution may broadcast page p multiple (or zero) times during
an event for page p. See Figure 5.2.
time
LWF’s xth broadcast of page p LWF’s (x+ 1)st broadcast of page p
OPT broadcasts page p
op,x
bp,x ep,x = bp,x+1
Ep,x Ep,x+1
Figure 4.1: Events for page p.
For each event Ep,x we let Jp,x = {(p, i) | rp,i ∈ [bp,x, ep,x− 1]} denote the set of
requests for p that arrive in the interval [bp,x, ep,x − 1] and are satisfied by LWFs
at ep,x. We let Fp,x denote the flow-time in LWFs of all requests in Jp,x. Similarly
we define F ∗p,x to be flow time in OPT for all requests in Jp,x. Note that OPT
may or may not satisfy requests in Jp,x during the interval [bp,x, ep,x].
An event Ep,x is said to be self-chargeable and in the set S if Fp,x ≤ F ∗p,x or
ep,x − bp,x < ρ, where ρ > 1 is a constant which will be fixed later. Otherwise
the event is non-self-chargeable and is in the set N . Implicitly we are classifying
the requests as self-chargeable or non-self-chargeable, however it is easier to work
with events rather than individual requests. As the names suggest, self-chargeable
events can be easily charged to the flow-time of an optimal schedule. To help
analyze the flow-time for non-chargeable events, we set up additional notation
and further refine the requests in N .
Consider a non-self-chargeable event Ep,x. Note that since this event is non-
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self-chargeable, the optimal solution must broadcast page p during the interval
[bp,x + 1, ep,x − 1]; otherwise, Fp,x ≤ F ∗p,x and the event is self-chargeable. Let op,x
be the last broadcast of page p by the optimal solution during the interval [bp,x +
1, ep,x−1]. We define o′p,x for a non-self-chargeable event Ep,x as min{op,x, ep,x−ρ}.
This ensures that the interval [o′p,x, ep,x] is sufficiently long; this is for technical
reasons and the reader should think of o′p,x as essentially the same as op,x.
Let LWFSs =
∑
p,x:Ep,x∈S Fp,x and LWF
N
s =
∑
p,x:Ep,x∈N Fp,x denote the the
total flow time for self-chargeable and non self-chargeable events respectively.
Similarly, let OPTS =
∑
p,x:Ep,x∈S F
∗
p,x and OPT
N =
∑
p,x:Ep,x∈N F
∗
p,x. For a
non-chargeable event Ep,x we divide Jp,x into early requests and late requests
depending on whether the request arrives before o′p,x or not. Letting F
e
p,x and
F lp,x denote the flow-time of early and late requests respectively, we have Fp,x =
F ep,x + F
l
p,x. Let LWF
Ne
s and LWF
N l
s denote the total flow time of early and late
requests of non-self-chargeable events for LWF’s schedule, respectively.
The following two lemmas follow easily from the definitions.
Lemma 30. LWFSs ≤ ρOPTS.
Lemma 31. LWFN
l
s ≤ ρOPTN .
Thus the main task is to bound LWFN
e
s . For a non-chargeable event Ep,x we
try to charge F ep,x to events ending in the interval [o
′
p,x, ep,x−1]. The lemma below
quantifies the relationship between F ep,x and the flow-time of events ending in this
interval.
Lemma 32. For any 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, if eq,y ∈ [do′p,x + λ(ep,x − o′p,x)e, ep,x − 1] then
Fq,y ≥ λF ep,x.
Proof. Let Fp,x(t) be the total waiting time accumulated by LWF for page p on
the time interval [bp,x, t]. We divide Fp,x(t) into two parts F
e
p,x(t) and F
l
p,x(t),
which are the flow time due to early requests and to late requests, respectively.
Note that Fp,x(t) = F
e
p,x(t) + F
l
p,x(t). The early requests arrived before time o
′
p,x,
thus, for any t′ ≥ do′p,x + λ(ep,x − o′p,x)e, F ep,x(t′) ≥ λF ep,x(ep,x) = λF ep,x.
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Since LWFs chose to transmit q at eq,y when p was available to be transmitted,
it must be the case that Fq,y ≥ Fp,x(eq,y) ≥ F ep,x(eq,y). Combining this with the
fact that F ep,x(eq,y) ≥ λF ep,x, the lemma follows.
With the above setup in place, we now prove that LWFs is O(1) competitive
for s = 5 via a clean and simple proof. This proof can be extended to non-integer
speeds with better bounds on the speed. In particular, it can be shown that
LWF3.4+ is O(1/
3)-competitive.
4.2.1 Analysis of 5-Speed
This section will be devoted to proving the following main lemma that bounds
the flow-time of early requests of non self-chargeable events.
Lemma 33. For ρ ≥ 1, LWFNe5 ≤ 4ρ5(ρ−1)LWF5.
Assuming the lemma, LWF5 is O(1)-competitive, using the argument outlined
earlier in Section 4.1.1.
Theorem 34. LWF5 ≤ 90OPT.
Proof. By combining Lemma 30, 31 and 33, we have that LWF5 = LWF
S
5 +
LWFN
l
5 +LWF
Ne
5 ≤ ρOPTS +ρOPTN + 4ρ5(ρ−1)LWF5. Setting ρ = 10 completes
the proof.
We now prove Lemma 33. In the analysis, we assume that LWF broadcasts
5 pages at each time; otherwise we can apply the same argument to maximal
subintervals when LWF is fully busy, respectively. Let Ep,x ∈ N . We define
two intervals Ip,x = [o
′
p,x, ep,x − 1] and I ′p,x = [o′p,x + d(ep,x − o′p,x)/2e, ep,x − 1].
Since ρ ≤ ep,x − o′p,x, it follows that |I ′p,x| ≥ ρ−12ρ |Ip,x|. We wish to charge F ep,x to
events (could be in S or N) in the interval I ′p,x. By Lemma 32, each event Eq,y
that finishes in I ′p,x satisfies the property that Fq,y ≥ F ep,x/2. Moreover, there are
5(bep,x − o′p,x)/2c such events to charge to since LWF5 transmits 5 pages in each
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time slot. Thus, locally for Ep,x there are enough events to charge to if ρ is a
sufficiently large constant. However, an event Eq,y with eq,y ∈ I ′p,x may also be
charged by many other events if we follow this simple local charging scheme. To
overcome this overcharging, we resort to a global charging scheme by setting up
a bipartite graph G and invoking the fractional Hall’s theorem (see Lemma 28)
on this graph.
The bipartite graph G = (X ∪ Y,E) is defined as follows. There is exactly one
vertex up,x ∈ X for each non-self-chargeable event Ep,x ∈ N and there is exactly
one vertex vq,y ∈ Y for each event Eq,y ∈ A, where A is the set of all events.
Consider two vertices up,x ∈ X and vq,y ∈ Y . There is an edge up,xvq,y ∈ E if
and only if eq,y ∈ I ′p,x. By Lemma 32, if there is an edge between up,x ∈ X and
vq,y ∈ Y then Fq,y ≥ F ep,x/2.
The goal is now to show that G has a 2ρ
5(ρ−1) -covering. Consider any non-empty
set Z ⊆ X and a vertex up,x ∈ Z. Recall that the interval Ip,x contains at least
one broadcast by OPT of page p. Let I = ⋃up,x∈Z Ip,x be the union of the time
intervals corresponding to events in Z. Similarly, define I ′ = ⋃up,x∈Z I ′p,x.
We claim that |Z| ≤ |I|. This is because the optimal solution has 1-speed and
it has to do a separate broadcast for each event in Z during I. Now consider the
neighborhood of Z, NG(Z). We note that |NG(Z)| = 5|I ′| since LWF5 broad-
casts 5 pages for each time slot in |I ′| and each such broadcast is adjacent to
an event in Z from the definition of G. From Lemma 29, |I ′| ≥ ρ−1
2ρ
|I| as we
had already observed that |I ′p,x| ≥ ρ−12ρ |Ip,x| for each Ep,x ∈ N . Thus we conclude
that |NG(Z)| = 5|I ′| ≥ 5ρ−12ρ |I| ≥ 5ρ−12ρ |Z|. Since this holds for ∀Z ⊆ X, by
Lemma 28, there must exist a 2ρ
5(ρ−1) -covering. Let ` be such a covering. Finally,
we prove that the covering implies the desired bound on LWFN
e
5 .
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LWFN
e
5 =
∑
up,x∈X
F ep,x [By Definition]
=
∑
up,xvq,y∈E
γup,x,vq,yF
e
p,x [By Def. 27, i.e. for ∀up,x∈X,
∑
vq,y∈Y γup,x,vq,y=1]
≤
∑
up,xvq,y∈E
γup,x,vq,y2Fq,y [By Lemma 32]
≤ 4ρ
5(ρ− 1)
∑
vq,y∈Y
Fq,y [Change order of
∑
and ` is a 2ρ
5(ρ−1) -covering]
≤ 4ρ
5(ρ− 1)LWF5. [Since Y includes all events]
This finishes the proof of Lemma 33.
Remark 2. If non-integer speeds are allowed then the analysis in this subsection
can be extended to show that LWF is 4 + -speed O(1 + 1/2)-competitive.
4.3 Generalization to Delay-Factor and `k Norms
In this section, our proof techniques are extended to show that a generalization
of LWF is O(1)-speed O(1)-competitive for minimizing the average delay-factor
and minimizing the `k-norm of the delay-factor. Recall that flow-time can be
subsumed as a special case of delay-factor. Thus, these results will also apply
to `k norms of flow-time. Instead of focusing on specific objective functions, we
develop a general framework and derive results for delay-factor and `k norms as
special cases. First, we set up some notation. We assume that for each request Jp,i
there is a non-decreasing function mp,i(t) that gives the cost/penalty of that Jp,i
accumulates if it has waited for a time of t units after its arrival. Thus the total
cost/penalty incurred for a schedule that finishes Jp,i at Cp,i is mp,i(Cp,i − rp,i).
For flow-time mp,i(t) = t while for delay-factor it is max(1,
t−rp,i
dp,i−rp,i ). For `k norms
of delay-factor we set mp,i(t) = max(1,
t−rp,i
dp,i−rp,i )
k. Note that the `k norm of delay-
factor for a given sequence of requests is k
√∑
p,imp,i(Cp,i − rp,i) but we can ignore
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the outer k’th root by focusing on the inner sum.
A natural generalization of LWF to more general metrics is described below;
we refer to this (greedy) algorithm as LF for Longest First. We in fact describe
LFs which is given s speed over the adversary.
Algorithm: LFs
• At any integer time t, broadcast the s pages with the largest
m-waiting times where the m-waiting time of page p at t is∑
Jp,i∈U(t) mp,i(t− rp,i).
Remark 3. The algorithm and analysis do not assume that the functions mp,i
are “uniform” over requests. In principle each request Jp,i could have a different
penalty function.
In order to analyze LF, we need a lower bound on the “growth” rate of the
functions mp,i(). In particular we assume that there is a function h : [0, 1]→ R+
such that mp,i(λt) ≥ h(λ)mp,i(t) for all λ ∈ [0, 1]. It is not to difficult to see
that for flow-time and delay-factor we can choose h(λ) = λ, and for `k norms
of flow-time and delay-factor, we can set h(λ) = λk. We also define a function
m : R+ → R+ as m(x) = max(p,i) mp,i(x). The rest of the analysis depends only
on h and m.
In the following subsection we outline a generalization of the analysis from
Section 4.2.1 that applies to LFs; the analysis bounds various quantities in terms
of the functions h() and m(). In Section 4.3.2, we derive the results for minimizing
delay-factor and `k norms of delay-factor.
4.3.1 Analysis of LF
To bound the competitiveness of LFs, we use the same techniques we used
for bounding the competitiveness of LWFs. Events are again defined in the
same fashion; Ep,x is the event defined by the x’th transmission of p by LFs.
We again partition events into self-chargeable and non self-chargeable events
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and charge self-chargeable events to the optimal value and charge non-self-
chargeable events to δLFs + m(ρ)OPT
N for some δ < 1. For an event Ep,x,
let Mp,x(t) =
∑
Jp,i∈Jp,xmp,i(t − rp,i) denote the total m-cost of all requests for
p that arrive in [bp,x, ep,x − 1] that are satisfied at ep,x. We let M∗p,x(t) be the
m-cost of the same set of requests for the optimal solution. An event Ep,x is
self-chargeable if Mp,x ≤ m(ρ)M∗p,x or ep,x − bp,x ≤ ρ for some constant ρ to be
optimized later. The remaining events are non self-chargeable. Again, requests
for non-self-chargeable events are divided into early requests and late requests
based on whether they arrive before o′p,x or not where o
′
p,x = min{op,x, ep,x − ρ}.
Let M ep,x and M
l
p,x be the flow time accumulated for early and late requests of
a non-self-chargeable event Ep,x, respectively. The values of LF
N
s , LF
N l
s , LF
Ne
s ,
and LFSs are defined in the same way as LWF
N
s , LWF
N l
s , LWF
Ne
s , and LWF
S
s .
Likewise for OPT. The following two lemmas are analogues of Lemmas 30 and
31 and follow from definitions.
Lemma 35. LFSs ≤ m(ρ)OPTS.
Lemma 36. LFN
l
s ≤ m(ρ)OPTN .
We now show a generalization of Lemma 32 that states that any event Eq,y such
that eq,y is close to ep,x has m-waiting time comparable to the m-waiting time of
early requests of Ep,x.
Lemma 37. Suppose Ep,x and Eq,y are two events such that eq,y ∈ [do′p,x+λ(ep,x−
o′p,x)e, ep,x − 1], Mq,y ≥ h(λ)M ep,x.
Proof. Consider an early request Jp,i in Jp,x and let t ∈ [do′p,x+λ(ep,x−o′p,x)e, ep,x−
1]. Since rp,i ≤ o′p,x, it follows that t ≥ λ(ep,x − rp,i) + rp,i. Hence, mp,i(t− rp,i) ≥
h(λ)mp,i(ep,x − rp,i). Summing over all early requests, it follows that M ep,x(t) ≥
h(λ)M ep,x. Since LFs chose to transmit q at t = eq,y instead of p, it follows that
Mq,y ≥Mp,x(eq,y) ≥M ep,x(eq,y) ≥ h(λ)M ep,x.
As in Section 4.2.1, the key ingredient of the analysis is to bound the waiting
time of early requests. We state the analogue of Lemma 33 below. Observe that
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we have an additional parameter β. In Lemma 33 we hard wire β to be 1/2 to
simplify the exposition. In the more general setting, the parameter β needs to be
tuned based on h.
Lemma 38. For any 0 < β < 1, LFN
e
s ≤ ρsh(β)(ρ(1−β)−1)LFs, where h is some
scaling function for m.
The proof of the above lemma follows essentially the same lines as that of
Lemma 33. The idea is to charge M ep,x to events in the interval [o
′
p,x + dβ(ep,x −
o′p,x)e, ep,x − 1]. Using Lemma 37, each event in this interval is within a factor of
h(λ) of M ep,x. The length of this interval is at least
ρ(1−β)−1
ρ
times the length of
the interval [o′p,x, ep,x − 1]. To avoid overcharging we again resort to the global
scheme using fractional Hall’s theorem after we setup the bipartite graph. We can
then prove the existence of a ρ
s(ρ(1−β)−1) -covering and since each event can pay to
within a factor of h(β), the lemma follows.
Putting the above lemmas together we derive the following theorem.
Theorem 39. Let β ∈ (0, 1) and ρ > 1 be given constants. If s is an integer such
that ρ
sh(β)(ρ(1−β)−1) ≤ δ < 1, then algorithm LFs is s-speed m(ρ)1−δ -competitive.
4.3.2 Results for Delay-Factor and `k Norms
We apply Theorem 39 with appropriate choice of parameters to show that LFs is
O(1)-competitive with O(1) speed.
For minimizing average delay-factor we have h(λ) = λ and m(x) ≤ x. For this
reason, average delay-factor behaves essentially the same as average flow-time and
we can carry over the results from flow-time.
Theorem 40. The algorithm LF is 5-speed O(1) competitive for minimizing the
average delay-factor. For non-integer speeds it is 4 + -speed O(1/2)-competitive.
For `k norms of delay-factor we have h(λ) = λ
k and m(x) ≤ xk. By choosing
β = k
k+1
, ρ = 90(k + 1) and s = 3(k + 1) in Theorem 39, we can show that the
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algorithm LF is 3(k+ 1)-speed O(ρk)-competitive for minimizing
∑
p,imp,i(Cp,i−
rp,i). Thus for minimizing the L
k-norm delay factor, we obtain k
√
O(ρk) = O(ρ)
competitiveness, which shows the following.
Theorem 41. For k ≥ 1, the algorithm LF is O(k)-speed O(k)-competitive for
minimizing `k-norm of delay-factor.
4.4 Lower Bound on LF
In this section, we show a lower bound of LF. We note that LF for the maximum
delay factor problem is similar to the algorithm SSF-W considered in the previous
chapter. To show the lower bound we will consider the algorithm LF in the
standard scheduling setting when all requests have uniform sizes. Note that we
will drop the notation from the broadcast setting and consider the notation for
the standard setting. Recall that the non-uniform requests setting can be reduced
to the uniform request setting when preemption is permissible.
Notice that LF is the same as SSF-W when c = 1. However, we are able
to show a negative result on this algorithm for minimizing the maximum delay
factor. This demonstrates the importance of the trade-off between scheduling a
request with smallest slack and scheduling the request with a large delay factor
that SSF-W makes. The rest of this section will be devoted to showing the
following theorem.
Theorem 42. For any constant s > 1, LF is not constant competitive with s-
speed for minimizing the maximum delay factor (or weighted flow time) in the
standard scheduling setting when requests have uniform sizes.
Since LF processes the request Ji such that
t−ri
Si
is maximized, it would be
helpful to formally define the quantity. Let us define the wait ratio of Ji at
time t ≥ ri as t−riSi ; recall that ri and Si are the arrival time and slack size of
Ji respectively. Note that Ji’s wait ratio at time Ci is the same as its delay
factor if Ji has delay factor no smaller than 1. Further note that Ji’s delay
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factor is equal to max{1, Ci−ri
Si
}. The algorithm LF schedules the request with
the largest wait ratio at each time. LF can be seen as a natural generalization of
FIFO. This is because FIFO schedules the request with largest wait time at each
time. Recall that SSF-W makes requests to wait to be scheduled to help merge
potential requests in a single broadcast. The algorithm LF behaves similarly since
it implicitly delays each request until it is the request with the largest wait ratio,
potentially merging many requests into a single broadcast. Hence, this algorithm
is a natural candidate for the problem of minimizing the maximum delay factor
and it does not need any parameters as the algorithm SSF-W does. We show
however that this algorithm does not have a constant competitive ratio with any
constant speed.
We construct the following adversarial instance σ for any integral speed-up
s > 1 and any integer c ≥ 2; the assumption of s and c being integral can be
easily removed by multiplying the parameters in the instance by a sufficiently large
constant. For this problem instance we will show that LF has wait ratio at least
c, while OPT has wait ratio at most 1. In the instance σ there is a sequence of
groups of requests, Ji for 0 ≤ i ≤ k, where k is an integer to be fixed later. We now
explain the requests in each group. For simplicity of notation and readability, we
will allow requests to arrive at negative times. We can shift all of the arrival times
later to make the arrival times positive. All requests have unit sizes. All requests
in each group Ji have the same arrival time Ai = −(sc)k−i+1 −
∑k−1−i
j=0 (sc)
j and
have the same slack size Si =
s(sc)k−i
(1−1/sc)k−i . For notational simplicity, we override
the notation Si to refer to the slack size of any request in Ji, rather than to refer
to the slack size of an individual request Ji. There are s(sc)
k+1 requests in group
J0 and s(sc)k−i requests in group Ji for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
We now explain how LF and OPT behave for the instance σ. Sometimes, we
will use Ji to refer to requests in Ji rather than explicitly saying “requests in Ji”,
since all requests in the same group are indistinguishable to the scheduler. For
the first group J0, LF keeps processing J0 upon its arrival until completing it.
On the other hand, we let OPT procrastinate J0 until OPT finishes all requests
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in J1 to Jk. This does not hurt OPT, since the slack size of the requests in J0 is
large relative to other requests. For each group Ji for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, OPT will start
Ji upon its arrival and complete each request in Ji without interruption. To the
contrary, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, LF will not begin scheduling Ji until finishing all
requests in Ji−1. In this way substantial delay is accumulated before LF processes
Jk and such a delay is critical for LF, since the slack of Jk is small. We refer the
reader to Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Comparison of scheduling of group Jk, Jk−1, and Jk−2 by LF and
OPT.
s We now formally prove that LF has the maximum wait ratio c, whileOPT has
wait ratio at most 1 for the given problem instance σ. Let Fi = Ai + (sc)
k−i+1 =
−∑k−1−ij=0 (sc)j, 0 ≤ i ≤ k. Let ri(t) denote the wait ratio of any request in Ji at
time t. We fix k to be an integer such that 3sc(1− 1
sc
)kc ≤ 1.
Lemma 43. LF, given speed s, completely schedules J0 during [A0, F0] and Ji
during [Fi−1, Fi], 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Further, the maximum wait ratio of any request in
Jk under LF’s schedule is c.
Proof. Observe that the length of the time interval [A0, F0] is exactly the amount
of time LF with speed s needs to completely process J0, since s|[A0, F0]| =
s(sc)k+1 = |J0|. Similarly we observe that the length of the time interval
[Fi−1, Fi], 1 ≤ i ≤ k is exactly the amount of time LF with speed s requires
to completely process Ji, since s|[Fi−1, Fi]| = s(sc)k−i = |Ji|.
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First we show that J0 is finished during [A0, F0] by LF. Note that before
time F0, no request in Jj, j ≥ 2 arrives, since F0 = −
∑k−1
j=0(sc)
j ≤ −(sc)k−1 −∑k−3
j=0(sc)
j = A2 and all requests in Jj, j ≥ 2 arrive no earlier than time A2.
We will show that J0 has the same wait ratio as J1 at time F0. Then since
J0 has a slack greater than J1, at any time t during [A0, F0], r0(t) > r1(t) and
hence LF will work on J0 over J1. Indeed, the wait ratio of J0 at time F0 is
r0(F0) =
F0−A0
S0
= (sc)k+1
/
s(sc)k
(1−1/sc)k = c(1−1/sc)k, which is equal to the wait ratio
of J1 at time F0, r1(F0) = F0−A1S1 =
(
(sc)k − (sc)k−1
)/
s(sc)k−1
(1−1/sc)k−1 = c(1− 1/sc)k.
To complete the proof, we show that Ji, i ≥ 1 is finished during [Fi−1, Fi] by LF.
This proof is very similar to the above. Note that no request in Jj, j ≥ i+2 arrives
before time Fi, since Fi = −
∑k−1−i
j=0 (sc)
j ≤ −(sc)k−i−1−∑k−3−ij=0 (sc)j = Ai+2 and
all requests in Jj, j ≤ i + 2 arrive no earlier than time Ai+2. We will show that
Ji has the same wait ratio as Ji+1 at time Fi. Then since the slack of Ji+1 is
smaller than Ji, at any time t during [Fi−1, Fi], Ji will have wait ratio no smaller
than Ji+1 and hence LF will work on Ji over Ji+1. Indeed, the wait ratio of
Ji at time Fi is ri(Fi) = Fi−AiSi = (sc)k−i+1
/
s(sc)k−i
(1−1/sc)k−i = c(1 − 1/sc)k−i, which
is equal to the current delay factor of Ji+1 at time Fi, ri+1(Fi) = Fi−Ai+1Si+1 =(
(sc)k−i − (sc)k−i−1
)/
s(sc)k−1−i
(1−1/sc)k−i−1 = c(1− 1/sc)k−i. Hence LF has wait ratio at
least c for a certain request in Jk.
In the following lemma, we show that there exists a feasible scheduling by OPT
that has wait ratio at most 1, which together with Lemma 43 will complete the
proof of Theorem 42.
Lemma 44. Consider a schedule which processes all requests in J0 during
[Fk, Fk + |J0|] and all requests in Ji during [Ai, Ai + |Ji|] for 1 ≤ i ≤ k with
speed 1. This schedule is feasible and, moreover, the maximum wait ratio of any
request under this schedule is at most one.
Proof. We first observe that the time intervals [Fk, Fk+ |J0|] and [Ai, Ai+ |Ji|] for
1 ≤ i ≤ k do not overlap, since for i ≥ 1, Ai+1−(Ai+|Ji|) = (sc)k+1−i+(sc)k−1−i−
s(sc)k−i − (sc)k−i ≥ (sc)k−i(sc − s − 1) > 0, and Fk − (Ak + |Jk|) = sc − s > 0.
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Further, all requests in J0 can be completed during [Fk, Fk + |J0|] by a scheduler
with speed 1. Likewise, this shows that all requests in Ji can be completed during
[Ai, Ai + |Ji|] by a scheduler with speed 1. Hence this is a feasible schedule for a
1 speed algorithm.
It now remains to upper bound the maximum wait ratio of any request under the
suggested schedule. Consider any request in Ji, i ≥ 1. The maximum wait ratio
of Ji under the schedule is Ai+|Ji|−AiSi = s(sc)k−i
/
s(sc)k−i
(1−1/sc)k−i = (1 − 1/sc)k−i < 1.
The maximum wait ratio of any request in J0 is r0(Fk + |J0|) = Fk+|J0|−A0S0 =(
(s+1)(sc)k+1+
∑k−1
j=0(sc)
j
)/
s(sc)k
(1−1/sc)k ≤ 3s(sc)k+1
/
s(sc)k
(1−1/sc)k ≤ 3sc(1−1/sc)k ≤ 1.
The last inequality holds since k was chosen to satisfy the inequality.
4.5 Conclusion
We gave a simpler analysis of LWF for minimizing average flow-time in broadcast
scheduling. This not only helps improve the speed bound but also results in
extending the algorithm and analysis to more general objective functions such a
delay-factor and `k norms of delay-factor. Our analysis of LWF has lead to the
development of the first scalable algorithm for average flow time in the broadcast
model, which is shown in the next chapter.
We also showed LF is not O(1)-competitive with any speed for `∞-norm of
delay factor, which is equivalent to minimizing the maximum delay factor. Thus,
we believe the speed requirement for LF to obtain O(1)-competitiveness needs to
grow with k for `k-norms of delay factor. It would be interesting to formally prove
this. After this work, a scalable algorithm was given for the `k-norms of flow time
in the broadcast model. This is presented later in this thesis.
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Chapter 5
A Scalable Algorithm for Minimizing Average
Flow Time in the Broadcast Model
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we considered the algorithm LWF and showed that it
is a 5-speed O(1)-competitive algorithm for average flow time in the broadcast
setting. This chapter is focused on introducing a scalable algorithm for average
flow time in the broadcast setting. Recall that there are strong lower bounds
on the competitive ratio of any algorithm for the average flow time problem.
Thus this is essentially the best result that one can hope for. See chapter 2 for
motivation and related work.
We give the first online scalable algorithm LA-W. We prove that LA-W is
(1 + )-speed O(1/11)-competitive for any 0 <  ≤ 1. This is the first algorithm
shown to be scalable in the broadcast setting and this answered a central open
problem in the area. Our algorithm LA-W is similar to LWF in that it prioritizes
pages with large flow time, however LA-W also gives preference to requests which
have arrived recently. Favoring requests which have arrived recently has been
shown to be useful in [40]. The algorithm LA-W focuses on pages which have
requests that arrived recently. This is fundamentally different from the algorithm
given in [40], which focuses on requests that arrived recently without considering
the page they are requesting. Unfortunately, in the broadcast setting it is difficult
to categorize which pages have requests that arrived recently, since the arrival
of requests can be scattered over time. To counter this, we develop a novel and
robust way to compare the arrival time of requests between two different pages.
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Overview of the Algorithm: Let Fp(t) be the total waiting time of unsatisfied
requests for page p at time t and let Fmax(t) = maxp Fp(t). LWF schedules a
page p such that Fp(t) = Fmax(t). Notice that LWF schedules the page without
considering the number of outstanding requests for the page. Due to this, LWF
may broadcast a page with a relatively small number of unsatisfied requests which
have been waiting to be scheduled for a long period of time. However, a page with
a small number of requests does not accumulate flow time quickly. In some cases,
pages which have a large number of unsatisfied requests should be broadcasted
since these requests will rapidly accumulate flow time. Using this insight, [39]
was able to show a lower bound of 1.618 on the speed LWF required to be O(1)-
competitive.
Our algorithm LA-W keeps the main spirit of LWF by always broadcasting
pages with flow time comparable to Fmax(t) at each time t. However, amongst
the pages with flow time comparable to Fmax(t), LA-W prioritizes pages with
requests which have arrived recently. By prioritizing recent requests, we avoid the
potentially negative behavior of LWF. This is because a page with requests that
arrived recently must have a large number of outstanding requests to have flow
time similar to Fmax. As mentioned, we develop a new way to compare the arrive
time of requests for two different pages. Using this technique, we will be able to
break up time into intervals and show when requests arrive on these intervals,
thus allowing us to determine how LA-W and the optimal solution must behave
on these intervals.
The algorithm LA-W broadcasts pages with unsatisfied requests that arrived
recently to potentially find pages which have a large number of outstanding re-
quests. The reader may wonder why we chose pages in this manner when we
could simply broadcast the page with many outstanding requests. In fact, we
have considered an algorithm which schedules the page with the largest number
of outstanding requests amongst the pages with flow time comparable to Fmax(t).
For this algorithm, we have established that it is scalable for the problem of mini-
mizing the maximum weighted flow time in broadcast scheduling [31], see chapter
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3. Further, we have preliminary evidence that this algorithm is O(1) competitive
for average flow time when given more than 2 speed. We however were unable to
determine its performance for average flow time when given less than 2 speed.
5.2 Time Model and Algorithm
We assume that all requests have unit processing time and without loss of gen-
erality this is 1. In our time model we assume that requests arrive only at non-
negative integer times. Any scheduling algorithm A with speed s ≥ 1 schedules
a page every 1/s time-steps starting from time 0. When A broadcasts a page p
at time t, all alive (unsatisfied) requests for page p which arrived strictly earlier
than t are immediately satisfied by the broadcast. If Jp,i is a request satisfied by
a broadcast, it has flow time t − rp,i. Note that under the schedule produced by
the optimal solution with 1-speed, every request has flow time at least 1. On the
other hand, A with speed s > 1 may finish some requests within a delay less than
one. Though it would seem fair to force A to schedule requests after at least one
time step, we do not assume this because our analysis will hold in either case and
this assumption improves the readability of the analysis.
Before introducing our algorithm, we state notation that will be used through-
out the chapter. For any time interval starting at b and ending at e, we let
|I| = e−b. For a set of requests R, we will let F (R) be the flow time accumulated
for the requests in R by our algorithm. For a page p we will let Fp(t) be the total
flow time accumulated at time t for unsatisfied requests for page p. We will let
F (R, t) be the total flow time accumulated by our algorithm for requests in the
set R at time t. Note that if some requests in R arrive after time t then these
requests do not contribute to the value of F (R, t). We let F ∗(R) denote the total
flow time OPT accumulates for a set of requests R.
We now introduce our algorithm, denoted by LA-W for Latest Arrival time
with Waiting. We assume that LA-W is given s = 1 +  speed where 0 <  ≤ 1
is a fixed constant. Our algorithm is parameterized by constants c > 1 and β < 1
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4OPT accumulates for a set of requests R.
p p
tL(p, t) τβp (t)
Rp(τβp (t))
Rp(t)
no broadcast of page p
Figure 1: Rp(t) denotes the alive requests of page p at time
t, i.e. the requests of page p which arrived during [L(p, t), t].
Likewise, Rp(τβp (t)) denotes the requests which arrived during
[L(p, t), τβp (t)].
We now introduce our algorithm, denoted by
LA-W for Latest Arrival time with Waiting. We as-
sume that LA-W is given s = 1+ " speed where 0 <
" ≤ 1 is a fixed constant. Our algorithm is parameter-
ized by constants c > 1 and β < 1 depending on ",
which will be defined later. For each page p and time
t, let Rp(t) denote the set of alive requests for page p
at time t. LetL(p, t) be the last time before time t that
our algorithm broadcasted page p. If there is no such
time then L(p, t) = 0. Note that Rp(t) is equivalent
to the set of the requests for page pwhich arrived dur-
ing [L(p, t), t]. For a page p and time t let τβp (t) = argminL(p,t)≤t′≤t(F (Rp(t′), t) ≥ (1 − β)Fp(t)). In
other words, τβp (t) denotes the earliest time t′ no later than time t and no earlier than time L(p, t) such that
the requests in Rp(t′) have total flowtime at least (1− β)Fp(t) at time t. By this definition, if R[L(p,t),τβp (t)]
is the set of requests for page p that arrive on the interval [L(p, t), τβp (t)] and R[L(p,t),τβp (t)) is the set of
requests for page p that arrive on the interval [L(p, t), τβp (t)) then F (R[L(p,t),τβp (t)], t) ≥ (1 − β)Fp(t) and
F (R
[L(p,t),τβp (t))
, t) < (1− β)Fp(t). See Figure 1.
Algorithm: LA-W
• Let t be a time where our algorithm is not broadcasting a page.
• Let Fmax(t) = maxp Fp(t).
• Broadcast one page according to Rule 2 every $10# % broadcasts, and broadcast one page
according to Rule 1 otherwise.
– Rule 1: broadcast the page p = argmaxp′∈Q(t)τ
β
p′(t),
where Q(t) = {q | Fq(t) ≥ 1cFmax(t)} breaking ties arbitrarily.
– Rule 2: broadcast a page p where Fp(t) = Fmax(t) breaking ties arbitrarily.
Our algorithm LA-W broadcasts pages mainly according to Rule 1 while occasionally broadcasting a
page according to Rule 2. The second rule uses LWF’s scheduling policy which broadcasts a page with the
highest flowtime. The first rule chooses a page p with the latest time τβp (t) among the pages with flowtime
close to Fmax(t). The value of τ
β
p (t) can be interpreted as the latest arrival time of any unsatisfied request
for page p after discounting requests that arrived recently that have small flowtime. Since the arrival of
requests for the same page p can be scattered over time, we will use τβp (t) as the representative arrival time
of those requests. Notice that if all requests for page p arrive at time t′ then τβp (t) = t′ for any 0 < β ≤ 1.
We remark that we do not know if Rule 2 is needed for LA-W to be (1 + ")-speed O(1)-competitive.
Rule 2 will play a crucial role in our analysis, but we do not have a proof that Rule 1 alone performs
poorly.
3 Analysis
Figure 5.1: Rp(t) denotes the alive requests of page p at time t, i.e. the requests
of page p which arrived during [L(p, t), t]. Likewise, Rp(τ
β
p (t)) denotes the
requests which arrived during [L(p, t), τβp (t)].
depending on , later we will define β =
(

1000
)4
and c =
(
10000
3
)
. For each page
p nd time t, let Rp(t) denote the set of alive requests for page p at time t. Let
L(p, t) be the last time before time t that our algorithm broadcasted page p. If
there is no such time then L(p, t) = 0. Note that Rp(t) is equivalent to the set
of the requests for page p which arrived during [L(p, t), t]. For a page p and time
t let τβp (t) = argminL(p,t)≤t′≤t(F (Rp(t
′), t) ≥ (1 − β)Fp(t)). In other words, τβp (t)
denotes the earliest time t′ no later than time t and no earlier than time L(p, t)
such that the requests in Rp(t
′) have total flow time at least (1− β)Fp(t) at time
t. By this definition, if R[L(p,t),τβp (t)] is the set of requests for page p that arrive on
the interval [L(p, t), τβp (t)] and R[L(p,t),τβp (t)) is the set of requests for page p that
arrive on the interval [L(p, t), τβp (t)) then F (R[L(p,t),τβp (t)], t) ≥ (1 − β)Fp(t) and
F (R[L(p,t),τβp t) , t) < (1− β)Fp(t). See Figure 5.1.
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Algorithm: LA-W
Let t be a time where our algorithm is not broadcasting a page.
Let Fmax(t) = maxp Fp(t).
Broadcast one page according to Rule 2 every b10

c broadcasts, and
broadcast one page according to Rule 1 otherwise.
Rule 1: broadcast the page p = argmaxp′∈Q(t)τ
β
p′(t),
where Q(t) = {q | Fq(t) ≥ 1cFmax(t)} breaking ties arbitrarily.
Rule 2: broadcast a page p where Fp(t) = Fmax(t) breaking ties
arbitrarily.
Our algorithm LA-W broadcasts pages mainly according to Rule 1 while oc-
casionally broadcasting a page according to Rule 2. The second rule uses LWF’s
scheduling policy which broadcasts a page with the highest flow time. The first
rule chooses a page p with the latest time τβp (t) among the pages with flow time
close to Fmax(t). The value of τ
β
p (t) can be interpreted as the latest arrival time of
any unsatisfied request for page p after discounting requests that arrived recently
that have small flow time. Since the arrival of requests for the same page p can be
scattered over time, we will use τβp (t) as the representative arrival time of those
requests. Notice that if all requests for page p arrive at time t′ then τβp (t) = t
′ for
any 0 < β ≤ 1. We remark that we do not know if Rule 2 is needed for LA-W to
be (1 + )-speed O(1)-competitive. Rule 2 will play a crucial role in our analysis,
but we do not have a proof that Rule 1 alone performs poorly.
5.3 Analysis
Let σ be a fixed sequence of requests. OPT denotes a fixed oﬄine optimal so-
lution. We assume LA-W1+ is always busy scheduling pages for the sequence
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5Time
bp,x(= ep,x−1) ep,x(= bp,x+1)
Ep,x−1 Ep,x Ep,x+1
LA-W’s xth broadcast of page p LA-W’s (x+ 1)th broadcast of page p
Figure 2: Events for page p.
Let σ be a fixed sequence of requests.
OPT denotes a fixed offline optimal so-
lution. We assume LA-W1+! is always
busy scheduling pages for the sequence
σ. Otherwise, our arguments can be
applied to each maximal time interval
where LA-W1+! is busy. Following the lead of [19, 11], time is partitioned into events for each page p.
Events for page p are defined by LA-W1+!’s broadcasts of page p. Each time LA-W1+! broadcasts a page,
an event begins and an event ends. An event Ep,x = 〈bp,x, ep,x〉 begins at time bp,x and ends at time ep,x.
Here, LA-W1+! broadcasts page p at time bp,x and at time ep,x. These are the xth and (x+ 1)st broadcasts
of page p by LA-W1+!. The (x+ 1)st broadcast of page p starts a new event Ep,x+1 and ep,x = bp,x+1. On
the time interval (bp,x, ep,x) LA-W1+! does not broadcast page p. The optimal solution can broadcast page
p zero or more times during an event Ep,x. See Figure 2.
For an event Ep,x, let Rp,x denote the set of requests satisfied by the (x + 1)st broadcast of page p.
Notice that all requests in Rp,x arrive during Ep,x, formally during [bp,x, ep,x). Let Fp,x = F (Rp,x) be the
total flowtime LA-W1+! accumulates for requests in Rp,x. Likewise let F ∗p,x = F ∗(Rp,x). We refer to Fp,x
as the flowtime of Ep,x. Similarly to requests, for a set E of events we let F (E) =
∑
Ep,x∈E Fp,x.
For any event Ep,x, the next lemma will be used to bound the flowtime accumulated for page p at
different times during Ep,x. This will help us to compare the flowtime of Ep,x to the flowtime of events
ending during Ep,x. The proof of this lemma follows easily by definition of flowtime.
Lemma 3.1. For any event Ep,x, let R′ ⊆ Rp,x. Let t be such that bp,x ≤ t < ep,x. Suppose that all
requests in R′ arrive no later than time t. Then for any η < 1, F (R′, t+ η(ep,x− t)) ≥ ηF (R′). Further, if
F (R′) ≥ υFp,x where υ < 1, then F (R′, t+ η(ep,x − t)) ≥ ηυFp,x.
Our goal is to show that
∑
p
∑
x Fp,x ≤ O(1)OPT. We start by partitioning events into two groups. An
event Ep,x is called self-chargeable if Fp,x ≤ γF ∗p,x where γ ≥ 1 is a constant to be fixed later. Let S be the
set of all self-chargeable events. The other events are called non-self-chargeable and are in the set N . By
definition of self-chargeable events, we can easily bound F (S) by OPT.
Lemma 3.2. F (S) ≤ γOPT.
We now concentrate on non-self-chargeable events. Notice that for a non-self-chargeable eventEp,x, the
optimal solution must broadcast page p during Ep,x, formally during (bp,x, ep,x). Otherwise, F ∗p,x ≥ Fp,x
and the event is self-chargeable. We further partition non-self-chargeable events into two classes. Consider
a non-self-chargeable event Ep,x. Let α and k be constants to be fixed later such that α < 1, k > 1 and
βk < 1. Ep,x is in the set N1 if for some β ≤ ρ ≤ βk it is the case that at least 'αs(ep,x − τρp (ep,x))( self-
chargeable events end on the interval [τρp (ep,x), ep,x). Notice that the time τ
ρ
p (ep,x) exists because ρ < 1. A
non-self-chargeable event not inN1 is in N2.
The setsN1 andN2 are similar to how [11] partitions non-self-chargeable events. Bounding the flowtime
of events in N1 by OPT is not too difficult and follows easily by combining the analysis given in [11] and
the definition of τ . We will first bound F (N1) by the flowtime of the self chargeable events ending during
the events in N1. Knowing that F (S) ≤ γOPT we will be able bound F (N1) by OPT. A formal proof of
the following lemma can be found in Appendix B.
Lemma 3.3. F (N1) ≤ O( 1!11 )OPT.
The most interesting events are those which are inN2. Since each eventEp,x inN2 has a relatively small
number of self-chargeable events ending duringEp,x, we cannot directly bound F (N2) by OPT. Instead, we
Figure 5.2: Events for page p.
σ. Otherwise, our arguments can be applied to each maximal ti e interval where
LA-W1+ is busy. Following the lead of [39, 30], time is partitioned into events
for each page p. Events for page p are defined by LA-W1+’s broadcasts of page
p. Each time LA-W1+ broadcasts a page, an event begins and an event ends. An
event Ep,x = 〈bp,x, ep,x〉 begins at time bp,x and ends at time ep,x. Here, LA-W1+
broadcasts page p at time bp,x and at time ep,x. These are the xth and (x + 1)st
broadcasts of page p by LA-W1+. The (x+1)st broadcast of page p starts a new
event Ep,x+1 and ep,x = bp,x+1. On th time interval (bp,x, ep,x) LA-W1+ does not
broadcast page p. The optimal solution can broadcast page p zero or more times
during an event Ep,x. Se Figure 5.2.
For an event Ep,x, let Rp,x denote the set of requests satisfied by the (x +
1)st broadcast of page p. Notice that all requests in Rp,x arrive during Ep,x,
formally during [bp,x, ep,x). Let Fp,x = F (Rp,x) be the total flow time LA-W1+
accumulates for requests in Rp,x. Likewise let F
∗
p,x = F
∗(Rp,x) be the flow time
OPT accumulates for requests in Rp,x. We refer to Fp,x as the flow time of Ep,x.
Similarly to requests, for a set E of events we let F (E) = ∑Ep,x∈E Fp,x.
Our goal is to show that
∑
p
∑
x Fp,x ≤ O(1)OPT. We start by partitioning
events into two groups. An event Ep,x is called self-chargeable if Fp,x ≤ γF ∗p,x
where γ ≥ 1 is a constant that will be fixed as γ = 10000
2β
later. Let S be the set of
all self-chargeable events. The other events are called non-self-chargeable and are
in the set N . By definition of self-chargeable events, we can easily bound F (S)
by OPT.
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Lemma 45. F (S) ≤ γOPT.
Proof. F (S) = ∑Ep,x∈S Fp,x ≤∑Ep,x∈S γF ∗p,x ≤ γOPT.
We now concentrate on non-self-chargeable events. Notice that for a non-self-
chargeable event Ep,x, the optimal solution must broadcast page p during Ep,x,
formally during (bp,x, ep,x). Otherwise, F
∗
p,x ≥ Fp,x and the event is self-chargeable.
We further partition non-self-chargeable events into two classes. Consider a non-
self-chargeable event Ep,x. Let α and k be constants such that α < 1, k > 1 and
βk < 1. We will fix α = 
100
and k = 10

(d1000ce + 2) + 1 later. Ep,x is in the set
N1 if for some β ≤ ρ ≤ βk it is the case that at least dαs(ep,x − τ ρp (ep,x))e self-
chargeable events end on the interval [τ ρp (ep,x), ep,x). Notice that the time τ
ρ
p (ep,x)
exists because ρ < 1. A non-self-chargeable event not in N1 is in N2. The sets
N1 and N2 are similar to how [30] partitions non-self-chargeable events.
The events in N1 can easily be bounded by OPT. We do this by bounding
F (N1) by the flow time of the self chargeable events ending during the events in
N1. Knowing that F (S) ≤ γOPT we will be able to bound F (N1) by OPT. We
will formally show F (N1) ≤ O( 111 )OPT later in Lemma 51.
The most interesting events are those which are in N2. Since each event Ep,x in
N2 has a relatively small number of self-chargeable events ending during Ep,x, we
cannot directly bound F (N2) by OPT. Instead, we will show that the total flow
time of events in N2 accounts for only a fraction of LA-W1+’s total flow time, i.e.
F (N2) ≤ δLA-W1+ for some constant δ < 1 which is independent of . In [31]
and [39] speed greater than 3.4 was needed to bound F (N2). Our goal is to ensure
δ < 1 with only (1 + ) speed. Showing this will complete our analysis as follows.
Using this, Lemma 45 and Lemma 51, we have that LA-W1+ = F (S) +F (N ) =
F (S) +F (N1) +F (N2) ≤ γOPT+O( 111 )OPT+ δLA-W1+, which simplifies to
LA-W1+ ≤ γ+O(
1
11
)
1−δ OPT. This will imply the following theorem.
Theorem 46. For 0 <  ≤ 1, the algorithm LA-W is (1 + )-speed O( 1
11
)-
competitive for minimizing average flow time in broadcast scheduling with unit
sized pages.
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Before continuing, we show some properties of events in N . Say that we set
γ ≥ 1
β
. Then it is not hard to show that OPT must broadcast page p during
I = [τβp (ep,x), ep,x) for any non-self-chargeable event Ep,x. Indeed, the requests
for page p that arrive during the interval I have total flow time at least βFp,x
in LA-W1+’s schedule by definition of τ
β. If OPT does not broadcast page p
during I this implies that these requests also have total flow time βFp,x in OPT’s
schedule. However, then F ∗p,x ≥ βFp,x ≥ 1γFp,x, contradicting the fact that Ep,x is
non-sef-chargeable.
Lemma 47. Suppose that γ ≥ 1
β
. Then, for any non-self-chargeable event Ep,x,
the optimal solution must broadcast page p during the interval [τβp (ep,x), ep,x).
Proof. For the sake of contradiction assume the lemma is false. The event Ep,x
is non-self-chargeable therefore the optimal solution must broadcast page p at
some time during (bp,x, τ
β
p (ep,x)). Let t be the latest broadcasting time of page
p by the optimal solution during (bp,x, τ
β
p (ep,x)). Let S[bp,x,t] and S(t,ep,x) be the
set of requests for page p which arrive during [bp,x, t] and (t, ep,x), respectively.
We know that F (S[bp,x,t]) < (1− β)Fp,x by definition of τβp (ep,x) and t < τβp (ep,x).
Thus F (S(t,ep,x)) = F (Rp,x \ S[bp,x,t]) > βFp,x. Since the optimal solution does not
broadcast page p during (t, ep,x), it follows that F
∗
p,x ≥ F ∗(S(t,ep,x)) > βFp,x ≥
1
γ
Fp,x, which is a contradiction to Ep,x being a non-self-chargeable event.
Now say that we set γ ≥ 10000
β2
. Using similar ideas as in Lemma 47, we will be
able to show that |[τβp (ep,x), ep,x)| ≥ 100002 . This will be used to ensure that the
intervals considered in our remaining arguments are sufficiently long.
Lemma 48. Suppose γ ≥ 10000
2β
. Then, for any non-self-chargeable event Ep,x,
|[τβp (ep,x), ep,x]| ≥ 100002 .
Proof. For the sake of contradiction, assume that there exists a non-self-chargeable
event Ep,x such that |[τβp (ep,x), ep,x]| < 100002 . Let S be the set of requests for page
p which arrive on the interval [τβp (ep,x), ep,x). By definition of τ
β
p (ep,x) it must be
the case that F (S) > βFp,x. We now want to bound the number of requests in S.
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Since each request in S can accumulate flow time at most |[τβp (ep,x), ep,x]| < 100002 ,
we have that F (S) < |S|10000
2
, thus βFp,x < |S|100002 . Hence we have that |S| >
2
10000
βFp,x. The optimal solution must accumulate at least |S| flow time for the
requests in S, therefore F ∗p,x ≥ |S| > 
2
10000
βFp,x ≥ 1γFp,x. This is a contradiction
to Ep,x being non-self-chargeable.
To bound F (N1) and F (N2), we need the following two lemmas. For any event
Ep,x, the first lemma will be used to bound the flow time accumulated for page p
at different times during Ep,x. This will help us to compare the flow time of Ep,x
to the flow time of events ending during Ep,x. The proof of this lemma follows
easily by definition of flow time.
Lemma 49. For any event Ep,x, let R
′ ⊆ Rp,x. Let t be such that bp,x ≤ t <
ep,x. Suppose that all requests in R
′ arrive no later than time t. Then for any
0 ≤ η < 1, F (R′, t + η(ep,x − t)) ≥ ηF (R′). Further, if F (R′) ≥ υFp,x, then
F (R′, t+ η(ep,x − t)) ≥ ηυFp,x.
Proof. F (R′, t+ η(ep,x− t)) =
∑
Jp,i∈R′(t+ η(ep,x− t)− rp,i) =
∑
Jp,i∈R′((1− η)t+
ηep,x−ap,i) ≥
∑
Jp,i∈R′((1− η)rp,i + ηep,x− rp,i) = η
∑
Jp,i∈R′(ep,x− rp,i) = ηF (R′).
The inequality holds, since any request Jp,i in R
′ arrives no later than time t.
The next lemma gives a global charging scheme built on Hall’s theorem, which
is a generalization of the techniques used in [39, 30].This lemma shows how to
charge the flow time of some events to the total flow time LA-W1+ accumulates.
The proof is technical and we defer its proof to Section 5.3.4.
Lemma 50. Let A be a set of events. Let µ, κ > 0 be some constants. Let λ ≥ 1
be an integer. For each event Ep,x ∈ A, suppose there exists an interval Ip,x and
a set of events Bp,x such that
The optimal solution broadcasts page p at least λ times during the interval Ip,x.
Further, Ip,x is disjoint with Ip,x′ for any Ep,x′ ∈ A s.t. x′ 6= x.
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|Bp,x| ≥ µ|Ip,x| and Eq,y ∈ Bp,x only if eq,y ∈ Ip,x and Fq,y ≥ κFp,x. Let
B = ⋃(p,x):Ep,x∈A Bp,x and d = minEp,x∈A |Ip,x|. Then, F (A) ≤ ( 2λκµ)(d+1d )F (B) ≤
( 2
λκµ
)(d+1
d
)LA-W1+.
This lemma can be interpreted as follows. For a set of events A ⊆ N2, we
charge the flow time of each event Ep,x ∈ A to some events ending during Ip,x.
In our analysis, Ip,x will always be a subinterval of Ep,x; thus for any fixed page
p, {Ip,x | Ep,x ∈ A} are disjoint. If the following conditions hold for each event
Ep,x ∈ A, then F (A) 1LA-W1+. (1) There are at least λ broadcasts by OPT
of page p during Ip,x. (2) We can find a sufficiently large fraction of events ending
during Ip,x, denoted by µ, such that each of these events have flow time at least
κFp,x. (3) Ip,x is sufficiently long for all Ep,x ∈ A. The bound we get on F (A)
improves by either finding many broadcasts of page p by OPT during Ip,x or by
finding sufficiently many events with very large flow time ending during Ip,x.
Using the global charging scheme given in Lemma 50, we can bound the flow
time of events in N1 by OPT. This is not too difficult and follows easily by
combining the analysis given in [30], the definition of τ and Lemma 50. The proof
is similar to that given in [30].
Lemma 51. F (N1) ≤ O( 111 )OPT.
Proof. We apply Lemma 50 using the notation given in the lemma. Let A be the
set of all N1 events. Consider any event Ep,x ∈ A. Let Ip,x = [τ ρp (ep,x), ep,x) for
some fixed β ≤ ρ ≤ β(10

(d1000ce+ 2) + 1) such that at least dαs(ep,x− τ ρ(ep,x))e
self-chargeable events end on Ip,x. Note that ρ exists by definition ofN1 events. By
Lemma 47, the optimal solution must broadcast page p during Ip,x. Due to this we
set λ = 1. Since |Ip,x| ≥ 100002 by Lemma 48, we have d = minEp,x∈A |Ip,x| ≥ 100002 .
Let Bp,x be the self-chargeable events ending during I ′p,x = [τ ρp (ep,x) + α2 (ep,x −
τ ρp (ep,x)), ep,x). Note that there are at most dαs2 |Ip,x|e events ending during Ip,x \
I ′p,x, because the algorithm broadcasts a page every
1
s
time steps during Ip,x \ I ′p,x.
1A B should read as A < ξB for some constant ξ < 1.
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Therefore there exist at least dαs|Ip,x|e − dαs2 |Ip,x|e ≥ bαs2 |Ip,x|c ≥ αs4 |Ip,x| self-
chargeable events ending during I ′p,x. Hence, |Bp,x| ≥ αs4 |Ip,x| and we can set
µ = αs
4
.
Let Eq,y ∈ Bp,x. By Lemma 49 and the definition of τ ρp (ep,x) we know that at
anytime t ∈ I ′p,x it is the case that Fp,x(t) ≥ α2 (1−ρ)Fp,x. Since our algorithm chose
to broadcast page q at time ep,x ∈ I ′p,x over page p, we have Fq,y ≥ α2c(1− ρ)Fp,x.
Therefore we can set κ = α
2c
(1− ρ).
In sum, by Lemma 50,
F (N1) ≤ 2
λκµ
d+ 1
d
F (S) = ( 16c
α2s
)(
1
1− ρ)
d+ 1
d
(γOPT) = O(
1
11
)OPT.
We now focus on bounding the flow time of events in N2. To exploit Lemma 50,
N2 is partitioned into three disjoint sets T1, T2 and T3. To discuss the high level
interpretation of the sets T1, T2 and T3 we fix an event Ep,x ∈ N2 and page p and
drop the subscript p, x. For the event E we will consider different subintervals of
E defined by τ . Let I i = [τβ(
10

i+1)(e), e) for i ∈ N. Notice that I i is a subinterval
of I i+1 for all i. We will concentrate on the intervals I i for different values of i.
Concentrating on these intervals will allow us to break up the event E so that we
can better understand when the requests for page p arrived during E and how the
optimal solution and LA-W1+ behaved during E.
The event E will be in the set T1 if for some i it is the case that page p is not
in the queue Q for a sufficiently large number of broadcasts by LA-W1+ during
I i. By definition of Q, if p is not in Q(t) then there exists another page q such
that Fq(t) > cFp(t). Rule 2 of LA-W broadcasts a page with the highest flow
time every b10

c broadcasts. Using this, we will be able to find sufficiently many
events ending during E with flow time much larger than the flow time of event
E. Then Lemma 50 can be used to show that F (T1)  LA-W1+. Intuitively,
the requests in T1 cannot account for most of LA-W1+’s flow time since there
exists other events with flow time much larger than those in T1.
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If the event E is not in the set T1 and if the length of I i+1 is sufficiently longer
than the length of I i for many different values of i then the event E will be in
the set T2. For such an event E, the requests for page p that arrive during E
will be grouped according to when they arrived. We will show that each of these
groups contributes to a substantial amount of event E’s flow time. Knowing
that E is non-self-chargeable, we will show that OPT must perform a unique
broadcast of page p for each of these groups during E. This allows us to show
that F (T2) LA-W1+ using Lemma 50. Intuitively, since the optimal solution
has to perform a lot of broadcasts for each event in T2, there cannot be many
events in T2. Therefore the events in T2 do not account for a large portion of
LA-W1+’s flow time.
Finally T3 will consist of all events in N2 that are not in T1 or T2. Using the
definitions of T1, T2 and τ we will be able to show that no events can be in T3 and
this will complete our analysis. Showing that T3 = ∅ is the most difficult part of
the analysis and this is where Rule 1 and resource augmentation plays a crucial
role. We now formally define the sets T1, T2 and T3. For simplicity of notation,
let τβ,ip,x = τ
β( 10

i+1)
p (ep,x). A N2 event Ep,x is in
• T1 if and only if for some 0 ≤ i ≤ d1000ce+2 the page p is not
in Q for at least d s
10
|[τβ,ip,x, ep,x)|e broadcasts by our algorithm
on the interval [τβ,ip,x, ep,x).
• T2 if and only if Ep,x /∈ T1 and for all 0 ≤ i ≤ d1000ce,
τβ,ip,x − τβ,i+1p,x ≥ 10(ep,x − τβ,ip,x)
• T3 otherwise.
We note that if β and c are chosen such that β(10

(d1000ce+ 2) + 1) < 1, then
the time τβ,ip,x must exist for all 0 ≤ i ≤ d1000ce + 2. The rest of the chapter
is organized as follows. In Section 5.3.1 we will show that F (T1)  LA-W1+.
Then in Section 5.3.2 we will show that F (T2)  LA-W1+. Finally we will
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show that T3 = ∅ in Section 5.3.3. Before continuing, we fix our constants, so
that our arguments can be verified. As already mentioned, we let β = ( 
1000
)4,
c = 10000
3
, γ = 10000
2β
, α = 
100
and k = 10

(d1000ce+ 2) + 1. Note that τβ,d1000ce+2p,x =
τβkp (ep,x) for any page p by definition of k and τ
β,i
p,x. Recall that our algorithm is
parameterized by β and c. Here we have chosen c and β so that the analysis is
readable and easy to verify and not to optimize the analysis.
5.3.1 Bounding T1 events.
In this section we bound F (T1). By definition of T1, for each event Ep,x ∈ T1
the page p is not in Q for at least d s
10
|[tp,x, ep,x)|e broadcasts by LA-W1+ on the
interval [tp,x, ep,x) where tp,x = τ
β,i
p,x for some fixed 0 ≤ i ≤ d1000ce+2. Recall that
our goal is to show that there are many events ending during Ep,x with flow time
much larger than Fp,x. After finding these events, we will charge Fp,x to these
events. We begin by actually finding such events in the next lemma.
Lemma 52. For an event Ep,x ∈ T1 there exist at least ( 2s205)|[tp,x, ep,x)| events
ending on the interval [tp,x, ep,x) with flow time at least
c
20
(1− βk)Fp,x.
Proof. Let S[bp,x,tp,x] be the requests for page p which arrive during [bp,x, tp,x].
By the definition of tp,x and τ , we have F (S[bp,x,tp,x]) ≥ (1 − β(10 i + 1))Fp,x ≥
(1−βk)Fp,x. Let I = [tp,x+ 20(ep,x− tp,x), ep,x). For any time t ∈ I, by Lemma 49,
F (S[bp,x,tp,x], t) ≥

20
(1− βk)Fp,x. (5.1)
By definition of T1, there are at least d s10(ep,x−tp,x)e broadcasts by our algorithm
on the interval [tp,x, ep,x) where page p is not in Q. At most d s20(ep,x − tp,x)e of
these broadcasts end on the interval [tp,x, tp,x +

20
(ep,x − tp,x)). Therefore, there
are at least d s
10
(ep,x− tp,x)e−d s20(ep,x− tp,x)e ≥ b s20(ep,x− tp,x)c broadcasts by our
algorithm on the interval I where page p is not in Q when these broadcasts were
scheduled.
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Now consider a time t ∈ I where page p is not in Q(t). By definition of Q,
at time t there must exist some page q such that Fq(t) ≥ cFp(t). Our algorithm
schedules the page with the largest flow time every b10

c broadcasts according to
Rule 2. Therefore, within b10

c broadcasts some page q where Fq(t) ≥ cFp(t) is
broadcasted by the algorithm. Using this and (5.1), there exists an event Eq,y
with flow time at least Fq,y >
c
20
(1 − βk)Fp,x such that eq,y ∈ [t, t + 1sb10 c).
Using Lemma 48 to ensure the interval [tp,x, ep,x) is sufficiently long, we conclude
that there exist at least b(b s
20
(ep,x− tp,x)c/b10 c)c ≥ ( 
2s
205
)|[tp,x, ep,x)| events ending
during I with flow time at least c
20
(1− βk)Fp,x.
We can now easily bound F (T1) by LA-W1+ using lemmas 50, 52, 47 and
48.
Lemma 53. F (T1) < 83100LA-W1+.
Proof. We apply Lemma 50 using the notation given in the lemma. Consider
any Ep,x ∈ T1. Let Ip,x = [tp,x, ep,x). We know that the optimal solution must
broadcast page p at least once on the interval [tp,x, ep,x) by Lemma 47, since
[τβp (ep,x), ep,x) is a subinterval of [tp,x, ep,x). So we can set λ = 1. By Lemma 52 we
have that for any event Ep,x ∈ T1 there exist at least 2s205 |[tp,x, ep,x)| events ending
on the interval [tp,x, ep,x) of flow time at least
c
20
(1−βk)Fp,x. If we let the set Bp,x
consist of these events, we can set µ = 
2s
205
and κ = c
20
(1− βk). Using Lemma 48
we know that |Ip,x| ≥ 10000/2 and therefore d = minEp,x∈A |Ip,x| ≥ 10000/2.
Thus we have
F (T1) ≤ 2
κµλ
d+ 1
d
LA-W1+ = (
41
50(1 + )
)(
1
1− βk )
d+ 1
d
LA-W1+ <
83
100
LA-W1+.
5.3.2 Bounding T2 events.
In this section, we bound F (T2). Recall that our goal is to show that for any event
Ep,x ∈ T2, the optimal solution must broadcast page p many times during Ep,x. To
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8Lemma 3.8. For an event Ep,x ∈ T1 there exist at least ( !2s205)|[tp,x, ep,x)| events ending on the interval
[tp,x, ep,x) with flowtime at least c!20(1− βk)Fp,x.
Proof. Let S[bp,x,tp,x] be the requests for page p which arrive during [bp,x, tp,x]. By the definition of tp,x and
τ , we have F (S[bp,x,tp,x]) ≥ (1 − β(10! i + 1))Fp,x ≥ (1 − βk)Fp,x. Let I = [tp,x + !20(ep,x − tp,x), ep,x).
For any time t ∈ I , by Lemma 3.1,
F (S[bp,x,tp,x], t) ≥
#
20
(1− βk)Fp,x. (1)
By definition of T1, there are at least $ !s10(ep,x − tp,x)% broadcasts by our algorithm on the interval
[tp,x, ep,x) where page p is not in Q. At most $ !s20(ep,x − tp,x)% of these broadcasts end on the interval
[tp,x, tp,x+ !20(ep,x− tp,x)). Therefore, there are at least $ !s10(ep,x− tp,x)%−$ !s20(ep,x− tp,x)% ≥ & !s20(ep,x−
tp,x)' broadcasts by our algorithm on the interval I where page p is not in Q when these broadcasts were
scheduled.
Now consider a time t ∈ I where page p is not in Q(t). By definition of Q, at time t there must exist
some page q such that Fq(t) ≥ cFp(t). Our algorithm schedules the page with the largest flow time every
&10! ' broadcasts according to Rule 2. Using this and (1), there exists an event Eq,y with flowtime at least
Fq,y >
c!
20(1−βk)Fp,x such that eq,y ∈ [t, t+ 1s&10! '). Using Lemma 3.6 to ensure the interval [tp,x, ep,x) is
sufficiently long, we conclude that there exist at least &(& !s20(ep,x− tp,x)'/&10! ')' ≥ ( !
2s
205)|[tp,x, ep,x)| events
ending during I with flowtime at least c!20(1− βk)Fp,x.
We can now easily bound F (T1) by LA-W1+! using lemmas 3.7, 3.8, 3.5 and 3.6. The proof of the
following lemma can be found in Appendix B.
Lemma 3.9. F (T1) < 83100LA-W1+!.
3.2 Bounding T2 events.
bp,x t1 t2 t3 ep,x
!
10 1
broadcast of p by OPT
Figure 3: For any eventEp,x inT2, OPT must broad-
cast page p during [t1, t3).
In this section, we bound F (T2). Recall that our goal is
to show that for any event Ep,x ∈ T2, the optimal solu-
tion must broadcast page p many times during Ep,x. To find
these broadcasts by the optimal solution, we break up each
event Ep,x ∈ T2 into the time intervals [τβ,i+2p,x , τβ,ip,x). By
definition of τ , we know that the requests for page p that arrive during [τβ,i+2p,x , τ
β,i+1
p,x ] account for a substan-
tial portion of the flowtime of event Ep,x. Knowing this and that the length of [τ
β,i+1
p,x , τ
β,i
p,x) is sufficiently
long by definition of events in T2, we will be able to show that the optimal solution must broadcast page p
during [τβ,i+2p,x , τ
β,i
p,x]. Otherwise, the these requests wait for a sufficiently long time to be scheduled by OPT
and, therefore, OPT must accumulate flowtime at least 1γFp,x for these requests. This contradicts the fact
that events in T2 are non-self-chargeable.
Lemma 3.10. Let Ep,x be an event in T2. For any integer i s.t. 0 ≤ i ≤ $1000c%, the optimal solution must
broadcast page p during the interval [τβ,i+2p,x , τ
β,i
p,x).
Proof. For simple notation, for any fixed integer i s.t. 0 ≤ i ≤ $1000c%, let t1 = τβ,i+2p,x , t2 = τβ,i+1p,x ,
and t3 = τ
β,i
p,x. Note that t3 − t2 ≥ !10(ep,x − t3) and t1 < t2 < t3, since Ep,x ∈ T2. Let S[t1,ep,x),
S(t2,ep,x) and S[t1,t2] be the set of requests for page p which arrive on the intervals [t1, ep,x), (t2, ep,x) and
[t1, t2], respectively. By definition of t1 and t2, we have that F (S[t1,ep,x)) > β(
10
! (i + 2) + 1)Fp,x and
F (S(t2,ep,x)) ≤ β(10! (i+ 1) + 1)Fp,x. Thus we have,
F (S[t1,t2]) = F (S[t1,ep,x))− F (S(t2,ep,x)) >
10
#
βFp,x. (2)
Figure 5.3: For any event Ep,x in T2, OPT must broadcast page p during [t1, t3).
find these broadcasts by the optimal solution, we break up each event Ep,x ∈ T2
into the time intervals [τβ,i+2p,x , τ
β,i
p,x). By definition of τ , we know that the requests
for p ge p hat arrive during [τβ,i+2p,x , τ
β,i+1
p,x ] account for a substantial portion of
the flow time of event Ep,x. Knowing this and that the length of [τ
β,i+1
p,x , τ
β,i
p,x) is
sufficiently long by definition of events in T2, we will be able to show that the
optimal solution must broadcast page p during [τβ,i+2p,x , τ
β,i
p,x). Otherwise, these
requests wait for a sufficiently long time to be scheduled by OPT and, therefore,
OPTmust accumulate flow time at least 1
γ
Fp,x for these requests. This contradicts
the fact that vents in T2 are non-self-chargeable.
Lemma 54. Let Ep,x be an event in T2. For any integer i s.t. 0 ≤ i ≤ d1000ce,
the o timal solution must broadcast page p during the interval [τβ,i+2p,x , τ
β,i
p,x).
Proof. For any fixed integer i such that 0 ≤ i ≤ d1000ce, let t1 = τβ,i+2p,x , t2 =
τβ,i+1p,x , and t3 = τ
β,i
p,x. Note that t3 − t2 ≥ 10(ep,x − t3) and t1 < t2 < t3, since
Ep,x ∈ T2. See Figure 5.3. Let S[t1,ep,x), S(t2,ep,x) and S[t1,t2] be the set of requests
for page p which arrive on the intervals [t1, ep,x), (t2, ep,x) and [t1, t2], respectively.
By definition of t1 and t2, we have that F (S[t1,ep,x)) > β(
10

(i + 2) + 1)Fp,x and
F (S(t2,ep,x)) ≤ β(10 (i+ 1) + 1)Fp,x. Thus we have,
F (S[t1,t2]) = F (S[t1,ep,x))− F (S(t2,ep,x)) >
10

βFp,x. (5.2)
With the fact t3 − t2 ≥ 10(ep,x − t3), the fact that the requests in S[t1,t2] arrive
by time t2, and (5.2), by applying Lemma 49 we have
F (S[t1,t2], t3) ≥ (

10
)(
10

)βFp,x = βFp,x. (5.3)
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For the sake of contradiction, suppose that the optimal solution does not broad-
cast page p on the interval [t1, t3). Then
F ∗p,x ≥ F (S[t1,t2], t3) ≥ βFp,x ≥
1
γ
Fp,x. (5.4)
This is a contradiction to Ep,x being non-self-chargeable.
Corollary 55. For each event Ep,x ∈ T2, the optimal solution broadcasts page p
at least d500ce times during the interval [τβkp,x, ep,x).
At this point, we have shown the most interesting property of events in T2
and we are almost ready to bound F (T2). Before bounding F (T2), we first find
events to charge to. For each event Ep,x ∈ T2, we want to charge Fp,x to some
events ending during [τβkp,x, ep,x) because we know OPT broadcasts page p many
times during this interval. Knowing that LA-W always broadcasts the page with
flow time close to the highest flow time, we can easily find events ending during
[τβkp,x, ep,x) with sufficiently large flow time.
Lemma 56. Consider any event Ep,x ∈ T2. Let Ip,x = [τβkp,x, ep,x). There exist at
least 49
100
(1+)|Ip,x| events ending during Ip,x with flow time at least 12c(1−βk)Fp,x.
Proof. Let I ′p,x = [τ
βk
p,x +
1
2
(ep,x − τβkp,x), ep,x). Note that there are at least b(1 +
)1
2
|Ip,x|c ≥ (1 + ) 49100 |Ip,x| events ending during I ′p,x; the inequality is due to
Lemma 48 to ensure |Ip,x| is sufficiently long. Let Eq,y be an event such that
eq,y ∈ I ′p,x. We now show that Fq,y ≥ 12c(1 − βk)Fp,x. By Lemma 49 and the
definition of τβkp,x we have Fp(eq,y) ≥ 12(1−βk)Fp,x. Since our algorithm chose page
q over page p at time t, according to either Rule 1 or Rule 2, Fq,y ≥ 1cFp(eq,y).
Hence we conclude that Fq,y ≥ 12c(1− βk)Fp,x.
Finally we bound the flow time of T2 events by charging an event Ep,x ∈ T2 to
the events we found in Lemma 56. Notice that the events we are charging to can
have flow time less that Fp,x, but we counter this by finding many broadcasts of
page p by OPT during Ep,x.
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Lemma 57. For 0 <  ≤ 1, F (T2) < 2100LA-W1+.
Proof. We apply Lemma 50. Let Ep,x ∈ T2 and Ip,x = [τβkp,x, ep,x). By Corollary 55
we can set λ = 500c. By letting Bp,x be the set of events found for Ep,x in
Lemma 56, we can set κ = 1
2c
(1 − βk) and µ = 49
100
(1 + ). Using Lemma 48 we
know that |Ip,x| ≥ 10000/2 and therefore d = minEp,x∈A |Ip,x| ≥ 10000/2. The
desired result follows by simple calculation.
5.3.3 There are no events in T3.
9
With the assumption t3 − t2 ≥ !10(ep,x − t3), the fact that the requests in S[t1,t2] arrive by time t2, and
(2), by applying Lemma 3.1 we have
F (S[t1,t2], t3) ≥ (
!
10
)(
10
!
)βFp,x = βFp,x. (3)
For the sake of contradiction, suppose that the optimal solution does not broadcast page p on the interval
[t1, t3). Then F ∗p,x ≥ F (S[t1,t2], t3) ≥ βFp,x ≥
1
γ
Fp,x. (4)
This is a contradiction to Ep,x being non-self-chargeable.
Corollary 3.11. For each event Ep,x ∈ T2, the optimal solution broadcasts page p at least $500c% times
during the interval [τβkp,x, ep,x).
At this point, we have shown the most interesting property of events in T2 and we are almost ready to
bound F (T2). Before bounding F (T2), we first find events to charge to.
Lemma 3.12. Consider any event Ep,x ∈ T2. Let Ip,x = [τβkp,x, ep,x). There exist at least 49100(1 + !)|Ip,x|
events ending during Ip,x with flowtime at least 12c(1− βk)Fp,x.
Proof. Let I ′p,x = [τ
βk
p,x+ 12(ep,x−τβkp,x), ep,x). Note that there are at least &(1+!)12 |Ip,x|' ≥ (1+!) 49100 |Ip,x|
events ending during I ′p,x; the inequality is due to Lemma 3.6 to ensure |Ip,x| is sufficiently long. LetEq,y be
an event such that eq,y ∈ I ′p,x. We now show that Fq,y ≥ 12c(1− βk)Fp,x. By Lemma 3.1 and the definition
of τβkp,x we have Fp(eq,y) ≥ 12(1−βk)Fp,x. Since our algorithm chose page q over page p at time t, according
to either Rule 1 or Rule 2, Fq,y ≥ 1cFp(eq,y). Hence we conclude that Fq,y ≥ 12c(1− βk)Fp,x.
Finally we bound the flowtime of T2 events by charging an event Ep,x ∈ T2 to the events we found
in Lemma 3.12. Notice that the events we a charging to can have flowtime much less that Fp,x, but we
counter this by finding many broadcasts of page p by OPT during Ep,x. The proof of the following lemma
can be found in Appendix B.
Lemma 3.13. For 0 < ! ≤ 1, F (T2) < 2100LA-W1+!.
3.3 There are no events in T3.
bp,x t1τβp (t) t2 t3 t
ep,x
#
9 1
#
10
Figure 4: For an event Ep,x in T3, during [t1, ep,x) OPT must make
a unique broadcast for most events which end during [t3, ep,x).
In this section we show T3 = ∅. For the
sake of contradiction suppose that T3 is non-
empty. Fix an event Ep,x ∈ T3. For some
fixed 0 ≤ i ≤ $1000c% we have that τβ,ip,x −
τβ,i+1p,x <
!
10(ep,x − τβ,ip,x) because Ep,x /∈ T2.
Let t1 = τ
β,i+1
p,x and t2 = τ
β,i
p,x. Let t3 = t2 + !9(ep,x − t2). Let E be all the non-self-chargeable events
ending during [t3, ep,x) which were scheduled by Rule 1 when page p was in Q. Our goal is to show that
OPT must make a unique broadcast for each event in E on the interval [t1, ep,x). Then it will be shown that
|E| > |[t1, ep,x)|+1 by showing |E| * (1+ !)|[t3, ep,x)| > |[t1, ep,x)|+1. Since OPT has 1 speed, this will
show that OPT cannot complete these broadcasts on the interval [t1, ep,x). This contradiction will imply
that T3 = ∅. See Figure 4.
Recall that by Lemma 3.5, for any Eq,y ∈ E , the optimal solution must broadcast page q on the interval
[τβq (eq,y), eq,y) because Eq,y is non-self-chargeable. Further, note that such broadcasts are unique to Eq,y,
i.e. not contained inEq,y′ for any y′ += y becauseEq,y′ andEq,y are disjoint by definition. For anyEq,y ∈ E ,
if we show that τβq (eq,y) ∈ [t1, ep,x) then we will know that OPT preforms these broadcasts on [t1, ep,x).
Figure 5.4: For an event Ep,x in T3, during [t1, ep,x) OPT must make a unique
broadcast for most even s which nd during [t3, ep,x).
In this section we show T3 = ∅. For the sake of contradiction suppose that
T3 is non-empty. Fix an event Ep,x ∈ T3. For some fixed 0 ≤ i ≤ d1000ce we
have that τβ,ip,x − τβ,i+1p,x < 10(ep,x − τβ,ip,x) because Ep,x /∈ T2. Let t1 = τβ,i+1p,x and
t2 = τ
β,i
p,x. Let t3 = t2 +

9
(ep,x − t2). Let E be all the non-self-chargeable events
ending during [t3, ep,x) which were scheduled by Rule 1 when page p was in Q.
Our goal is to show that OPT must make a unique broadcast for each event in
E on the interval [t1, ep,x). Then it will be shown that |E| > |[t1, ep,x)| + 1 by
showing |E| ' (1 + )|[t3, ep,x)| > |[t1, ep,x)|+ 1. Since OPT has 1 speed, this will
show that OPT cannot complete these broadcasts on the interval [t1, ep,x). This
contradiction will imply that T3 = ∅. See Figure 5.4.
Recall that by Lemma 47, for any Eq,y ∈ E , the optimal solution must broadcast
page q on the interval [τβq (eq,y), eq,y) because Eq,y is non-self-chargeable. Further,
note that such broadcasts are unique to Eq,y, i.e. not contained in Eq,y′ for any
y′ 6= y because Eq,y′ and Eq,y are disjoint by definition. For any Eq,y ∈ E , if
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we show that τβq (eq,y) ∈ [t1, ep,x) then we will know that OPT performs these
broadcasts on [t1, ep,x). This is where Rule 1 will play a crucial role in our analysis.
We will first show that τβp (t) ≥ t1 for all times t ∈ [t3, ep,x). By definition, if page
q was scheduled by Rule 1 and page p was in Q(t) then τβp (t) ≤ τβq (t). Hence,
for any Eq,y ∈ E we will have that t1 ≤ τβp (eq,y) ≤ τβq (eq,y) and OPT broadcasts
page q on [t1, ep,x).
Lemma 58. For the event Ep,x ∈ T3, at any time t ∈ [t3, ep,x), τβp (t) ≥ t1.
Proof. For the sake of contradiction assume that τβp (t) < t1. Let t
′ = τβp (t).
Note that t′ < t1 ≤ t2 < t < ep,x. Let S[t1,ep,x), S(t2,ep,x) and S[t1,t2] be the set
of requests which arrive for page p on the intervals [t1, ep,x), (t2, ep,x), and [t1, t2],
respectively. By definition of t1 and t2, we have F (S[t1,ep,x)) > β(
10

(i+ 1) + 1)Fp,x
and F (S(t2,ep,x)) ≤ β(10 i+ 1)Fp,x. Hence,
F (S[t1,t2]) = F (S[t1,ep,x))− F (S(t2,ep,x)) >
10

βFp,x. (5.5)
By the definition of t′ = τβp (t), we have F (S(t′,t2], t) ≤ F (S(t′,t], t) ≤ βFp(t) ≤
βFp,x. Since t ≥ t2 + 9(ep,x − t2), by Lemma 49, 9F (S(t′,t2], ep,x) ≤ F (S(t′,t2], t).
Thus we have,
F (S(t′,t2]) = F (S(t′,t2], ep,x) ≤
9

F (S(t′,t2], t) ≤
9

βFp,x. (5.6)
Knowing that F (S(t′,t2]) ≥ F (S[t1,t2]), this is a contradiction to (5.5).
Finally we are ready to show that T3 = ∅. This lemma follows by using the
previous lemma and counting the number of broadcasts the optimal solution must
do on the interval [t1, ep,x). It is in the next lemma that we rely strongly on
resource augmentation.
Lemma 59. It must be the case that T3 = ∅.
Proof. Recall that E is the set of all the non-self-chargeable events ending during
[t3, ep,x) which were scheduled by Rule 1 when page p was in Q. We first show
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|E| > s(1 − 34
100
)(ep,x − t2) by a simple counting argument. We know that at
least bs(1 − 
9
)(ep,x − t2)c events end during [t3, ep,x) by definition of t3 and t2.
Among these events we know that at most αs(ep,x− t2) events are self-chargeable,
since Ep,x ∈ N2; at most ds(ep,x − t2)e/b10 c + 1 ≤ s101900(ep,x − t2) broadcasts are
scheduled by Rule 2, since our algorithm performs according to Rule 2 every b10

c
broadcasts (the inequality is due to Lemma 48); and at most s
10
(ep,x − t2) events
were scheduled when p is not in the queue Q, since Ep,x /∈ T1. By subtracting
these numbers from the number of events ending during I ′p,x and knowing that
(ep,x − t2) ≥ 100002 by Lemma 48, we have
(1− 34
100
)(1 + )(ep,x − t2) ≤ |E|. (5.7)
Knowing that t2 − t1 < 10(ep,x − t2), we have
|[t1, ep,x]| < (1 + 
10
)(ep,x − t2). (5.8)
As discussed previously, Lemma 58 implies that OPT must make a unique
broadcast for each event in E during [t1, ep,x). Since the optimal solution has 1
speed, with Lemma 48, it must be the case that
|E| ≤ |[t1, ep,x)|+ 1 ≤ (1 + 
10000
)|[t1, ep,x)|. (5.9)
By combining (5.7), (5.8), and (5.9), we have that (1− 34
100
)(1 + ) < (1 + 
10
)(1 +

10000
). For any 0 <  ≤ 1 this is not true, so we obtain a contradiction.
By lemmas 53, 57 and 59 we have that F (N2) ≤ 85100LA-W1+. The proof of
Theorem 46 follows easily by combining this and lemmas 45 and 51. To complete
the analysis it only remains to prove Lemma 50. This is done in the next section.
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5.3.4 Proof of Lemma 50
Here we prove Lemma 50. The proof of this lemma relies on a generalization of
Hall’s theorem from chapter 4. This generalization was shown in Lemma 28. This
lemma was implicitly used in [39], and later formalized in [30]. Now we are ready
to prove Lemma 50.
Proof of [Lemma 50] We start by creating a bipartite graph G = (X ∪ Y,E).
There is one vertex up,x ∈ X for each event Ep,x ∈ A and there is a vertex vq,y ∈ Y
for each event in Eq,y ∈ B. Let up,x ∈ X and vq,y ∈ Y . There is an edge connecting
up,x and vq,y if and only if Eq,y ∈ Bp,x. For any set Z ⊆ X, let I(Z) be the set
of intervals corresponding to events in Z, i.e. I(Z) = { Ip,x | up,x ∈ Z}. We let⋃ I(Z) denote the union of intervals in I(Z). We denote the sum of length of
maximal subintervals in
⋃ I(Z) by |⋃ I(Z)|. We will now show that G has a
(( 2
λµ
)(d+1
d
))-covering for X.
Consider any fixed set Z ⊆ X. We know the optimal solution must perform
λ unique broadcasts for each event in Z during I(Z) and these broadcasts can
only occur at integral times by definition of OPT. We observe that each maximal
interval I ′ in
⋃ I(Z) contains at most |I ′|+ 1 = |I′|+1|I′| |I ′| ≤ d+1d |I ′| integers. Thus
it follows that
⋃ I(Z) contains at most d+1
d
|⋃ I(Z)| integers. Therefore we have
λ|Z| ≤ d+ 1
d
|
⋃
I(Z)|. (5.10)
From now on, for simplicity, we assume that
⋃ I(Z) is one continuous interval;
otherwise our argument can be applied to each maximal subinterval in
⋃ I(Z).
Let I ′ ⊆ I(Z) be such that for any two intervals Ip,x, Iq,y ∈ I ′ it is the case that
Ip,x is not completely contained in Iq,y, and also
⋃ I ′ = ⋃ I(Z). By definition,
|
⋃
I ′| = |
⋃
I(Z)|. (5.11)
We order all intervals in I ′ in the increasing order of starting points. We pick
intervals from I ′ one by one and label them by the order they are picked; the ith
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selected interval is denoted by Ii. Starting with I1, we pick Ii+1 so that Ii+1 the
least overlaps with Ii; here we will say Ii+1 overlaps with Ii even when Ii+1 starts
exactly where Ii ends. Let I ′odd and I ′even be the odd indexed and even indexed
intervals, respectively. WLOG, assume that |⋃ I ′odd| ≥ |⋃ I ′even|. Since ⋃ I ′odd
and
⋃ I ′even is a partition of ⋃ I ′, we know that |⋃ I ′odd| + |⋃ I ′even| ≥ |⋃ I ′|.
Thus we have
|
⋃
I ′odd| ≥
1
2
|
⋃
I ′|. (5.12)
Let NG(Z) be the neighborhood of Z. We now show that |NG(Z)| ≥ µ|
⋃ I ′odd|.
Note that up,x, corresponding to Ip,x in I ′odd, has at least µ|Ip,x| neighbors. Also
note that all intervals in I ′odd are disjoint by construction of I ′odd. Hence, by
summing up all neighbors of vertices corresponding to intervals in I ′odd, we have
|NG(Z)| ≥ µ|
⋃
I ′odd|. (5.13)
From (5.10), (5.11), (5.12) and (5.13), We have |NG(Z)| ≥ (λµ2 )( dd+1)|Z| and G
has a (( 2
λµ
)(d+1
d
))-covering using Lemma 28. Let ` be such a covering.
F (A) =
∑
up,x∈X
Fp,x
=
∑
up,xvq,y∈E
`up,xvq,yFp,x [By definition of the covering]
≤
∑
up,xvq,y∈E
`up,xvq,y
Fq,y
κ
[By Fq,y ≥ κFp,x]
≤ ( 2
κλµ
)(
d+ 1
d
)
∑
vq,y∈Y
Fq,y
[Change order of the summation and ` is a (( 2
λµ
)(d+1
d
))-covering]
= (
2
κλµ
)(
d+ 1
d
)F (B)
[Since Y is the set of vertices corresponding to events in B]
≤ ( 2
κλµ
)(
d+ 1
d
)LA-W1+ [Since B is a subset of all events]
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5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have given the first (1+)-speed O(1)-competitive algorithm for
the objective of minimizing the total flow time in broadcast scheduling with unit
sized pages. Bansal et al. gave another scalable algorithm with better competitive
ratio which works for varying sized pages [8].
It is also important to note that the algorithm LA-W is parameterized by 
and so is the algorithm given in [8]. It would be interesting to show a (1+)-speed
O(1)-competitive algorithm which scales with  without knowledge of .
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Chapter 6
A Scalable Algorithm for Minimizing the
`k-norms of Flow Time in the Broadcast Model
6.1 Introduction
In chapter 4, it was shown that LWF is 5-speed O(1)-competitive for average flow
time in the broadcast setting. Then this result was extended to the `k norms
of flow time to show that a variant of LWF is O(k)-speed O(k)-competitive. In
this chapter, we focus on reducing the speed needed for an algorithm to be O(1)
competitive for the `k norms of flow time in the broadcast model. See chapter
2 for motivation and related work. In this chapter we consider the algorithm
of [46], which is a generalization of the scalable algorithm for average flow time
introduced by [8]. We show that this algorithm is (1 + )-speed O(1)-competitive
algorithm for the `k norm of flow time. Given the strong lower bounds on the
problem, the algorithm is essentially the best positive result that can be shown
in the worst case setting up to a constant factor in the competitive ratio for fixed
. Specifically, we show the following theorem.
Theorem 60. There is an algorithm that is (1 + )-speed O( 1
4
)-competitive for
minimizing the `k-norms of flow time in the broadcast for arbitrary 1 ≤ k < ∞
and 0 <  < 1.
Techniques: To show that an algorithm is O(1) competitive in scheduling theory,
it suffices to show that at any time the increase in the algorithm’s objective
function is within a constant of the increase in the optimal solution’s objective
function. This is called a local argument. For instance, this was used to show that
SETF is a scalable algorithm for the `k norms of flow time on a single machine
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in the standard setting. However, this property does not hold in some scheduling
problems. It was shown in [53] that no algorithm can be locally competitive with
the optimal solution for the `1 norm in broadcast scheduling. This was due to the
fact that an adversary may do a considerably less amount of work as compared
to the algorithm to satisfy all the requests.
To avoid a local argument we use a potential function analysis. This has recently
become popular in scheduling theory [36, 40, 46, 24]. See [50] for a tutorial of
this technique. In this work we introduce an interesting potential function. Our
potential function takes insights from [40, 46, 24, 8]. The potential function of
[46] is most closely related to our potential function.
We will show the competitiveness of our algorithms as follows. Let Φ(t) denote
our potential function. The potential function will be designed so that Φ(0) =
Φ(∞) = 0. Let dA(t)
dt
(resp. dO(t)
dt
) be the increase in the algorithm’s (respectively
OPT’s) objective function at time t. Let dΦ(t)
dt
be the change in Φ(t). We will
show that dA(t)
dt
+ dΦ(t)
dt
≤ cdO(t)
dt
at all times t where c > 0 is a constant. Knowing
that Φ(0) = Φ(∞) = 0, this implies that A = ∫∞
0
[dA(t)
dt
]dt =
∫∞
0
[dA(t)
dt
+ dΦ(t)
dt
]dt ≤∫∞
0
cdO(t)
dt
dt = cOPT. This will complete our analysis.
6.2 Algorithm and Analysis
For reference we now describe the broadcast model assumed in this chapter. We
note that we consider non-uniform size pages throughout this chapter. Page p
has size lp. Over time requests arrive for specific pages. Each request is for one
page and there can be multiple requests for the same page. The arrival time of a
request Jp,i is rp,i. Each page p is divided into unit pieces (1, p), (2, p), . . . (lp, p).
One unit piece can be broadcasted by the server in a unit time slot. A request Jp,i
for page p is satisfied if it receives each of the integer pieces of page p in sequential
order; here some pieces of other pages can be transmitted between the pieces of
page p. The time a request is satisfied or completed by our algorithm is denoted
as Cp,i. The flow time of a request Jp,i is (Cp,i − rp,i). The goal of the scheduler
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is to minimize the `k norm of flow time k
√∑
p,i(Cp,i − Jp,i)k.
6.2.1 Fractional `k norm Flow Time
To bound the `k norm of flow time of a schedule, we will focus on bounding the
total kth power flow time of a schedule,
∑
p,i(Cp,i − rp,i)k. Here we have dropped
the outer kth root. To do this, we focus on bounding the kth power flow time of a
fractional schedule. In a fractional schedule the server is allowed to broadcast an
infinitesimal amount of data for more than one page in a single time slot. Let yp(t)
denote the rate at which page p is broadcasted at time t. In the fractional model,
the finish time of a request is different than in the integral model. The finish time
of request Jp,i for page p is now defined to be the first time t that
∫ t
rp,i
yp(t)dt = lp.
Notice that in this setting a request need not receive the unit pieces of page p
sequentially. Bansal et al. [8] showed a reduction from the integral broadcast
setting to the fractional broadcast setting. This reduction implies that a s-speed
c-competitive algorithm for the fraction broadcast setting can be converted into
an algorithm that is s(1 + ′)-speed O( c
′ ) for the integral broadcast setting where
 > 0. See [46] for details. Due to this reduction, we will focus on the fractional
setting.
6.2.2 Algorithm
Let β = 2k−1 > 0 and 0 <  < 1
10
be constants. We assume that our algorithm is
given s = 1+10 speed. Let Na(t) and No(t) denote the set of unsatisfied requests
at time t under the algorithm’s schedule and OPT schedule, respectively. For a
request Jp,i, let wp,i(t) = k(t − rp,i)k−1 be the rate at which the kth power flow
time of request Jp,i increases at time t. This will also be called the weight of Jp,i
at time t. Let w(t) =
∑
Jp,i∈Na(t) wp,i(t). Let N
′
a(t) ⊆ Na(t) denote the set of the
earliest arriving requests in Na(t) whose total weight adds up to βw(t). We use
a simplifying assumption that there is a set of earliest arriving requests whose
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weights sum up to be exactly βw(t) at each time for simplicity of analysis.
We denote the algorithm as BWLAPS, that is, the broadcast version of the
algorithm Latest-Arrival-Processor-Sharing (LAPS) introduced in [40]. The algo-
rithm BWLAPS devotes its processing power to the requests in N ′a(t). A request
Jp,i ∈ N ′a(t) is processed at a rate of xp,i(t) = swp,i(t)βw(t) . Notice that the total speed
used is at most s. By processing a request Jp,i for page p, we mean that the page
p is broadcasted. More formally, let Sp(t) be the set of requests for page p in
Na(t). Then page p is broadcasted at a rate of yp(t) =
∑
Jp,i∈Sp(t) xp,i(t).
6.2.3 Potential Function
Let y∗p(t)dt be the rate at which that OPT broadcasts page p at time t. Let
Opt(t1, t2, p) =
∫ t2
t1
y∗p(t)dt. For a request Jp,i let On(t1, t2, Jp,i) =
∫ t2
t1
xp,i(t)dt. We
define zp,i(t) to be
On(t,∞,Jp,i)·Opt(rp,i,t,p)
lp
. Our potential function is now defined as,
Φ(t) :=
∑
Jp,i∈Na(t)
(t− rp,i + 1

∑
Jq,j ∈ Na(t)
rq,j ≥ rp,i
zq,j(t))
k.
The boundary conditions of our potential function are satisfied trivially. When
request Jp,i arrives at time t, the potential function has no change since t−rp,i = 0
and zp,i(t) = 0 on arrival. The optimal solution completing a job has no effect
on the potential function. When algorithm completes a request Jp,i the potential
function can only decrease, since all terms are positive. For the remaining analysis,
to simplify notation, we let Wp,i(t) = k(t− rp,i + 1
∑
Jq,j∈Na(t),rq,j≥rp,i zq,j(t))
k−1.
6.2.4 Continuous Change in Φ(t)
It remains to consider the change in Φ during a time interval [t, t + dt] when no
jobs arrive or are completed. Let d
dt
BWLAPS(t) =
∑
Jp,i∈Na(t) k(t − rp,i)k−1dt
and let d
dt
OPT(t) =
∑
Jp,i∈No(t) k(t−rp,i)k−1dt. The values of ddtBWLAPS(t) and
d
dt
OPT(t) are the increase rate of the kth power flow time of BWLAPS’ schedule
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and OPT’s, respectively. Our goal is to show that d
dt
BWLAPS(t) + d
dt
Φ(t) ≤
1
β
(2

)k+1 d
dt
OPT(t) at all times t.
Before we proceed, we introduce some simple lemmas and propositions. The
following lemma was shown in [8]; for completeness, the proof is given here.
Lemma 61. For any request Jp,i ∈ Na(t) it is the case that∑
Jq,j∈Na(t),rq,j≥rp,j zj(t) ≤ (t− rp,i).
Proof. Let Sp(t) denote the set of requests in Na(t) that are for page p. First
notice that
∑
Jp,j∈Sp(t) On(t,∞, Jp,j) ≤ lp for all times t and pages p. Indeed, each
request Jp,j ∈ Sp(t) is satisfied once page p has been broadcasted by an amount
of lp. By definition of On the claim follows. For any fixed request Jp,i ∈ Na(t) we
have that,
∑
Jq,j∈Na(t),rq,j≥rp,i
zq,j(t)
=
∑
q
∑
Jq,j∈Sq(t),rq,j≥rp,i
On(t,∞, Jq,j) · Opt(rq,j, t, q)
lq
≤
∑
q
∑
Jq,j∈Sq(t),rq,j≥rp,i
On(t,∞, Jq,j) · Opt(rp,i, t, q)
lq
=
∑
q
Opt(rp,i, t, q)
[ 1
lq
∑
Jqj∈Sq(t),rq,j≥rp,i
On(t,∞, Jq,j)
]
≤
∑
q
Opt(rp,i, t, q) [Since
∑
Jq,j∈Sq(t) On(t,∞, Jq,j) ≤ lq]
≤ (t− rq,i) [Since OPT has 1-speed]
The following proposition easily follows from the above lemma.
Proposition 62.
∑
Jp,i∈Na(t)
Wp,i(t) ≤
∑
Jp,i∈Na(t)
(1 +
1

)k−1wp,i(t) ≤ (2

)k−1
d
dt
BWLAPS(t).
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We address each of the possible changes in Φ(t). First it is easy to see that the
change in Φ(t) due to time is
∑
Jp,i∈Na(t) Wp,i(t). We now address the change in
Φ(t) due to OPT’s processing. Let page γ be the page OPT broadcasts at time t
and let Sγ(t) be the requests in Na(t) for page γ. First we observe for any page p
that
∑
Jp,j∈Sp(t),rp,j≥rp,i On(t,∞, Jp,j) ≤ lp due to the fact that the algorithm needs
to broadcast page p for at most a lp amount of time to satisfy each request for
page p in Na(t). Also, we have that ∆Opt(t
′, t, γ) = dt for any time t′ ≤ t because
the optimal solution has only 1 speed. Using these two facts, for any request
Jp,i ∈ Na(t) we can bound the change in
∑
Jq,j∈Na(t),rq,j≥rp,i zq,j(t) to be at most∑
Jγ,j∈Sγ(t),rγ,j≥rp,i
On(t,∞,Jγ,j)
lγ
·∆Opt(rγ,j, t, γ) ≤ dt. This allows us to upper bound
the change in Φ(t) due to OPT’s processing to be 1

∑
Jp,i∈Na(t) Wp,i(t).
Now it can easily be seen that the change in Φ(t) due to our algorithm’s pro-
cessing is non-positive. For the remainder of the analysis, we will consider two
cases.
Case (a): d
dt
BWLAPS(t) ≤ 1
β
d
dt
OPT(t). In this case we can charge
d
dt
BWLAPS(t) and d
dt
Φ(t) directly to the optimal solution. Indeed, by Proposi-
tion 62 and simple algebra, d
dt
BWLAPS(t) + d
dt
Φ(t) ≤ ∑Jp,i∈Na(t) wp,i(t) + (1 +
1

)
∑
Jp,i∈Na(t) Wp,i(t) ≤ 2(2 )k ddtBWLAPS(t) ≤ 1β (2 )k+1 ddtOPT(t)
Case (b): d
dt
BWLAPS(t) > 1
β
d
dt
OPT(t). For this case the decrease in Φ(t) due
to our algorithm’s processing will play a crucial role to offset other increases. The
total change (rate) due to our algorithm’s processing is at most,
1

(
∑
Jp,i∈N ′a(t)\No(t)
d
dt
zp,i(t))
∑
Jp,i∈Na(t)\N ′a(t)
Wp,i(t) (6.1)
Note that for any rp,i ∈ N ′a(t) \ No(t), it is the case that ddtzp,i(t) ≤
d
dt
On(t,∞, Jp,i) = −wp,i(t)βw(t) by definition of BWLAPS. Using the assumption that
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1
β
d
dt
OPT(t) < d
dt
BWLAPS(t), we observe that
∑
Jp,i∈N ′a(t)\No(t)
d
dt
zp,i(t) = −
∑
Jp,i∈N ′a(t)\No(t)
swp,i(t)
βw(t)
≤ −
∑
Jp,i∈N ′a(t)
swp,i(t)
βw(t)
+
∑
Jp,i∈No(t)
swp,i(t)
βw(t)
≤ −s(1− ).
By simple algebra and Proposition 62 we have that
∑
Jp,i∈Na(t)\N ′a(t)
Wp,i(t) =
∑
Jp,i∈Na(t)
Wp,i(t)−
∑
Jp,i∈N ′a(t)
Wp,i(t)
≥
∑
Jp,i∈Na(t)
Wp,i(t)− (1 + 1

)k−1
∑
Jp,i∈N ′a(t)
wp,i(t)
≥ (1− β(1 + 1

)k−1)
∑
Jp,i∈Na(t)
Wp,i(t)
[Since
∑
Jp,i∈N ′a(t)
wp,i(t) = β
∑
Jp,i∈Na(t)
wp,i(t)
≤ β
∑
Jp,i∈Na(t)
Wp,i(t)]
Thus we obtain (6.1) ≤ − s(1−)

(1− β(1 + 1

)k−1)
∑
Jp,i∈Na(t) Wp,i(t).
We are now ready to complete this case. Recall that 0 <  < 1/10, s = 1 + 10,
and β = 2k−1. Then by combining the change due to the changes in time, OPT’s
processing and the algorithm’s processing we have d
dt
BWLAPS(t) + d
dt
Φ(t) ≤
(2 + 1

− s(1−)

(1− β(1 + 1

)k−1)
∑
Jp,i∈Na(t) Wp,i(t) ≤ 0.
Thus in both cases (a) and (b), the desired inequality d
dt
BWLAPS(t)+ d
dt
Φ(t) ≤
1
β
(2

)k+1 d
dt
OPT(t) and we are now ready to complete our analysis.
BWLAPS =
∫ ∞
0
( d
dt
BWLAPS(t) +
d
dt
Φ(t)
)
dt
≤
∫ ∞
0
1
β
(
2

)k+1
d
dt
OPT(t)dt =
2k+1
3k
OPT
By taking the outer kth root in the objective function and scaling  and β we
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have the following theorem.
Theorem 63. The algorithm BWLAPS is (1 + )-speed O( 1
3
)-competitive for
the `k of flow time in the fractional broadcast setting where k ≥ 1 and 0 <  < 1.
Using the reduction from the fractional broadcast setting to the integral setting,
we have Theorem 60.
6.3 Conclusions
In this chapter we have shown a scalable algorithm for the `k norms of flow
time in broadcast scheduling for all k ≥ 1. It is important to note that our
algorithm depends on the speed . That is β depends on  in BWLAPS. It
would be interesting to show that a scalable algorithm must depend on  to be
O(1)-competitive or to give a scalable algorithm that does not explicitly depend
on .
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Chapter 7
Minimizing General Cost Functions
7.1 Introduction
When a client submits a job to a system, the client would like their job completed
as quickly as possible. In other words, the client desires the sever to minimize the
flow time of their job. The flow time Fj of job Jj is defined as Cj−rj, where Cj is
the time when the job Jj completes. When there are multiple unsatisfied jobs, the
server is required to make a scheduling decision of which job or jobs to prioritize.
The order the jobs are completed depends on a global scheduling objective. For
example, minimizing the total flow time.
In this chapter, we study a single machine scheduling problem that generalizes
many natural scheduling objectives. For our problem, we allow each job to have
a positive real weight/importance wj. For a job Jj with flow time Fj, a cost
of wjg(Fj) is incurred for the job. The only restriction on the cost function
g : R≥0 → R≥0 is that it is nondecreasing, so that it is never cheaper to finish a job
later. The cost of a schedule is
∑
j wjg(Fj). We assume that preemption is allowed
without any penalty. This framework includes several scheduling problems:
Weighted Flow Time: When g(x) = x, the objective becomes the total
weighted flow time [16]. The total stretch is a special case of the total
weighted flow time where wj = 1/lj [20].
Weighted Flow Time Squared: If g(x) = x2 then the scheduling objective is
the sum of weighted squares of the flows of the jobs [9].
Weighted Tardiness with Equal Spans: Assume that there is a deadline dj
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for each job Jj that is equal to the release time of j plus a fixed span d. If
g(t) = 0 for t not greater than the deadline dj, and g(t) = wj(t − dj) for t
greater than the deadline rj + d, then the objective is weighted tardiness.
Weighted Exponential Flow: If g(x) = ax, for some real value a > 1, then the
scheduling objective is the sum of the exponentials of the flow, which has
been suggested as an appropriate objective for scheduling problems related
to air traffic control, and quality control in assembly lines [12, 14].
For the latter two objectives, no non-trivial results were previously known in the
online setting. Note that our general problem formulation encompasses settings
where the penalty for delay may be discontinuous, as is the penalty for late filing
of taxes or late payment of parking fines. To our best knowledge, minimizing a
discontinuous cost function has not been been previously studied in non-stochastic
online scheduling.
Our main result, given in Section 7.2, is:
• The scheduling algorithm Highest Density First (HDF) is (2 + )-speed
O(1/)-competitive for any cost function g that is non-dcreasing and con-
stant 0 <  < 1.
The density of a job Jj is dj =
wj
lj
, the ratio of the weight of the job over the size
of the job. The algorithm HDF always processes the job of highest density. Note
that HDF is (2+)-speed O(1)-competitive simultaneously for all cost functions g.
Indeed, this implies thatHDF performs reasonably for highly disparate scheduling
objectives such as average flow time and exponential flows. In practice it is often
not clear what the scheduling objective should be. For competing objectives,
tailoring an algorithm for one can come at the cost of not optimizing the other.
Our analysis shows that no single objective needs to be chosen. As long as the
objective falls into the very general framework we consider, HDF will optimize
the objective.
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In Section 7.3 we also show that it is not possible to significantly improve upon
HDF, or our analysis, along several axes:
• If each job Jj has a distinct cost function gj then there is no O(1)-speed
O(1)-competitive algorithm for the objective
∑
j gj(Fj). Thus it is necessary
that the cost functions for the jobs be uniform. Our lower bound instance
is similar to and inspired by an instance given in Theorem 6.1 of [33].
• For any fixed  > 0 there is no online algorithm that is (2− )-speed O(1)-
competitive and oblivious of the cost function. Hence HDF is essentially
the optimal oblivious algorithm.
• No scalable algorithm exists for all non-decreasing functions g. In
other words, while there may be a non-oblivious algorithm that is O(1)-
competitive with less than a factor of two speed augmentation, some non-
trivial speed augmentation is necessary.
All of these lower bounds hold even in the case where all jobs have unit weights.
Hence, the intrinsic difficulty of the problem is unaffected by weights/priorities.
All of these lower bounds hold even for randomized algorithms. Hence, random-
ization does not seem to be particularly useful to the online algorithm. In contrast,
we show that in some special cases, scalable algorithms are achievable:
• In Section 7.4 we show that the algorithm First-In-First-Out (FIFO) is
scalable when jobs have unit sizes and weights.
• In Section 7.5 we show that a variation of the algorithm Weighted Late
Arrival Processor Sharing (WLAPS) is scalable when the cost function g is
concave, continuous and twice-differentiable; hence g′′(F ) ≤ 0 for all F ≥ 0.
When g is concave, the longer a job waits to be satisfied, the less urgent it
is to complete the job. This objective can be viewed as making a few clients
really happy rather than making all clients moderately happy. Although
all of the scheduling literature that we are aware focuses on convex cost
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functions, there are undoubtedly some applications where a concave costs
function better models the scheduler’s objectives. The algorithmWLAPS is
oblivious to the cost function g as well as nonclairvoyant. A nonclairvoyant
algorithm is oblivious to the sizes of the jobs.
7.1.1 Related Results
The online scheduling results that are probably most closely related to the results
here are the results in [9], which considers the special case of our problem where
the cost function is polynomial. The results in [9] are similar in spirit to the
results here. They show that well-known priority scheduling algorithms have the
best possible performance. In particular, [9] showed that HDF is (1 + )-speed
O(1/k)-competitive where k is the degree of the polynomial and 0 <  < 1. [9]
also showed similar results for the scheduling algorithms Shortest Job First and
Shortest Remaining Processing Time where jobs are of equal weight/importance.
Notice that these results depend on the degree of the polynomial. Our work shows
that HDF is O(1)-competitive independent of the rate of growth of the objective
function when given 2 +  resource augmentation for a fixed 0 <  < 1. [9] also
showed that any online algorithm is nΩ(1)-competitive without resource augmen-
tation. The analyses of HDF in [9] essentially showed that at all times, and for
all ages A, there must be Ω(1) times as many jobs of age Ω(A) in the optimal
(or an arbitrary) schedule as there are in HDF’s schedule. If the cost function g
is arbitrary, such a statement is not sufficient to establish O(1)-competitiveness.
In particular, if the cost function g(F ) grows exponentially quickly depending on
F or has discontinuities, the previous analysis does not imply HDF has bounded
competitiveness. We show the stronger statement that there are Ω(1) times as
many jobs in the optimal schedule that are of age at least A. This necessitates
that our proof is quite different than the one in [9].
It is well known that Shortest Remaining Processing Time is optimal for total
flow time, when all jobs are of equal weight/importance and when g(x) = x.
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HDF was first shown to be scalable for weighted flow, when g(x) = x, in [16].
The nonclairvoyant algorithm Shortest Elapse Time First is scalable for total flow
time [52]. The algorithm LAPS that round robins among recently arriving jobs
is also nonclairvoyant and scalable for total flow time [40]. The nonclairvoyant
algorithm WLAPS, a natural extension of LAPS was shown to be scalable for
weighted flow time [8], and later for weighted squares of flow time [37].
Recently, Bansal and Pruhs considered the oﬄine version of this problem, where
each job Jj has a individual cost function gj(x) [10]. The main result in [10] is a
polynomial-time O(log log nP )-approximation algorithm, where P is the ratio of
the size of the largest job to the size of the smallest job. This result is without
speed augmentation. Obtaining a better approximation ratio, even in the special
case of uniform linear cost functions, that is when g(x) = x, is a well known
open problem. Thus it is fair to say that the problem that considers general cost
functions is very challenging even in the oﬄine setting.
7.1.2 Basic Definitions and Notation
Before our analysis, we formally define some notation. Let n denote the total
number of jobs. Jobs are indexed as J1, J2, ..., Jn. Job Ji arrives at time ri having
weight/importancewi and initial work/size li. For a certain schedule A, let C
A
i be
the completion time of Ji under the schedule A. Let F
A
i = C
A
i −ri denote the flow
time of job Ji . The cost function g : R≥0 → R≥0 is a non-decreasing function
that takes a flow time and gives the cost for the flow time. That is, it incurs cost
g(FAi ) for the unweighted objective and wig(F
A
i ) for the weighted objective. If
the schedule is clear in context, the notation A may be omitted. Similarly, we let
C∗i and F
∗
i denote the completion time and flow time of job Ji by a fixed optimal
schedule. We will let A(t) denote the set of unsatisfied jobs in the schedule at time
t by the online algorithm A we consider. Likewise, O(t) denotes the analogous
set for a fixed optimal solution OPT. We will overload notation and allow A and
OPT to denote the algorithms A and OPT as well as their final objective. We
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will use pAi (t) and p
O
i (t) to denote the remaining work at time t for job Ji in the
A’s schedule and OPT’s schedule, respectively. Throughout the chapter, for an
interval I, we let |I| denote the length of the interval I. For two intervals I and
I ′ ⊆ I we will let I \ I ′ denote I with the subinterval I ′ removed.
7.2 Analysis of HDF
We show that Highest Density First (HDF) is (2+ )-speed O(1

)-competitive, for
any fixed  > 0, for the objective of
∑
i∈[n] wig(Fi). We first appeal to the result
in [16] that if HDF is s-speed c-competitive when jobs are unit sized then HDF
is (1 + )s-speed
(
1+

· c)-competitive when jobs have varying sizes. Although in
[16], this reduction is stated only for the objective of weighted flow, it can be
easily extended to our general cost objective.
Lemma 64. [16] If HDF is s-speed c-competitive for minimizing
∑
i∈[n] wig(Fi)
when all jobs have unit size and arbitrary weights then HDF is (1 + )s-speed(
1+

· c)-competitive for the same objective when jobs have varying sizes and ar-
bitrary weights where  > 0 is a constant.
To prove Lemma 64, we first show the following lemma.
Lemma 65. Given an online algorithm that is s-speed c-competitive for minimiz-
ing
∑
i∈[n] wig(Fi) when all jobs have unit size and arbitrary weights, then there
is an online algorithm that is (1 + )s-speed
(
1+

· c)-competitive for the same
objective when jobs have varying sizes and arbitrary weights where  > 0 is any
constant.
Proof. Let A′ denote an algorithm that is s-speed c-competitive for minimizing∑
i∈[n] wig(Fi) when all jobs have unit size and arbitrary weights. Let  > 0 be
a constant. Consider any sequence σ of n jobs with varying sizes and varying
weights. From this instance, we construct a new instance σ′ of unit sizes and
varying weight jobs. Here we let ∆ denote the unit size and it is assumed that
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∆ is sufficiently small such that li/∆ and
li
(1+)∆
are integers for all job Ji. For
each job Ji of size li and weight wi, replace this job with a set Ui of unit sized
jobs. There are li
∆
unit sized jobs in Ui; notice that this implies that the total size
of the jobs in Ui is li. Each job in Ui has weight ∆wili . Each job in Ui arrives at
time ri, the same time when Ji arrived in σ. This complete the description of the
instance σ′.
Let OPT denote the optimal solution for the sequence σ and OPT′ denote the
optimal solution for the sequence σ′. Note that
OPT′ ≤ OPT. (7.1)
This is because the most obvious schedule for σ′ corresponding to OPT has
cost no greater than OPT. By assumption of A′, we know that with s speed, the
cost of A′ on σ′ is at most cOPT′. Let Ui(t) denote the jobs in Ui that have been
released but are unsatisfied by time t in A′’s schedule. Let βi denote the first time
that |Ui(βi)| = li(1+)∆ ; recall that |Ui(ri)| = li∆ . Knowing that each of the jobs in
Ui(βi) are completed after time βi in A′’s schedule and that g() is non-decreasing,
we have
∑
i∈[n]
|Ui(βi)|∆wi
li
g(βi) =
∑
i∈[n]
wi
1 + 
g(βi) ≤ A′ (7.2)
Now consider constructing an algorithm A for the sequence σ based on A′.
Whenever the algorithm A′ schedules a job in Ui then the algorithm A processes
job Ji at a (1 + ) faster rate of speed (unless Ji is completed). We assume
that at any time A has at most one unit sized job Ui that has been partially
proceeded. The algorithm A will complete the job Ji at time βi. This is because
A′ completed li
∆
− li
(1+)∆
= li
(1+)∆
jobs in Ui before βi. This required A′ spending
at least ∆
s
· li
(1+)∆
= li
(1+)s
time units on jobs in Ui since A′ has s speed and it
takes ∆
s
time units for A′ to complete a unit sized job. By definition of A, the
algorithm A with (1 + )s-speed did at least li
(1+)s
· (1 + )s = li volume of work
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for jobs in Ui by time βi. Hence A completed each job Ji completed by time βi.
Knowing this and by (7.1) and (7.2), we have
A =
∑
i∈[n]
wig(βi) =
1 + 

∑
i∈[n]
wi
1 + 
g(βi)
≤ 1 + 

A′ ≤ 1 + 

cOPT′ [By definition of A]
≤ 1 + 

cOPT
Knowing that A processes jobs at most (1 + ) faster than A′, we have that A
is (1 + )s-speed (1+)

c-competitive for σ.
We now prove Lemma 64.
Proof of [Lemma 64] Consider any sequence σ of jobs where jobs have varying
sizes and weights. To prove this lemma consider the conversion of σ to σ′ in
Lemma 65 and consider setting the algorithm A′ to HDF. Let A denote the
algorithm which is generated from HDF in the proof of Lemma 65. To prove the
lemma we prove a stronger statement by induction on time. We will show that at
any time t HDF on σ has worked on every job at least as much as A on σ. Here
HDF and A are both given the same speed.
We prove this by induction on time t. When t = 0 the claim clearly holds. Now
consider any time t > 0 and assume HDF has worked on every job at least as
much as A every time before t. Now consider time t. If A does not schedule a
job at time t, then the claim follows. Hence, we can assume A schedules some
job Ji at time t. Notice that in the proof of Lemma 65 when generating a set
of unit sized jobs Ui from Ji the density of the unit sized jobs in Ui is the same
as the density of job Ji. Knowing that HDF has worked at least as much as A
on every job and the definition of HDF, this implies that if Ji is unsatisfied in
HDF’s schedule at time t then HDF will schedule job Ji. Otherwise Ji is finished
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in HDF’s schedule at time t. In either case, after time t HDF scheduled each job
at least as much as A on every job. Knowing that HDF worked at least as much
as A on every job at all times, Lemma 65 gives the claim. 
This reduction slices each job Ji into unit sized jobs of the same density whose
total size is li. Reducing from an integral objective to a fractional objective
has become standard, e.g. [16, 9, 24]. Therefore it is sufficient to show that
HDF is 2-speed O(1)-competitive for unit-sized jobs. Thus we will make our
analysis assuming that all jobs have unit size, which can be set to 1 without loss
of generality by scaling the instance. We assume without loss of generality that
weights are no smaller than one. For the sake of analysis, we partition into jobs
into classes Sl, l ≥ 0 depending on their weight: Sl := {Ji | 2l ≤ wi < 2l+1}.
We let S≥l :=
⋃
l′≥l Sl′ . Consider any input sequence σ where all jobs have unit
size. We consider the algorithm HDF with 2 speed-up. Note that HDF always
schedules the job with the largest weight when jobs have unit size. We assume
that HDF breaks ties in favor of the job that arrived the earliest. To prove the
competitiveness of HDF on the sequence σ, we will recast our problem into a
network flow where a feasible maximum flow maps flow times of the jobs in the
algorithm’s schedule and those in the optimal solution’s schedule. The weight
of each job in the algorithm’s schedule will be charged to jobs in the optimal
solution’s schedule that have flow time at least as large. Moreover, the total
weight of the algorithm’s jobs mapped to a single job Ji in the optimal solution’s
schedule will be bounded by O(wi). Once this is established, the competitiveness
of HDF follows.
Formally, the network flow graph G = (V = {s} ∪X ∪ Y {t}, E) is constructed
as follows. We refer the reader to Figure 7.1. There are source and sink vertices
s and t respectively. There are two partite sets X and Y . There is a vertex
vx,i ∈ X and a vertex vy,i ∈ Y corresponding to job Ji. Intuitively, the vertices
in X correspond to jobs in the algorithm’s schedule and those in Y correspond to
jobs in the optimal solution’s schedule. There is an edge (s, vx,i) with capacity wi
for all i ∈ [n]. There is an edge (vx,i, t) with capacity 8wi for all i ∈ [n]. Making
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ts wi vx,i
vy,j
∞
∞
8wj
X Y
∞
Figure 7.1: The graph G.
the capacity the of edge (vy,i, t) equal to 8wi ensures that job Ji in the optimal
solution’s schedule is not overcharged. There exists an edge (vx,i, vy,j) of capacity
∞ if Fi ≤ F ∗j and wi ≤ wj. Recall that Fi and F ∗i denote the flow time of job Ji
in the algorithm’s and the optimal solution’s schedule respectively.
Our main task left is to show the following lemma.
Lemma 66. The minimum cut in the graph G is
∑
i∈[n] wi.
Assuming that Lemma 66 holds, we can easily prove the competitiveness of
HDF for unit sized jobs.
Theorem 67. HDF is 2-speed 8-competitive for minimizing
∑
i∈[n] wi ·g(Fi) when
all jobs are unit sized.
Proof. Lemma 66 implies that the maximum flow f is
∑
i∈[n] wi. Let f(u, v)
denote the flow on the edge (u, v). Note that the maximum flow is achieved only
when f(s, vx,i) = wi for all jobs i ∈ [n]. We charge the cost of each job in the
algorithm’s schedule to the optimal cost in the most obvious way as suggested by
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the maximum flow. That is, by charging wig(Fi) to
∑
j f(vx,i, vy,j)g(F
∗
j ) we have:
HDF =
∑
i∈[n]
wig(Fi)
=
∑
i∈[n]
∑
j∈[n]
f(vx,i, vy,j)g(Fi) [Since f is conserved at vx,i]
≤
∑
i∈[n]
∑
j∈[n]
f(vx,i, vy,j)g(F
∗
j ) [Since (vx,i, vy,i) ∈ E only if Fi ≤ F ∗j ]
=
∑
j∈[n]
f(vy,j, t)g(F
∗
j ) [Since f is conserved at vy,j]
≤
∑
j∈[n]
8wjg(F
∗
j ) [8wj is the capacity on vy,j]
= 8OPT
By Lemma 64 and Theorem 67, we obtain
Theorem 68. HDF is (2 + )-speed O(1

)-competitive for minimizing∑
i∈[n] wig(Fi) when jobs have arbitrary sizes and weights.
The remaining section is devoted to proving Lemma 66. Let (S, T ) be a mini-
mum s-t cut. For notational simplicity, for any pair of disjoint subsets of vertices
A and B, we allow (A,B) to denote the set of edges from vertices in A to vertices
in B. We let c(e) denote the capacity of edge e and c(A,B) the total capacity of
all edges in (A,B). Let Xs = X ∩ S, Xt = X ∩ T , Ys = Y ∩ S and Yt = Y ∩ T .
Note that all edges in ({s}, Xt) are cut by the cut (S, T ), i.e. ({s}, Xt) ⊆ (S, T )
and c({s}, Xt) =
∑
vx,i∈Xt wi. Knowing that (Ys, {t}) ⊆ (S, T ), it suffices to show
that
8
∑
vy,j∈Ys
wj ≥
∑
vx,i∈Xs
wi. (7.3)
This suffices because if we assume (7.3) is true, we have c(S, T ) ≥∑vx,i∈Xt wi +
8
∑
vy,j∈Ys wj ≥
∑
vx,i∈Xt wi +
∑
vx,i∈Xs wi =
∑
i∈[n] wi.
Our attention is focused on showing (7.3). For any V ′ ⊆ V , let N(V ′) denote
the set of out-neighbors of V ′, i.e. N(V ′) = {z | (v, z) ∈ E, v ∈ V ′}. Since
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(S, T ) is a minimum s-t cut, (S, T ) does not contain an edge connecting a vertex
in X to a vertex in Y ; recall that such an edge has infinite capacity. Therefore
N(Xs) ⊆ Ys where N(Xs) is the out-neighborhood of the vertices in Xs. For any
positive integer l, define Sl(Xs) := {vx,i | vx,i ∈ Xs, Ji ∈ Sl}; recall that Ji is in
class Sl if 2l ≤ wi < 2l+1. We show the following key lemma. Here it is shown
that the neighborhood of Sl(Xs) is large compared to |Sl(Xs)|.
Lemma 69. The vertices in Sl(Xs) have at least 12 |Sl(Xs)| neighbors in Y , i.e.
|N(Sl(Xs)) ∩ Y | ≥ 12 |Sl(Xs)|.
Proof. Consider each maximal busy time interval I where HDF is always schedul-
ing jobs in S≥l. Let C(I, l) be the set of jobs in Sl(Xs) which are completed by
HDF during the interval I. Let Jk be the job that is in Sl(Xs) which is completed
during the interval I and has the highest priority in HDF’s schedule (if such a
job exists). This implies that the job Jk has the shortest flow time of any job in
Sl(Xs) that is completed during the interval I. We will show that vx,k has at least
1
2
|C(I, l)| neighbors in Y , i.e.
|N({vx,k}) ∩ Y | ≥ 1
2
|C(I, l)| (7.4)
and all jobs corresponding to these neighbors were completed by HDF during I.
Taking a union over all maximal busy intervals will complete the proof.
We now focus on proving (7.4). Recall that Fk = Ck− rk is the flow time of job
Jk. Since Jk has the highest priority among all jobs in C(I, l), Jk is not preempted
during [rk, Ck] by any job in C(I, l) (but could be by higher priority jobs not in
C(I, l)). Hence Jk is the only job in C(I, l) that is completed during [rk, Ck]. Now
we count the number of jobs in C(I, l) that are completed during I \[rk, Ck]. Since
HDF has 2-speed, HDF can complete at most 2|I| − 2Fk volume of work during
I \ [rk, Ck]. Since we assumed all jobs have unit size, the number of such jobs is
at most b2|I| − 2Fkc. Hence, using this and by including Jk itself we obtain
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timeI
rk Ck
e(I)
e(I) + Fk
Figure 7.2: The interval I in HDF’s schedule.
b2|I| − 2Fkc+ 1 ≥ |C(I, l)| (7.5)
We now lowerbound |N({vx,k})∩Y | to show (7.4). Roughly speaking, we want
show that OPT has many jobs of flow time at least Fk. Let JHDF(I) be the set
of jobs that are completed by HDF during I. Note that all jobs in JHDF(I) must
arrive during the interval I. For the sake of contradiction, suppose this is not
true, i.e. there is a job Jj that arrives before the start of I and completes during
I. Then HDF must be busy processing jobs of weight as high as Jj during [rj, Cj],
contradicting the definition of the interval I being maximal. Consider the time
at e(I) + Fk where e(I) is the ending time of the interval I. Since the volume
of jobs in JHDF(I) is 2|I| (recall that HDF has 2 speed) and OPT can process
at most |I| + Fk volume of work during I ∪ [e(I), e(I) + Fk], OPT must have
at least 2|I| − (|I| + Fk) = |I| − Fk volume of jobs in JHDF(I) left at the time
e(I) + Fk. See the Figure 7.2. Therefore if |I| − Fk is an integer, OPT has at
least |I| − Fk + 1 jobs in JHDF(I) that have flow time at least Fk; here one extra
job that is completed by OPT exactly at time e(I) + Fk is counted. If |I| − Fk
is not integral, then OPT has at least d|I| − Fke jobs in JHDF(I) that have flow
time at least Fk. In both cases, we conclude that OPT has at least b|I| −Fkc+ 1
jobs in JHDF(I) that have flow time at least Fk. All such jobs have weight at least
2l, since they are in JHDF(I). Hence the vertices in Y corresponding to such jobs
are neighbors of vx,k and we have
|N({vx,k}) ∩ Y | ≥ b|I| − Fkc+ 1 (7.6)
The inequalities (7.5) and (7.6) proves (7.4) and the lemma follows.
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Now we are ready to complete the proof of Lemma 66. For a subset S ⊆ X let
N(S) denote the out neighborhood S and let N(S, l) := N(S)∩Sl. By Lemma 69
we have,
∑
vx,i∈Sl(Xs)
wi ≤ |Sl(Xs))|2l+1 ≤ 2|N(Sl(Xs))|2l+1 [By Lemma 69]
= 2
∑
h≥l
|N(Sl(Xs), h)|2l+1 = 2
∑
h≥l
∑
vy,j∈N(Sl(Xs),h)
2l+1
= 4
∑
h≥l
1
2h−l
∑
vy,j∈N(Sl(Xs),h)
2h = 4
∑
h≥l
1
2h−l
∑
vy,j∈N(Sl(Xs)),h)
wj
Using this we have that,
∑
vx,i∈Xs
wi =
∑
l
∑
vx,i∈Sl(Xs)
wi ≤
∑
l
4
∑
h≥l
1
2h−l
∑
vy,j∈N(Sl(Xs),h)
wj
≤ 4
∑
h
∑
l≤h
1
2h−l
∑
vy,j∈N(Sl(Xs),h)
wj ≤ 4
∑
h
∑
l≤h
1
2h−l
∑
vy,j∈N(Xs,h)
wj
≤ 8
∑
h
∑
vy,j∈N(Xs,h)
wj ≤ 8
∑
vy,j∈Ys
wj
This completes proving (7.3) and Lemma 66.
7.3 Lower Bounds
In this section we show that there is no scalable algorithm, there is no better
oblivious algorithm than HDF, and the uniform cost functions are necessary to
obtain O(1)-speed O(1)-competitiveness. All these lower bounds hold even for
randomized algorithms.
Theorem 70. There exists a non-decreasing function g such that for any constant
 > 0, no randomized online algorithm is constant competitive with speed 7/6− 
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for the objective of
∑
j g(Fj).
Proof. We will rely on Yao’s Min-max Principle to prove a lower bound on the
competitive ratio of any randomized online algorithm [21]. The randomized in-
stance is constructed as follows. Consider the cost function g(F ) = 2c for F > 15
and g(F ) = 0 for 0 ≤ F ≤ 15 where c ≥ 1 is an arbitrary constant. The job
instance is as follows.
• Jb: one big job of size 15 that arrives at time 0.
• S1: a set of small jobs that arrive at time 10. Each job has size 35−30sc and
the total size of jobs in S1 is 10.
• S2: a set of small jobs that arrive at time 15. Each job has size 35−30sc and
the total size of jobs in S2 is 10.
For simplicity, we assume that 10c
35−30s is an integer. The job Jb and the set S1
of jobs arrive with probability 1, while the set S2 of jobs arrives with probability
1
2c
. Let E denote the event that the set S2 of jobs arrives.
Consider any deterministic algorithm A. We will consider two cases depending
on whether A finishes Jb by time 15 or not. Note that A’s scheduling decision
concerning whether A completes Jb by time 15 or not does not depend on the
jobs in S2, since jobs in S2 arrive at time 15. We first consider the case where A
did not finish the big job Jb by time 15. Conditioned on ¬E , A’s cost is at least
2c. Hence A has an expected cost at least 2c(1− 1
2c
) ≥ c. Now consider the case
where A completed Jb by time 15. For this case, say the event E occurred. Let
V (S, t) :=
∑
j∈S p
A(t) denote the remaining volume, under A’s schedule, of all
jobs in some set S at time t. Let s = 7/6−  be the speed that A is given where
 > 0 is a fixed constant. Since A spent 15
s
amount of time during [0, 15] working
on Jb, A could have spent at most 15 − 15s time on jobs in S1. Hence it follows
V (S1, 15) ≥ 10−s(15− 15s ) = 25−15s and V (S2, 15) = 10. Since A can process at
most 15s volume of work during [15, 30], we have V (S1∪S2, 30) ≥ 35−30s = 30.
Since each job in S1∪S2 has size 35−30sc , the number of jobs left is at least c. Since
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at time 30, each job has flow time at least 15, the algorithm A has total cost no
smaller than 2c2. Recalling that Pr[E ] = 1
2c
, A’s expected cost is at least c.
Now let us look at the adversary’s schedule. Conditioned on ¬E , the adversary
completes Jb first and all jobs in S1 by time 25, thereby having no cost. Condi-
tioned on E , the adversary delays the big job Jb until it completes all jobs in S1
and S2 by time 20 and 30, respectively. Note in this schedule that each job in
S1 ∪ S2 has flow time at most 15. The adversary has cost 2c only for the big job.
Hence the expected cost of the adversary is 1
2c
(2c) = 1. This together with the
above argument that A’s expected cost is at least c shows that the competitive
ratio of any online algorithm is at least c. Since this holds for any constant c, the
theorem follows.
Theorem 71. For any constant  > 0, there is no oblivious randomized online
algorithm that is O(1)-competitive for the objective of
∑
j g(Fj) with speed aug-
mentation 2−  for all non decreasing functions g.
Proof. We appeal to Yao’s Min-max Principle [21]. Let A be any deterministic
online algorithm. Consider the cost function g such that g(F ) = 2c for F > D
and g(F ) = 0 for 0 ≤ F ≤ D. The constant D is hidden to A, and is set to 1 with
probability 1
2c
and to n + 1 with probability 1− 1
2c
. Let E denote the event that
D = 1. At time 0, one big job Jb of size n + 1 is released. At each integer time
1 ≤ t ≤ n, one unit sized job Jt is released. Here n is assumed to be sufficiently
large such that (n + 1) − 1 > c. Note that the event E has no effect on A’s
scheduling decision, since A is ignorant of the cost function.
Suppose the online algorithm A finished the big job Jb by time n+ 1. Further,
say the event E occurs; that is D = 1. Since 2n + 1 volume of jobs in total were
released and A can process at most (2−)(n+1) amount of work during [0, n+1],
A has at least 2n+ 1− (2− )(n+ 1) volume of unit sized jobs unfinished at time
n+1. Each of such unit sized jobs has flow time greater than 1, hence A has total
cost at least 2c((n+ 1)− 1)) > 2c2. Knowing that Pr[E ] = 1
2c
, A has an expected
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cost greater than c. Now suppose A did not finish Jb by time n+ 1. Conditioned
on ¬E , A has cost at least 2c. Hence A’s expected cost is at least 2c(1− 1
2c
) > c.
We now consider the adversary’s schedule. Conditioned on E (D = 1), the
adversary completes each unit sized job within one unit time hence has a non-
zero cost only for Jb, so has total cost 2c. Conditioned on ¬E (D = n + 1), the
adversary schedules jobs in a first in first out fashion thereby having cost 0. Hence
the adversary’s expected cost is 1
2c
(2c) = 1. The claim follows since A has cost
greater than c in expectation.
Theorem 72. There is no randomized online algorithm that is O(1)-speed O(1)-
competitive for the objective of
∑
j gj(Fj) even if the algorithm knows all functions
gj and the functions are non-decreasing.
Proof. To show a lower bound on the competitive ratio of any randomized algo-
rithm, we appeal to Yao’s Min-max Principle [21] and construct a distribution on
job instances for which any deterministic algorithm performs poor compared to
the optimal schedule. All cost functions gi have a common structure. That is,
each job Ji is completely defined by two quantities di and λi, which we call Ji’s
relative deadline and cost respectively: gi(Fi) = 0 for 0 ≤ Fi ≤ di and gi(Fi) = λi
for Fi > di. Hence Ji incurs no cost if completed by time ri + di and cost λi
otherwise. Recall that ri and li are Ji’s arrival time and size respectively. For this
reason, we will say that Ji has deadline ri + di. For notational convenience, let us
use a compact notation (ri, ri + di, li, λi) to characterize all properties of each job
Ji where li is Ji’s size.
Let h, T, L be integers such that h ≥ 2s, T = 2h, L > 2cT 2. For each integer
0 ≤ l ≤ h = 2s, there is a set Cl of jobs (according to a distribution we will define
soon, some jobs in Cl may or may not arrive). All jobs have deadlines no greater
than T . We first describe the set C0. In C0, all jobs have size 1 and relative deadline
1, and there is exactly one job that arrives at each unit time. The job with deadline
t has cost Lt. More concretely, C0 = {(t−1, t, 1, Lt) | t is an integer such that 1 ≤
t ≤ T}. Note that |C0| = T . We now describe the other sets of jobs Cl for each
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integer 1 ≤ l ≤ h. All jobs in Cl have size 2l−1 and relative deadline 2l, and at every
2l time steps, exactly one job in Cl arrives. The job with deadline t has cost Lt.
Formally, Cl = {(2l(j−1), 2lj, 2l−1, L2lj) | j is an integer such that 1 ≤ j ≤ 2h−l}.
Note that |Cl| = 2h−l. Let C =
⋃
0≤l≤h Cl. Notice that all jobs with deadline t have
cost Lt.
As we mentioned above, jobs in C do not arrive according to a probability
distribution. To formally define such a distribution on job instances, let us group
jobs depending on their arrival time. Let Rt denote the set of jobs in C that
arrive at time t. Let R≤t :=
⋃
0≤t′≤tRt′ . We let Et, 0 ≤ t ≤ T − 1 denote the
event that all jobs in R≤t arrive and these are the only jobs that arrive. Let
Pr[Et] = 1Ltθ where θ =
∑
0≤j≤T−1
1
Lj
is a normalization factor to ensures that∑
0≤t≤T−1 Pr[Et] = 1.
The following lemma will reveal a nice structure of the instance we created. Let
Dt denote the set of jobs in C that have deadline t. Let D>t :=
⋃
t<t′≤T Dt′ .
Lemma 73. Consider the occurrence of event Et, 0 ≤ t ≤ T − 1. There exists a
schedule with speed 1 that completes all jobs in R≤t ∩ D>t before their deadline.
Further such a schedule has cost at most 2TLt.
Proof. We first argue that all jobs in R≤t ∩ D>t can be completed before their
deadline. Observe that there exists exactly one job in Cl ∩ R≤t ∩ D>t for each l.
This is because the intervals {[2l(j − 1), 2lj] | j is an integer s.t. 1 ≤ j ≤ 2h−l}
defined by the arrival time and deadline of jobs in Cl is a partition of the time
interval [0, T ]. We schedule jobs in R≤t ∩ D>t in increasing sizes. Hence the first
job we schedule is the job in C0 ∩R≤t ∩D>t and it has no choice other than being
scheduled exactly during [t, t+1]. Now consider each job Ji in Cl∩R≤t∩D>t. It is
not difficult to see that either of [2l(j−1), 2l(j−1)+2l−1] or [2l(j−1)+2l−1, 2lj] is
empty and therefore is ready to schedule the job Ji of size 2
l−1 in Cl ∩R≤t ∩D>t.
Finally, we upper bound the cost of the above schedule. Since all jobs with
deadline greater than t are completed before their deadline under the schedule,
each job can incur cost at most Lt. Knowing that there are at most 2T jobs, the
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total cost is at most 2TLt.
Corollary 74. E[OPT] ≤ 2T 2
θ
.
Proof. Recall that Pr[Et] = 1Ltθ . By Lemma 73, we know, in case of the occurrence
of event E , that there exists a feasible schedule with speed 1 that results in cost
at most 2TLt. Hence we have E[OPT] ≤∑0≤t<T 2TLt 1Ltθ = 2T 2θ .
We now show any deterministic algorithm A performs much worse than in
expectation than the optimal schedule OPT.
Lemma 75. Any deterministic algorithm A given speed less than s has cost at
least L
θ
in expectation.
Proof. Note that the total size of jobs in C0 is T and the total size of jobs in
each Cl, 1 ≤ l ≤ h is T/2. Hence the total size of all jobs in C is at least
(h/2 + 1)T ≥ (s+ 1)T . The algorithm A, with speed s, cannot complete all jobs
in C before their deadline, since all jobs have arrival times and deadlines during
[0, T ]. Let Ji be a job in Dt+1 that A fails to complete before its deadline for an
integer 0 ≤ t ≤ T − 1. Note that Ji arrives no later than t since all jobs have
size at least 1. Further, the decision concerning whether A completes Ji before its
deadline or not has nothing to do with jobs in Rt+1. Hence it must be the case
that for at least one of the events E0, ..., Et, A does not complete Ji by time t+ 1,
which incurs an expected cost of at least 1
Ltθ
Lt+1 ≥ L
θ
.
By Yao’s Min-max Principle, Corollary 74 and Lemma 75 shows the competitive
ratio of any randomized algorithm is at least L
θ
/
2T 2
θ
= L
2T 2
> c.
7.4 Analysis of FIFO for Unit Size Jobs
In this section we will show that FIFO is (1 + )-speed O( 1
2
)-competitive for
minimizing
∑
i∈[n] g(Fi) when jobs have uniform sizes and unit weights. Without
loss of generality, we can assume that all jobs have size 1, since jobs are allowed
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to arrive at arbitrary times. The proof follows similarly as in the case where jobs
have unit size and arbitrary weight. Recall that in the previous section we charged
the flow time of a job in the algorithm’s schedule to jobs in the optimal solution’s
schedule that have larger flow time. In this case we can get a tighter bound on the
number of jobs in the optimal solution’s schedule that a job in FIFO’s schedule
can charge to, which allows us to reduce the resource augmentation.
Consider an input sequence σ and fix a constant 0 <  ≤ 1
2
. Let Fi denote the
flow time of job Ji in FIFO’s schedule and F
∗
i be the flow time of Ji in OPT’s
schedule. Let G = (V,E) be a flow network. There are source and sink vertices
s and t, respectively. As before, there are two partite sets X and Y . There is
a vertex vx,i ∈ X and a vertex vy,i ∈ Y corresponding to job Ji for all i ∈ [n].
There is an edge (s, vx,i) with capacity 1 for all i ∈ [n]. There is an edge (vy,i, t)
with capacity 4
2
for all i ∈ [n]. There exists an edge (vx,i, vy,j) of capacity ∞ if
Fi ≤ F ∗j . The focus of this section is showing the following lemma.
Lemma 76. The maximum flow in G is n.
Assuming that this lemma is true, then the following theorem can be shown.
Theorem 77. FIFO is (1 + )-speed 4
2
-competitive for minimizing
∑
i∈[n] g(Fi)
when all jobs are unit sized.
Proof. Lemma 76 states that the maximum flow in G is n. Let f denote a max-
imum flow in G and let f(u, v) be the flow on an edge (u, v). Note that the
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maximum flow is achieved only when f(s, vx,i) = 1 for all i ∈ [n]. We have that,
FIFO =
∑
i∈[n]
g(Fi) =
∑
i∈[n]
f(s, vx,i)g(Fi)
=
∑
i∈[n]
∑
j∈[n]
f(vx,i, vy,j)g(Fi) [f is conserved at vx,i]
≤
∑
i∈[n]
∑
j∈[n]
f(vx,i, vy,j)g(F
∗
j ) [vx,i, vy,j ∈ E only if Fi ≤ F ∗j ]
≤
∑
j∈[n]
4
2
g(F ∗j ) [f is conserved at vy,j and the capacity of vy,jt is
4
2
]
=
4
2
OPT
Thus it only remains to prove Lemma 76. Clearly the min-cut value is at most
n, thus we focus on lower bounding the min-cut value. Let (S, T ) be a minimum
cut such that S contains the source s and T contains the sink t. To simplify the
notation let Xs = X ∩ S, Xt = X ∩ T , Ys = Y ∩ S and Yt = Y ∩ T . By definition
each edge connecting s to a vertex in Xt is in (S, T ) and the total capacity of
these cut edges is
∑
vx,i∈Xt 1. Knowing that each edge from a vertex in Ys to t is
in (S, T ), it suffices to show that
∑
vy,j∈Ys
4
2
≥
∑
vx,i∈Xs
1. (7.7)
As in the proof of Lemma 66, Ys is a subset of the out neighborhood of the
vertices in Xs since the edges connecting vertices in X and Y have capacity ∞.
We now show a lemma similar to Lemma 69
Lemma 78. The vertices in Xs have at least
2
4
|Xs| neighbors in Y , i.e. |N(Xs)∩
Y | ≥ 2
4
|Xs|.
Proof. Consider a maximal time interval I where FIFO is always busy scheduling
jobs. Let Jk be the job (if exists) in Xs that has arrived the earliest (thus has
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highest priority in FIFO) out of all the jobs in Xs scheduled during I. Let C(I)
be the jobs in Xs scheduled by FIFO during I. We will show that vx,k has at least
2
4
|C(I)| neighbors in Y such that for each such neighbor vy,j, FIFO completed
the corresponding job Jj during the interval I. By taking a union over all possible
intervals I, we will have that the neighborhood of Xs has size at least
2
4
|Xs|.
Notice that FIFO does a (1 + )(|I| − Fk) volume of work during I \ [rk, Ck]
since FIFO is given (1 + ) speed and is busy during this interval. Knowing
that jobs are unit sized, FIFO completes at most b(1 + )(|I| − Fk)c jobs during
I \ [rk, Ck]. The job Jk is the only job in C(I) scheduled during [rk, Ck] because Jk
has the highest priority in FIFO’s schedule of the jobs in C(I). This implies that
|C(I)| ≤ b(1+)(|I|−Fk)c+1. FIFO completes a volume of (1+)|I| work during
I. Further, every job FIFO completes during I arrived during I since FIFO was
not busy before I and FIFO scheduled these jobs during I. Let e(I) denote the
ending time point of I and JFIFO(I) be the jobs completed by FIFO during I.
The previous argument implies that at least a (1 + )|I| − |I| − Fk = |I| − Fk
volume of work corresponding to jobs in JFIFO(I) remains in OPT’s queue at time
e(I)+Fk since OPT has 1 speed. If |I|−Fk is integral then at least |I|−Fk +1
jobs in JFIFO(I) have flow time at least Fk in OPT’s schedule; here there is one
job that could be completed exactly at time e(I)+Fk that is counted. Otherwise,
OPT has d|I| − Fke = b|I| − Fkc + 1 jobs in JFIFO(I) that have flow time at
least Fk. In either case, at least b|I| − Fkc + 1 jobs in JFIFO(I) have flow time
at least Fk in OPT’s schedule.
First consider the case where Fk ≤ 2 |I|. In this case at least b|I| − Fkc+ 1 ≥
b 
2
|I|c+1 jobs wait at least Fk time in OPT. Knowing that |C(I)| ≤ b(1+)(|I|−
Fk)c+ 1 ≤ b(1 + )|I|c+ 1, the neighborhood of vx,k contains at least b 2 |I|c+ 1 ≥

2(1+)
b(1 + )|I|c − 
2(1+)
+ 1 ≥ 
2(1+)
(b(1 + )|I|c + 1) ≥ 
2(1+)
|C(I)| ≥ 2
2
|C(I)|
nodes. The last inequality follows from  < 1/2.
Let us consider the other case that Fk >

2
|I|. Let t∗ be the earliest time before
Ck such that FIFO only schedules jobs that arrived no later than rk during [t
∗, Ck].
Equivalently, t∗ is the beginning of the interval I by definition of FIFO. Notice
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timeI
rk Ck
e(I) + Fk
t*
e(I)
I
Figure 7.3: The interval I and I ′ in FIFO’s schedule.
that t∗ ≤ rk. Let I ′ = [t∗, Ck]. We know that FIFO completes a (1+)|I ′| volume
of work during |I ′|. Let JFIFO(I ′) denote the jobs completed by FIFO during I ′.
Any job in JFIFO(I ′) arrives after t∗ because FIFO was not scheduling a job
before t∗ by definition of I ′. Note that any job in JFIFO(I ′) will have flow time at
least Fk if it is not satisfied until time Ck, since the jobs arrived no later than rk.
See Figure 7.3. Therefore, at least a (1 + )|I ′| − |I ′| = |I ′| ≥ Fk > 22 |I| volume
work corresponding to jobs in JFIFO(I ′) remains unsatisfied in OPT’s schedule at
time Ck because OPT has unit speed and it was assumed that Fk >

2
|I|. Thus at
least d 2
2
|I|e jobs in JFIFO(I ′) have flow time at least Fk in OPT. We also know
that |C(I)| ≤ b(1 + )(|I| − Fk)c + 1 ≤ (1 + )|I| since Fk ≥ 11+ . Together this
shows that vx,k has at least
2
2(1+)
|C(I)| ≥ 2
4
|C(I)| neighbors in Y knowing that
 ≤ 1
2
.
Using Lemma 78 we cam complete the proof of Lemma 76. By Lemma 78 we
have |Xs| ≤ 42 |N(Xs) ∩ Y | ≤ 42 |Ys| which implies (7.7) and Lemma 76.
7.5 Analysis of WLAPS for Concave Functions
In this section we consider the objective function
∑
i∈[n] wig(Fi) where wi is a
positive weight corresponding to job Ji and g : R≥0 → R≥0 is a twice differentiable,
non-decreasing, concave function. We let g′ and g′′ denote the derivative of g and
the second derivative function of g. For this objective we will show a (1+ )-speed
O( 1
2
) competitive algorithm that is non-clairvoyant. The algorithm we consider
is a generalization of the algorithm WLAPS [40, 46, 37].
Consider any job sequence σ and let 0 <  ≤ 1/3 be fixed. Without loss of
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generality it is assumed that each job has a distinct arrival time. We assume
that WLAPS is given (1 + 3)-speed. At any time t, let A(t) denote the jobs in
WLAPS’s queue. The algorithm at each time t finds the set of the most recently
arriving jobs A′(t) ⊆ A(t) such that ∑Ji∈A′(t) wig′(t− ri) = ∑Ji∈A(t) wig′(t− ri).
The algorithm WLAPS distributes the processing power amongst the jobs in
A′(t) according to their current increase in the objective. That is Jj ∈ A′(t)
receives processing power (1 + 3)wjg
′(t− rj)/(
∑
Ji∈A′(t) wig
′(t− ri)).
In case where there does not exist such a set A′(t) such that the sum of wig′(t−
ri) over all jobs A
′(t) is exactly 
∑
Ji∈A(t) wig
′(t−ri), we make the following small
change. Let A′(t) be the smallest set of the most recently arriving jobs such that
the sum of wig
′(t−ri) over all jobs in A′(t) is no smaller than 
∑
Ji∈A(t) wig
′(t−ri).
We let the job Jk, which has arrives the earliest in A
′(t), to receive processing
power
∑
Ji∈A′(t)wig
′(t − ri) − 
∑
Ji∈A(t) wig
′(t − ri). For simplicity, throughout
the analysis, we will assume that there exists such a set A′(t) of the most recently
arriving jobs such that
∑
Ji∈A′(t) wig
′(t− ri) = 
∑
Ji∈A(t) wig
′(t− ri). This is done
to make the analysis more readable and the main ideas transparent.
To prove the competitiveness of WLAPS we define the following potential
function. For a survey on potential functions for scheduling problems see [50].
For a job Ji let p
A
i (t) be the remaining size of job Ji in WLAPS schedule at time
t and let pOi (t) be the remaining size of job Ji in OPT’s schedule at time t. Let
zi(t) = max{pAi (t)− pOi (t), 0}. The potential function is,
Φ(t) =
1

∑
Ji∈A(t)
wig
′(t− ai)
∑
Jj∈A(t),rj≥ri
zj(t).
We will look into non-continuous changes of Φ(t) that occur due to job arrivals
and completions, and continuous changes of Φ(t) that occur due to WLAPS’s
processing, OPT’s processing and time elapse. We will aggregate all these changes
later.
Job Arrival: Consider when job Jk arrives at time t. There the change in the
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potential function is 1

wkg
′(0)zk(rk) + 1
∑
Ji∈A(t) wig
′(t − ai)zk(rk). When job Ji
arrives zi(ri) = 0, so there is no change in the potential function.
Job Completion: The optimal solution completing a job has no effect on the
potential function. When the algorithm completes a job Ji at time t, some terms
may disappear from Φ(t). It can only decrease the potential function, since all
terms in Φ(t) are non-negative.
Continuous Change: We now consider the continuous changes in the potential
function at time t. These include changes due to time elapse and changes in the z
variable due to OPT and WLAPS’s processing of jobs. First consider the change
in due to time. This is equal to
d
dt
Φ(t) =
1

∑
Ji∈A(t)
wig
′′(t− ai)
∑
Jj∈A(t),rj≥ri
zj(t)
We know that wi and zi(t) are positive for all jobs Ji ∈ A(t). Further g′′ is always
non-positive since g is concave. Therefore, time changing can only decrease the
potential.
Now consider the change due to OPT’s processing. It can be seen that the
most OPT can increase the potential function is to work exclusively on the job
which has the latest arrival time. In this case, for any job Ji ∈ A(t) the variable∑
Jj∈A(t),rj≥ri zj(t) changes at rate 1 because OPT has 1 speed. The increase in
the potential due to OPT’s processing is at most
d
dt
Φ(t) ≤ 1

∑
Ji∈A(t)
wig
′(t− ai)
Now consider the change in the potential function due to the algorithm’s pro-
cessing. The algorithm decreases the z variable and therefore can only decrease
the potential function. Recall that a job Jj ∈ A′(t) is processed by WLAPS at
a rate of (1 + 3)wjg
′(t − rj)/(
∑
Ji∈A′(t) wig
′(t − ri)) because WLAPS is given
(1 + 3)-speed. Therefore, for each job Jj ∈ A′(t) \ O(t) the variable zj decrease
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at a rate of (1 + 3)wjg
′(t− rj)/(
∑
Ji∈A′(t) wig
′(t− ri)). Hence we can bound the
change in the potential as,
d
dt
Φ(t) ≤ −1

∑
Ji∈A(t)\A′(t)
wig
′(t− ai)
∑
Jj∈A′(t)\O(t)
(1 + 3)wjg
′(t− rj)∑
Jk∈A′(t) wkg
′(t− rk)
≤ −1− 

∑
Ji∈A(t)
wig
′(t− ai)
∑
Jj∈A′(t)\O(t)
(1 + 3)wjg
′(t− rj)∑
Jk∈A′(t) wkg
′(t− rk)
[By definition of A′(t)]
= −1− 
2
∑
Jj∈A′(t)\O(t)
(1 + 3)wjg
′(t− rj)
≤ −1 + 
2
∑
Jj∈A′(t)
wjg
′(t− rj) + 2
2
∑
Jj∈O(t)
wjg
′(t− rj)
[Since 0 <  ≤ 1/3]
≤ −1 + 

∑
Jj∈A(t)
wjg
′(t− rj) + 2
2
∑
Jj∈O(t)
wjg
′(t− rj)
[By definition of A′(t)]
By combining the changes due to OPT and the algorithm’s processing and the
change due to time, the continuous change in the potential function is at most,
1

∑
Ji∈A(t)
wig
′(t− ai)− 1 + 

∑
Jj∈A(t)
wjg
′(t− rj) + 2
2
∑
Jj∈O(t)
wjg
′(t− rj)
= −
∑
Jj∈A(t)
wjg
′(t− rj) + 2
2
∑
Jj∈O(t)
wjg
′(t− rj)
Completing the Analysis: At this point we are ready to complete the analysis.
We know that Φ(0) = Φ(∞) = 0 by definition of Φ, which implies that total sum
of non-continuous changes and continuous changes of Φ(t) is 0. Further there are
no increases in Φ for non-continuous changes. Hence we have
∫∞
t=0
d
dt
Φ(t) ≥ 0.
Let WLAPS denote the algorithm’s final objective and OPT denote the optimal
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solution’s final objective. Let d
dt
WLAPS(t) =
∑
Jj∈A(t) wjg
′(t − rj) denote the
increase in WLAPS objective at time t and let d
dt
OPT(t) =
∑
Jj∈O(t) wjg
′(t− rj)
denote the increase in OPT’s objective at time t. We have that,
WLAPS =
∫ ∞
t=0
d
dt
WLAPS(t)
≤
∫ ∞
t=0
d
dt
WLAPS(t) +
d
dt
Φ(t)
≤
∫ ∞
t=0
d
dt
WLAPS(t)− d
dt
WLAPS(t) +
2
2
d
dt
OPT(t)
≤ 2
2
OPT
This proves the following theorem.
Theorem 79. The algorithm WLAPS is (1+)-speed O( 1
2
)-competitive for min-
imizing
∑
i∈[n] wig(Fi) when g : R≥0 → R≥0 is a concave nondecreasing positive
function that is twice differentiable.
7.6 Conclusions and Discussions
One obvious question is if there exists an online algorithm that is O(1)-competitive
with speed less than two or not. To obtain such an algorithm (if it exists), one
must exploit the structure of cost functions. We have preliminary evidence that
our analysis can be extended to show that HDF is O(1)-speed O(1)-competitive
on identical parallel machines.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Directions
This thesis has considered several scheduling problems in the online setting. The
main focus of this thesis was the design of algorithms in the broadcast scheduling
model. We showed online scalable algorithms for average flow time, `k-norms of
flow time and the delay factor. Further, we gave strong guarantees for LWF and its
variants for a variety of metrics. We believe that the algorithms and analyses given
in this thesis has lead to better understanding the broadcast scheduling setting,
especially online. Further, it has given insights into the types of algorithms and
algorithmic ideas that perform well in the broadcast setting. Most of the work
given in this thesis is of theoretical interest, however we believe that the underlying
ideas have the potential to be very useful in practice. There are several open
problems left in the broadcast model, many of which were mentioned throughout
this thesis. Here we point out two problems that would be quite interesting to
resolve.
One of the interesting things to note about the algorithms given in this thesis
that are scalable in the broadcast setting is that all of them have knowledge of
the speed given to the algorithm. That is, the algorithms are (1 + )-speed O(1)-
competitive, but the algorithm uses the value of  to make scheduling decisions.
This is a somewhat surprising phenomenon, which as far as the author knows, has
only been observed recently in the last four years. Besides the broadcast setting,
this algorithmic property has also been seen in the scalable algorithms given for
average flow time and the `k-norms of flow time in the arbitrary speed of curves
scheduling setting [40, 46, 37]. As mentioned in this thesis, the arbitrary speed
up curves setting is closely related to the broadcast setting.
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An interesting question that emerges is whether or not their exists an algorithm
that is (1 + )-speed O(1)-competitive for any of these problem (say average flow
time in the broadcast setting) without knowledge of . An algorithm that is
scalable without knowledge of  has been called universally scalable. A universally
scalable algorithm is arguably more natural because the algorithm does not need
the parameter  when implementing the algorithm. In practice, the ‘right’ value
of  would have to be determined. From a theoretical viewpoint, it would be
interesting to determine whether the knowledge of  somehow gives additional
power to the algorithm. In particular, it would be quite interesting if for some
problems no algorithm can be (1 + )-speed O(1)-competitive for all  without
knowledge of . However, no similar result is known in scheduling theory and it
is not clear how one could show that this is the case.
Perhaps the most interesting question that remains open in the broadcast set-
ting is whether or not there exists an O(1)-approximation algorithm for average
flow time when pages have unit sizes. A central open problem in scheduling the-
ory is whether or not there exists an O(1)-approximation algorithm for average
weighted flow time on a single machine in the standard setting. Of course, average
flow time in the broadcast setting is more general than average weighted flow time
in the standard model, so if one were to consider the setting where pages have
varying sizes it would be prudent to consider the standard setting first. However,
in the standard setting, if jobs have unit size there exists an optimal algorithm
for average weighted flow time. Thus, it is interesting to consider designing a
constant approximate algorithm for average flow time in broadcast setting when
pages have unit size. Currently the best known algorithm has an approximation
ratio of O(log2 n/ log log(n)) which was shown in [7].
One of the other contributions of the work given in this thesis is the introduction
of the general cost function scheduling metric. In this thesis, we showed that
somewhat surprisingly the algorithm HDF is (2 + )-speed O(1/)-competitive for
this very general scheduling setting. Several questions arise out of this work. First
is whether or not an algorithm can be constant competitive with speed less than 2.
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We showed in this thesis that this cannot be the case for an algorithm that does not
take the cost function into consideration when making scheduling decisions. We
also showed that no algorithm can be scalable in this setting. However, it would be
interesting to break the barrier of 2 and show that some algorithm can be constant
competitive with say 1.9-speed. The challenge is that our lower bound shows that
this algorithm cannot be HDF and therefore new algorithmic techniques will need
to be developed to approach this problem. Another interesting question is to
consider the general cost function objective in more general scheduling settings.
For instance, in the multiple machine scheduling setting. We have preliminary
evidence that the analysis we gave for HDF cane be extended to the identical
machines setting to show a O(1)-speed O(1)-competitive algorithm. However, the
speed required is larger than that used in the single machine setting. It would be
interesting if one could show an algorithm in the identical machines setting whose
guarantees are similar to that of what we showed for HDF in the single machine
setting.
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